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Cover Photograph: Last fling before winter? Aidan Williams (left) in Dabber Blue Tack, plus Colin Bell and Brian McClellan 
in Puffin, entering the bay behind Low Peel Near as we leave it (See rally report on page 30) 
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H   Annual General Meeting 2020   H 
   NW Planning Meeting 2020   

   Wayfarer Nipegegi Round Britain  
The 2020 AGM, combined with the 2020 NW Regional Planning Meeting, will be held on Saturday 1st February 

at Hollingworth Lake Sailing Club, Littleborough, near Rochdale, Lancashire, OL15 0DQ, http://www.hlsc.org.uk/ 
The guest speaker, Will Hodshon, will present 'Nipegegi Round Britain'.

   PROGRAMME, FEBRuARy 1st, 2020:
10.00 NW Rally Planning Meeting
11.30 DCA AGM
13.00 Lunch
14.00 Presentation by Will Hodshon who, with Rich Mitchell, 
                          sailed  Wayfarer Nipegegi round Britain in 18 days this year.

Proceedings will commence at 10.00 with planning of the NW rally programme. Those interested in planning 
the NW sailing programme therefore should arrive early. After a short break, the AGM will then commence at 
11.30, allowing a more leisurely arrival time for those coming from afar who are not interested in the NW rallies. 

The AGM will be followed by lunch (hot pie & dessert, for which numbers will be required in advance). 
In the afternoon Will Hodshon will describe the impressive voyage he made together with Rich Mitchell in 

Wayfarer Nipegegi, 1,390 nautical miles round the coast of Great Britain in 18 days. Funds raised by the talk will be 
donated to the RNLI and to Surfers Against Sewage who do invaluable work driving change for the protection of the 
marine environment.

Because of the full programme, it would be appreciated if members arrived promptly for the beginning of each 
relevant session.

COST: £6 for attendance for the day, including lunch and refreshments. Pay at the door and
PLEASE BRING CORRECT CHANGE. There will be a collection for the charities — please give generously.

For us to plan for catering, please notify John Hughes (see below) of your intention to come at least
ONE WEEK IN ADVANCE, i.e. by Saturday 25th January, stating your preference for meat pie or vegetarian  
option.

Directions to Hollingworth Lake Sailing Club [http://www.hlsc.org.uk/]:
By road: From M6 jnc 21, exit north toward ROCHDALE on A650. After half mile, in Milnow, turn right on B6225 

(towards Smithybridge, Littleborough and Todmorden). Follow the B6225 for about 2 miles all the way to the SC by 
following the HOLLINGWORTH LAKE brown tourist signs.

By rail the nearest station is Smithybridge, from which the venue is about 15 minutes' walk.
For catering numbers and further information please contact:
John Hughes, NW Regional Secretary, jmxhughes@phonecoop.coop, 0151 632 0178

______________________________________________________________________________________________

H    RENEWING yOuR MEMBERSHIP IN 2020     H

Please remember that in 2020 renewal is, as usual, due by 1st April. Leaving it longer will threaten 
the delivery of your journals in 2020. However, I would welcome payment early in the New year up to 
1st February, to enable me to get this work done in the winter.

Payment methods are as follows :
• Direct Debits. Nearly half of our UK members already renew by annual Direct Debit on 1st 

February. I'd like to get all members to pay that way. To do so, just tell Treasurer Jeff Rogers at jeffrey@ 
jeffreyrogers.com All you need is a bank account.

• Cheques and Postal Orders for £24 should be made payable to the Dinghy Cruising Association 
and sent to me, David Morton (Membership Sec.) and no-one else. My address is inside the front cover 
of the journal.

• PayPal for overseas members. Most of our 85 overseas members use PayPal. Including PayPal's 
fee, they pay £26. Half of them have set up an annual payment via this link:

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xdick&hosted_buttonJd=X6BG82C9uG63N
— which, like the DD for UK members, saves them having to remember to renew and saves me having 

to send out reminders. 
                                                                                                                  Dave Morton, Membership Secretary

                   IM
PORTANT!
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Fulmars Flying

Heavy body, straight wings and lack of neck distinguish them from gulls. They fly 
in long glides on straight, slightly bowed wings, hanging on updraughts, stalling, 
then dropping away. The stronger the wind, the more this mini-albatross enjoys it

Fulmars are faithful to their mates and nest sites. They wave 
their heads, bow and cackle at mates and rivals. The inside of 
the bill is shown in display and is mauve or purple. There are 
no plumage differences with age, sex or season. At fledging the 
young bird resembles its parents



Editor’s Letter
–––––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
All material for DC245 – paper, digital images and 
text – should be sent to Keith Muscott  at the email or 
postal address given on page 2 as soon as possible in 
the New year
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Keith Muscott

in future when the AGM once more returns to the 
South, but venues chosen in other areas will no doubt 
continue to pose vexed questions in coming years.     
We once entertained the idea that a geographically 
central place in the UK  might be acceptable for 
most AGMs, if it were equally as convenient, or 
inconvenient, for everybody. If that idea ever gains 
currency again, the Holme Pierrepoint Country 
Park, set in 270 acres near Nottingham, would bear 
investigation. It currently hosts the The National 
Water Sports Centre and is the home of British 
Canoeing. The Centre offers conference and meeting 
facilities and has four refurbished conference rooms, 
two of which can hold up to 60 people, one up to 
30 and one up to 150. All rooms are equipped with 
screens, projectors and white boards. There is a wide 
range of accommodation offered (54 en-suite rooms)
and an 18-acre campsite. Water sports groups are 
favoured and are given some latitude to negotiate 
prices, apparently. Worth bearing in mind?

I will be running another rally in Ireland next year, this 
time during the first two weeks of September. The 
venue will be Dromineer Yacht Club on Lough Derg 
(I hope), a beautiful place that is vastly popular with 
the Irish, which is why early September, when all 
schools have returned from holiday, is the best time 
to visit. The Lough is much enjoyed by the Irish sailors 
we have met over there and is rated very highly by 
them. More information in the next issue—Ed

OUR JOURNALS WOULD GIvE vISITING MARTIANS 
a clear picture of the world in which we disport 
ourselves — the history and culture of our 

coastlines and areas of outstanding natural beauty, as 
well as their geography. This is especially true of Dinghy 
Cruising 244. It is not just the three or four heavyweight 
narratives in here but also the enthusiastically written 
rally reports that reveal the authors' true passion for 
sailing in our lakes, rivers and sea, and the extent of their 
knowledge acquired over years of cruising. Sorry if I'm 
embarrassing you, but the measure of your passion is 
the amount of gruelling hard labour that I know needs 
to be employed to reach such high standards of output. 
It is not too much to say that more than anything else 
this encourages me to try my best with the journal, even 
when my enthusiasm ebbs from time to time.  
  — What might puzzle our Martians is why we travel 
through these places on primitive wind-driven vehicles, 
but no matter: I hear they are not all that intelligent, so 
the answer would probably elude them —
        
    I would like to thank John Hughes for stepping in to 
ensure that the 2020 AGM will take place early in the year, 
as it always used to, and as agreed at the Cobnor AGM. 
It must have been a difficult decision for him, to host it 
simultaneously with the NW Planning Meeting, but it will 
no doubt work well, given John's planning abilities. 
    We now know that Cobnor will be a satisfactory host 
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David Morton
Membership Secretary

Welcome to our New Members

3649  Christopher W. Moffat, Bodesbeck, Moffat, Dumfriesshire, DG10 9LQ. Humble Bea Pram, Enterprise. 
Solway and St Mary's Loch. 01683 220 530
                                                                                                                              christopher_moffatt@yahoo.co.uk

3650  Stephen Goodchild, 10 Midvale Road, Paignton, Devon, TQ4 5BD. Stornaway 16 (self-build). 
Southwest.  01803 525 839 / 07766 333 908                                                                        steve@goodchild.biz

3651  Nicholas D. Hughes, 44 South Road, Horndean, Waterlooville, Hants., PO8 0ER. Askelladen 14. 
Chichester. 02392 593 115 / 07815 701 309                                                                 nick.hughes15@yahoo.co.uk
                                                                                             

'In God's Port' (Gosport): Camper and Nicholson's Lower Slips, c.1912.

From left to right: Margherita, Namara, Merrymaid and Waterwitch



From Len Wingfield: Crowded South Coast?

Dear Keith
 Our South Coast area — is it really overcrowded?

I must admit that on a recent sail during our Cobnor 
Meet the Itchenor Channel was busy. Everything that 
floated seemed to be on the move, canoes and stand-
up surfboards as well as racing boats, and at East Head 
there was not much room to land. Too many of the 
South Coast creeks and channels are clogged up with 
moored yachts which never seem to sail anywhere. 
Nevertheless, I would like to assure visiting members 
that lonely and lovely areas still remain.

For instance, on Sunday 8th September I launched 
into Langstone Harbour (which connects to Chichester 
Harbour). It was warm and sunny, with an almost 
cloudless sky and a light to moderate breeze. Yet I 
was sailing for half an hour before I saw another boat 
moving, and that about a mile off. Later, other dinghies 
were seen in the far distance, but nothing came near me 
until, a good hour after launching, a single power boat 
passed. The kids in it waved; mine was probably the only 
other boat they had seen that day! 

I saw groups of racing yachts far out to sea, but no 
sailing boat or yacht ever came closer than a mile from 
me. A couple of motor boats did pass me as I came 
back in, but apart from two or three buzz boats in the 
harbour entrance, it was three boats all day. How is that 
for overcrowding?

Admittedly Langstone Harbour is less popular than 
Chichester is for sailing. The islands are mostly wildlife 
reserves and the harbour is still in commercial use. 
Just above the WW2 launch ramp at Bedhampton the 
sand wharf usually has a tug and lighter alongside, the 
sand being delivered up the narrow channel by a large 
seagoing vessel — a tight squeeze, even at high water. 

At Eastney Point the inner shore is lined with derelict 
houseboats and dilapidated wooden boats. It is scruffy, 
but it has character. It takes me back to my working 
class youth on the Medway, mucking about in rough, 
terminally-rotted craft. The Hayling side of the harbour 
has a handsome pub, a cafe and loos, even a fish and 
chip stall. It is lined with the remains of WW2 concrete 
defences, but all this is honest ugliness and a good place 
for tired dinghy sailors to stop. 

The wooded eastern shore, accessible at high water, 
is as attractive as it gets, and overnight camping ashore 
is possible in Sinah Warren reserve. Langstone village 

(mostly the Hayling side of the road-bridge), has as 
fine a cluster of Georgian and victorian ‘ship's captain’ 
residences as you will find anywhere. Not gentrified 
places, but protected from gentrification.

For lovely loneliness try the heads of most Chichester 
channels, the Newtown Harbour creeks, the Hamble 
above the bridges and the west side of Poole Harbour. 
And should you be capsized and need help in the middle 
of the Solent, and your ‘waterproof ‘ phone pouch is 
flooded, you will find how lonely that can be!

Len

From Tom Edom: Survival Suits — An Answer?

Dear Keith
I read with interest Giles de Bertodano's two-part 

article, The Watchdog and the Amygdala.  It is certainly a 
subject that all DCA members outside the tropics should 
have a working understanding of.

I must confess to hoping that he would have a new 
approach to cold water survival but he seemed to throw 
it out to the members to discuss. So I would like to add 
my contribution, aware that, as a rather new member, I 
may have missed some essential discussion in the recent 
past.

In terms of clothing, there have been three basic 
options for cold weather dinghy sailing.

•    Warm layers under waterproofs.
•    Warm layers under a drysuit.
•    Wetsuit with added layers.
They all have advantages and disadvantages but the 

first is surely the most optimistic. It can be fine if the 
sailor stays out of the water but fails almost entirely on 
immersion.

However, there is a fourth way: flotation / survival 
suits. They are just like a waterproof overall or two-
piece, with a robust waterproof nylon outer and a soft 
nylon inner but in between the two layers, throughout 
the garment, is a thin closed-cell foam layer. This gives 
both flotation of rather more than a standard buoyancy 
aid, and insulation from the sea temperature. They 
seem to be mainly marketed towards anglers and are 
offered by the big fishing tackle suppliers. But they are 
not toys; they are manufactured and tested to meet 
the European standard for both flotation and immersed 
insulation suits. 
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I was completely unaware of these suits until Chris 
Waite told me about them when I mentioned how 
getting cold put me off winter sailing. I bought one and 
have found it to be excellent for keeping warm while 
sailing this winter (but I have yet to test its primary life-
saving functions).

Both Chris and I have 'overall style' suits from 
the Swedish company Fladen. However Abu, Daiwa, 
Fisheagle, Imax and Mullion all have offerings that 
presumably meet the specification. The overall style 
suits market for about £120 and the two-piece for a little 
more. They can be found at good discounts off-season. 
Baltic make a yachting version but it is more expensive. 
Some offer a ladies fit.

A key downside to these suits is that they are 
specified with Swedish ice fishing in mind. very cold 
and sedentary. Winter dinghy sailing is just cold but not 
always sedentary. The result is that it's easy to get too 
hot! And then there is the in-between season dilemma! 
The two-piece version would seem to give more options 
for ventilation.

For the technically minded, the suits have to meet 
both ISO 12402-6 as flotation devices and ISO 15027-
1:2012 as Immersion suits, performance class D which is 
'to protect the body of a user against the effects of cold 
water immersion, such as cold shock and hypothermia.'

A quick internet search of 'flotation suits' will start 
you on your own investigations.

Best Regards
Tom Edom

Bob Spackman: Fastnet Survivor Nick Ward

Dear Keith
Another excellent edition, DC243, dropped on the 

mat this week, thank you. Plenty to keep the dark 
evenings contentedly occupied!

Reading Len's book review on page 69 I recalled the 
Fastnet race I crewed on back in 1971; nothing more 
than a F7 that year. However, my comment regarding 
the article is that Len highlights the crew member, Nick 
Ward, of the yacht Grimalkin, who was abandoned. Nick 
has in recent years published an excellent book himself  
about the race and its aftermath entitled, Left For Dead. 
The tale is gripping and well worth reading.

Regards,
Bob

§ I agree with you about Left For Dead, Bob. As well as 
being gripping, the story has such a sad, tragic aura. It 
reminds me of Joseph Conrad's novel Lord Jim, in which 
one dreadfully ill-judged decision, made in a panic, leads 
to a blighted, shortened life. (My review of  Left For Dead 
is on page 74 of this issue)—Ed

H Please note: Miles Dent also wrote a letter to the 
Editor, which is now a standalone article on page 75  H
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From Tom Edom: The 2014 National 18

Dear Keith
You mentioned in a picture caption in Bulletin 240 

(p56) that the National 18 class had not changed since 
the introduction of Ian Proctor's GRP design in 1969.

Up until 2014 that was true, except that they had 
reduced the artificially high weight of 250Kg (derived 
from the clinker Uffa Ace design) down to 200kg in 1996.

However, in 2014 the class adopted a new and radical  
'Ultimate' design from the board of Phil Morrison, 
weighing in at 160kg and looking remarkably like a 
Merlin Rocket on steroids. A look at the class website 
www.national18.com will give you the full details.

It is perhaps for the next generation of dinghy cruisers 
to decide whether the new Ultimate design has any 
cruising potential when it, in due course, gets replaced 
by a post-Ultimate design.

Best Regards
Tom Edom

From Aidan Williams: Kayaking on the Dee

Hello Keith
 very nice to bump into you and Jennifer at the Sandy 

Lane slipway this morning (October 27th).
We left the car park soon afterwards and parked up 

near the weir in the centre of Chester. We were sitting 
having a coffee when we noticed you starting your 
passage back upstream.

I have to say we thought you looked very well, and 
if it had been Strictly Come Kayaking — it would have 
been four 10s.

Unfortunately you were a bit too far away at that 
point to get a good photograph. Hope it wasn’t too hard 
a job to get back up river.

 
Regards
Aidan Williams
 

§ Thanks for that, Aidan. Four tens on Strictly Come 
Kayaking is a better result than the comment we got from 
Maurice Burgess at Cobnor, something about semaphoring 
with paddles...! 
    The Dee was certainly hard work on the day, but we made 
it back upstream all right, as did Graham Deans with Joshua. 
(The report is on page 27)



DCA Rally Programme, Winter 2019/2020

South Coast
 1. The remaining Dinghy Solent Winter Programme is provisionally as follows
 Please check on the DCA forum ('South') for any late changes:

Sat 30 Nov   HW  13.37          Emsworth for Fowley Island 
Sat 14 Dec   HW  12.32          Warsash for Upper Hamble River 
Sat 28th Dec. HW 12.35         Emsworth for Langstone village 
Sat 11 Jan    HW  11.34          Warsash for Hythe 
Sat 18th Jan HW 17.20           Itchenor for Pilsey Island 
Sat  15 Feb   HW  16.13          Warblington for Langstone (Winter Social) 
Sat 29th Feb HW 14.28           Itchenor for Prinsted 
Sat 14 March HW 14.42         Bedhampton for Sinah/Eastney 
Sat 28 March HW 13.26         Emsworth for East Head 
Note:
 1.  The Boxing Day sail venue is now Itchenor for East Head.
 2.  The Winter Social is now organized for 15th February, preceded by an afternoon sail from Warblington.  This is 
three weeks after the preceding outing and only one week before the next rally, but the gods of Heaven and Earth 
are not tidally with us at this point.
 3.  The March tides particularly are awkward to fit into our Saturday outings, so watch out online for changes.

2. South Coast Winter Meeting, The Crown, Emsworth, Saturday February 15th, 2020

The South Coast Winter Social is to be held from 18.00 at The Crown, Emsworth on Saturday 15 February, to follow 
the day-sail of the same day.
Please pay £13 electronically to account number 11229363, sort code 11.15.25, and include your name by way of a 
reference, to arrive no later than Friday 31 January
Anyone not paying in advance will be charged £15 even if you don’t require food; expect any excess cash to go to the 
RNLI.
Anticipate discussing the way forward for Dinghy Solent and the 2020 Summer Rally Programme. Please let Chris 
Waite know if you have anything else you would like to talk about, or demonstrate.

North West
See page 3 for details of the NW Planning Meeting and the AGM on Saturday, February 1st, 2020, and for directions 
to the venue.

South West 

Area Winter meeting, Saturday, 22 February, 2020

As in previous years we plan an event for a Saturday afternoon and evening. Members are invited to attend for the full 
period of the event or just for any part of it. 

The venue will be the Forder Community Hut, Forder, Saltash PL12 4QR. Thanks to John Lidstone for arranging this 
for us. This is a small meeting hall in the village of Forder about 1.5 miles south from Saltash. Access to the hall is by foot 
down the private road on the west side of Forder creek. 

Parking in Forder village is very limited. I would suggest parking up the hill towards Saltash in the vicinity of the Cecil 
Arms (PL12 4AR) or St Stephen's Church. The Cecil Arms is the pub we plan to visit at the end of our meeting. 

We have the use of the hall from mid-day so we can gather for lunch from around 12:30. Bring your own sandwiches, 
etc. The hall has tea/coffee-making facilities. Then, unless the weather is unfavourable, we will set off for a short stroll at 
2:00pm, probably taking a look at Forder creek and the River Lynher.  Return to the hall by 15:30 for light refreshments 
and to start our meeting. (On return, please don't bring muddy boots into the hall!) In the first part of the meeting we will 
discuss our rally programme for 2020. Ideas for new rally venues are welcome.  The second part of the meeting will be 
for members' picture presentations, so let me know if you have pictures you would like to share. Both technical boating 
subjects and holiday snaps are welcome. We will leave the hall by 18:30 and move up the hill to the Cecil Arms, where we 
will book a table for 19:00. 

We will share the cost of the hall, tea and biscuits, etc. This will probably work out at around £3.00 per head. Let me 
know if you would like to be included in our table booking at the Cecil Arms.             John Perry

NB: This was the last South Coast 
programme update I received, 
literally a few hours before this 
journal was taken in for printing.  
You should check the ongoing 
discussion on the DCA  Forum, 
'South' —Ed
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Back issues of bulletins are available at £1 a copy (with the old yellow covers, but just as interesting). Please 
ring or email for availability.                  

Polo shirts:               

DCA Burgee:                                                                                                                                                    

  

Knitted Cap (NEW! Above right), designed to match the burgee                                                                

Lapel badge/brooch:       Hard enamel, with DCA burgee                                                                  

Baseball cap with badge:    Navy blue cotton with DCA printed badge in white, size adjustable.       

Baseball cap, no badge :     As above but without badge*                                                                               

Boat sticker :                      Round, 3.5ins dia, with colour DCA badge                                                        

Car sticker :                      As boat sticker but for attaching to any glass window                                    
Cloth badge :                      63mm x 48mm oval woven badge with DCA burgee
                       on dark blue background
DCA Mug:                              Pottery or Melamine plastic (same price)                                                              £8.00

updated CD!                       new Bulletin Index and Back-number CD                                           £10.00
                                                  
* If you don’t like the white DCA badge, why not buy a plain cap with a cloth badge and sew it on?

Sweat shirts:                             Navy blue, white DCA badge                                                                           

                               Sizes: Small
Medium 
Large 
Extra large 
XXL 

– 36" to 40" chest
– 40" to 42"
– 44" to 46"
–  up to 48"
– above 48" 

Royal blue, short sleeves, button-up collar, white DCA badge                                                           £16.00

Sizes: Small               
Medium 
Large 
Extra large
XXL

– 36" to 38" chest
– 38" to 40"
– 40" to 42"
– 44" to 46"
– above 48"

White triangle on blue background, yellow tail, nylon, large (8ins 
x 16ins) or small (6ins x 11ins). They have an open hem which 
can be slipped over a small staff and two loops. 

Hand-knitted in navy to match the DCA burgee. White triangles around 
turned-up brim and a yellow crown. Two sizes: Small (skull cap) or large, 
same price.

I will endeavour to bring the shop to any DCA events I happen to attend, although if I come by train using a 
budget ticket to save on petrol, this might not be possible.

Prices include postage and packing to UK members, but overseas members will be charged extra for postage. 
Please include your membership number and send cheque, made payable to 'Dinghy Cruising Association', 
to Elizabeth Baker, Westfield, Western Rd, Hailsham, East Sussex BN 27 3 EN. PayPal payments will only be 
accepted from overseas members.

Phone: 01323 842 124 Email: bakeratwestfield@tiscali.co.uk                                                                           

 £12.50 Small

 £15.00  Large

 £12.00

 £3.00

 £5.00
 £8.00

 £3.00

 £3.00

 £3.00

 £17.00  

Woolly hat 
(see below)
               £12

(No illustrations show actual size)

Car/Boat Sticker

 DCA Shop
Cloth badge

 White badge as printed on 
clothing
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Members' Ads

Paul Constantine's Practical Dinghy Cruiser (2nd edition) (Right)
& Practical Coastal Cruising: Serial Starship (Left)
Practical Dinghy Cruiser: where do you start? What to do? Many simple diagrams 

of useful equipment and stories of lessons learned.  Much of the content closely allied 
to the DCA and all its works. Find it on Amazon. 

Or go to www.moonshinepublications.co.uk and claim a DCA discount. 
Paul has now published another book (left) that relates the story of circumnavigating 

Britain, including Orkney and Shetland. First published in instalments in Multull 
international, now available in book form. 

The Dinghy Cruising Companion: Tales and Advice from Sailing a Small Open Boat (1st Edition), by Roger Barnes, 
President of the DCA

The text covers:
Finding a good boat
Fitting out for daysailing
Boatcraft under engine and oar
Mooring and anchoring
Preparing for open water
Out at sea
Coastal navigation
Dinghy homemaking
Keeping comfortable and safe

Dimensions: 234 X 156 mm. 
Paperback            256 pages
RRP: £15.99  Online price: £14.39
(Also sold by Amazon)

ROGER'S BOOK HAS rapidly achieved the 
status of a modern sailing classic. illustrated 
throughout with inspirational colour 
photographs and helpful illustrations, it shows 
just why small boats are the perfect passports 
to remote and beautiful places.  

Details: Published 13.03.2014 by  Bloomsbury. 
imprint: Adlard Coles
Beautiful colour illustrations and photographs 
throughout.
Buy online from Bloomsbury:
http://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/the-dinghy-
cruising-companion-9781408179161/#sthash.
NLULaflB.dpuf

FOR SALE: 
Boat Building Frame Supplies

2 'i' Beams (wooden floor joists) 3.9m long £8.00
2 'i' Beams 1.060m long £2.00

4 Castors loading 250kg each £8.00
50 zinc plated 100mm M8 Coach Bolts, nuts and washers £3.00

4 flooring angle brackets £2.00
6m biaxial glass fibre cloth 1300mm wide £48.00

In Cheadle Hulme near Stockport. £60.00 for the lot
Antony Sluce: aj.sluce@virginmedia.com      Tel. 0161 485 7306

Slight distortion of image 

here resulting from my 

removing the time & date 

from the photograph –Ed

 11��� � �������

Members' Advertisements
DCA Mugs
introduced by Liz on page 11, DC229 

DCA burgee on one side, and on the other is 
the photograph, taken by Liz, which appears 
on the cover of Dinghy Cruising 226. 
Two types available: one is the usual straight-
sided pottery variety, which is dishwasher 
proof, and a similar one in melamine plastic, 
unbreakable but probably not dishwasher 
proof. 

Price for either type: £8, DCA Shop

NB: Two views of the same mug!

WESTRAy 16 FOR SALE (1994):  Cruising / Camping Sailing Dinghy, the type seen in two articles 

in the last issue of Dinghy Cruising, #233

One owner. Ply / Epoxy build. Gunter and small Bermudan rigs
Spray hood / tent and full length tent by CJ Marine. Sleeps two.
Combi trailer. Cover by CJ Marine. Lots of extras. Ready to sail.

£2750

John Kuyser: 02380 871 951. Johnkuyser@btinternet.com
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Offered reluctantly by Dave Morton, aged Membership Sec., 
of Cheadle Hulme, Stockport, SK8 5EN  
Email: davidcmorton@ntlworld.com, Tel. 0161 283 7824

Made by Moores of Wroxham and fully equipped for cruising:  

• Mk2 boat tent, oars, side benches, spray dodger, centre 
sheeting 
• 2 anchors with braided warp, new shrouds, 2 mast supports 
for car and Sherpa van  
• Rapide combi trailer with spare wheels and winch 
• Silva 85 illuminated marine compass 
• Full Lucas main with 3 reefs and mast-head buoyancy, genoa 
and two tan jibs and spinnaker 
• Whale Gusher hand pump instead of self-bailers 
• Unused blue boat cover; small inflatable; 2 waterproof blue 
plastic barrels 
• Tilley lamp and primus stove
• 2 or 3 wetsuits  
• Noisy but serviceable Johnson 4, 2T(100:1) outboard 
with saddle tank which needs some TLC. Included if wanted
• Garage-stored on beer crates  

– A new, bare, cruising Wayfarer from Hartley Boats 
is priced at £9995! –

 Mk2 GRP Wayfarer 7548 for sale: £2000 O.N.O.

Derwent Water  
               Marina

Restless at rest~
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FOR SALE: 
Could this be the best Cruising & Camping Dinghy 

ever?
An 18ft Classic GRP sailing dinghy originally designed 

by Morgan Giles for the choppy waters of the Thames 
Estuary. A beautifully balanced boat to sail with furling 
jib and roller boom or slab reefing. Ideal for camping, 
cruising or racing. Lots of room for friends or children, 
and very safe with the cruising mast.

She comes with two masts, one for cruising, one for 
racing, three mainsails, all in very good condition, two 
jibs, two rudders (one lifting the other fixed) two fixed 
bilge pumps, six buoyancy bags, oars and rowlocks, 
hoops for a camping boom tent, anchor, fenders and 
warps, outboard bracket and Mercury outboard.

The heavy duty Shoreline trailer has been 
refurbished with new suspension and bearings, 
mudguards, tow hitch, winch and jockey wheel. New 
8-inch wheels for launching and new 10-inch wheels 
for road use. A single-handed mast lowering and 
raising system has now been fitted.

When the class found they were being beaten by 
the National 18s they stuck another ten feet on the 
mast to raise the sail area to 206.6 square feet.

John Stamm, contacts:
Mobile: 07946 764 821
Email: jhs@waitrose.com

___________________________________________

£4250

Winter 2019 13

___________________________________________

For Sale:

'Glen-L 14'
14 ft Wooden Sailing Cruiser, Little Egret

Construction: 6mm marine ply and epoxy
Gunter rig, 2hp 4 stroke Honda outboard, anchor, 
cockpit tent, road trailer — all serviceable and in good 
condition.

The boat has a small cabin with sitting headroom in 
which it is possible to sleep.

She is sailed regularly on Windermere, where she 
spends 6 months on a swinging mooring.
In the winter months she is undercover in a farmer's 
barn.

£650

Replies to Frank Dearden: 01229 716 078

___________________________________________



South West
Salcombe, 13th to 15th September 2019, John Perry

Present
John Lidstone    6m Tricat Trimaran
Alastair Law       Paradox miniature yacht 
(how else would you describe it?)
Peter and Liz Menear  Wayfarer dinghy (Peter) + car (Liz)
John Hughes     Mirror Dinghy
John Wood        Cornish Shrimper gaff-rigged yacht
John Perry & Josephine Street   Home-made 15ft dinghy
Steve Parke, Brian Chislett and Rolf Burney joined us at 
Frogmore by car
___________________________

WHAT LOvELY WEATHER WE HAD for this late in the 
season rally!

We (John and Josephine) launched our boat at 
Salcombe’s Batson creek slipway late on Friday afternoon 
and made phone contact with Alastair who had launched 
earlier in the day and was now anchored for the night 
near Kingsbridge. We set off towards Kingsbridge but 
with the wind falling to nothing and the ebb tide soon 
to start running we realised that was pointless so we 
turned back and spent the night alongside the pontoon 
at the slipway.  

On Saturday morning we went round to Salcombe 
town quay and waited for the Harbour Master’s Office 
to open so that we could pay our slipway and harbour 
dues. We found that after a period of quite low fees for 
launching at Salcombe the prices have gone back up, 
but it is an excellent slipway with car and trailer parking 
and even a pontoon for temporary mooring. Alastair 
joined us and we went down the estuary to anchor off 
Sunny Cove on the east side just above the narrowest 
part of the entrance and waited there to meet John 
Lidstone who had set off early to sail from the Yealm in 
his trimaran.  

While waiting for John we noticed a Cornish Shrimper 
yacht flying a DCA burgee; this turned out to be Mike 
Wood who was not actually aware that we were holding 
a rally. He just happened to be there, but he chose to 
stay with us for the weekend. John Lidstone arrived just 
at the time he had predicted and we all stayed awhile at 
Sunny Cove, then when the ebb tide eased we left John 
to have a bit of a snooze after his early start and went 
back up to Batson Creek to meet with John Hughes and 
Peter Menear who were launching their boats. 

This was the first time I had been into Batson Creek 
right at the bottom of the tide and I was 
surprised at how narrow the channel was, 
but there was still water over the slipway. 
Once the tide had come in a bit we set off 
for Frogmore, re-joining John Lidstone on 
the way. We were about as early on the 
tide as one could be to reach Frogmore. I 
felt a bit smug that we managed to sail the 
whole way, short-tacking with the keel half 
up, while the others more sensibly rowed 
and/or motored. Arriving fairly early at the 
Frogmore pontoon we had time to chat and 

make tea before strolling round the head of the creek 
to the Globe Inn where we were joined by Steve, Brian, 
Rolf and Peter’s wife Liz who had come by road. As on 
previous visits, the Globe Inn provided a nice meal.    

We woke to find the creek looking quite eerie with a 
mist on the water but that soon cleared and it became a 
really warm day, although flat calm until about lunch time. 
John Lidstone left for Plymouth under motor and the rest 
of us went down to South Sands beach, propelled mainly 
by the ebb tide — it hardly seemed worth bothering 
with oars other than to occasionally put in a few strokes 
to avoid moored yachts. Peter and John Hughes stayed 
down at South Sands whilst we and Alastair climbed the 
hill to Overbeck house, a National Trust property where, 
needless to say, we treated ourselves to cream teas – 
that seems to have become a feature of SW DCA rallies 
whenever we can find a suitable venue. And on this 
occasion we enjoyed our cream tea sitting on the terrace 
of Overbeck house, overlooking the extensive gardens 
and with fine views up the estuary and along the coast – 
all very pleasant.  

By then the breeze had arrived and we sailed back 
to Batson on the early flood.  John Lidstone later told 
me that he motored to Hope Cove where he anchored 
for coffee, then when the breeze came he had quite 
a bumpy beat back to his base near Saltash. For his 
outward passage he was beating against a southeasterly, 
then against a northwesterly on the way home! JP
_____________________________________________

(Top) On John's trimaran, anchored at Sunny Cove

(Below) Frogmore pontoon, early morning mist on the 
creek
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Daysail to East Head, 5th October, 2019, Joe Murphy

From Itchenor:
Len Wingfield Gull Mk 3          Seeker
Steve Bradwell Enterprise
Alan Moulton  Kingfisher 11    Kheya
David Sumner Gaff Mirror       Curlew
Sarah Sorenson Lune Pilot         Pampootie

From Cobnor:
Tom Edom Otter            Vitamin Sea
Chris Waite Own design      Polly Wee
Liz Baker  Cormorant        Tessa
Joe and Joy Murphy    Wanderer  Dulcie
Phil Oxborrow       Wayfarer  

From Prinstead:
Chris Peacock   Devon Potter   Pearl

A RARE THING INDEED: a Solent rally where (almost) 
everyone who took part met (almost) everyone 
else. After a week of mixed and changeable 

weather, the forecast was for Friday’s angry F6 to make 
way for a dry Saturday with a steady F3 from the north-
east. It sounded perfect to blow the fleet to the east 
Solent’s favourite picnic spot, the sheltering dunes of 
East Head beach.

In the event the weather gods teased us with a 
warmer day than expected but much less wind. The early 
risers set off at low water at around 10.30 hours from 
Itchenor in a light breeze from aft that pushed them 
along in efficient comfort, if not quite excitement. The 
late leavers and the Cobnor contingent led by Tom gave 
chase, but quickly found their progress slow down to a 
crawl from Cobnor Point onwards as the breeze faded 
and the young flood reached adolescence. 

Chris Waite appeared to be making more speed than 
most by hugging the old sea wall on the north of the 
channel, perhaps because the breeze was cleaner there. 
Joy and I (with Dulcie looking glorious in brand-new sails) 
kept to the shallows on the inside of the bend on the 
logic that we would keep out of the tidal stream, but it 

proved to be slower. Dirtier wind, perhaps?  
Chris, a mariner of great wisdom, says that there is 

indeed cleaner air to be had away from the Itchenor/
Wittering shore.  Moreover, he calculates that the stream 
can be avoided on the opposite shore right until you get 
over the shallows east of the Thorney Channel.  'Tucking 
in behind Pilsey works for a few hundred metres then 
the tide is adverse again, though with southerly winds 
it is sometimes possible to lee-bow the tide as it heads 
eastward from the top of the Winner', is his sage advice.

Shortly before midday the NE breeze expired 
altogether and some of us wallowed in frustration and 
wondered if we would need to get out our oars. Just in 
time, a faint but welcome south-westerly sprang up. We 
hauled in sheets and the boats picked up their skirts for 
a smooth tack to the beach. 

Once in the lee of the dunes, Alan pulled out his stove 
and a saucepan full of sausages and we lit a barbecue 
for burgers washed down with beers of murky origin. 
Bearing in mind that DCA Solent rallies are oft compared 
with herding cats, it was unusual to see 10 DCA members 
and nine boats in one place at the same time. Liz arrived 

later in Tessa, making it 
11. Alas, Chris Peacock 
suffered mechanical 
trouble and enjoyed a 
stationary rally on Pearl 
at his moorings.

Our return trip was a 
delightful sail with the 
mature flood under our 
keels and a friendly F2 
on the beam. It ended 
all too quickly and we 
were putting away the 
boats and wondering 
how many other days 
would be as benign and 
friendly before winter 
took hold. JM

South Coast
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Portsmouth Harbour Daysail, 19th October 2019,   
                                                                    Alan Moulton

Steve Bradwell   Enterprise
Alastair Law  Hobie Kayak
Alan Moulton   Kingfisher 11  Kheya

THIS RALLY WAS SCHEDULED as a daysail to 
Portchester Castle, a medieval castle built on the 
northwest foreshore of Portsmouth Harbour. In 

all the previous years I have attended this rally, we have 
launched at Hardway, sailed to the limit of Fareham 
Creek and then had insufficient time or water to visit 
the Castle in the afternoon. This time I decided to 
suggest sailing to the Castle first, having lunch there and 
then sailing up Fareham Creek with the rising tide and 
returning to Hardway on the ebb.

When I arrived at the Hardway slipway, Alastair was 
already there waiting for us. He had launched his kayak 
at the Portchester Sailing Club slipway and pedalled 
over to meet us. Steve arrived shortly after me and 
after rigging, we made it away on schedule at noon. 
Steve dashed away from Alastair and I as we followed 
him up Portchester Lake. The breeze was quite lively, as 
forecast, and we made quick time to the Castle for lunch 
and a walk around the Castle grounds. After a week of 
heavy rain showers, the sunshine and relatively clear 
skies were very welcome.

Relaunching, we sailed south to clear the Castle 
walls and begin the beat westwards towards 
Fareham Lake. It soon became clear that the wind 
had strengthened somewhat and with the gusts 
feeling well into a Force 5, I decided to reef. Steve 

also reefed and Alastair decided to turn 
back to Portchester. 

I was feeling a little more confident with 
the reef in the sail and Steve and I began 
to beat into the wind close to the shallow 
northern shore of the harbour. However, 
it was gusty, there was a cold edge to the 
air and spray was making over the bow and 
into the boat. It felt like hard work and was 
a reminder that the summer we recently 
enjoyed had yielded to autumn. Steve had 
previously mentioned a café at Wicor but I 
had no idea where that was. However, when 
he eventually changed course towards the 
shore and made landfall, I followed hoping 
that this was for the café and indeed it 
was. Alastair surprised us by turning up 
minutes after we arrived having taken a 
chance and driven there because of Steve’s 
previous mention of the café. Reunited in 
the sunshine and drinking hot coffee we 
were far too comfortable to contemplate 
sailing on, so we relaxed and put the world 
to rights instead.

Eventually as the tide topped out and 
started to fall away, Steve and I bade 
farewell to Alastair and made our way back 
to Hardway. It became necessary to shake 
out the reef as the breeze fell away but 
other than that, our return to the slipway 
was uneventful. Overall, it was an enjoyable 
daysail. AM

Photographs by Alan Moulton



Dell Quay, November 16th, Steve Bradwell

Steve Bradwell           Enterprise 
Cliff Martin                 Mirror        Gilkicker                                                        
Chris Waite     12ft  own design lugger        Polly Wee 
Jamie and Will Scott  Wayfarer       Josh
Sarah Sorensen and Len Wingfield on foot 

_____________________________________

The day started with light rain and a moderate, 
cold breeze making for cold hands as Cliff and I 
prepared our boats on the hard at Itchenor. Sarah 

and Len had not brought their boats but planned to 
walk the coastal path to the Crown and Anchor at Dell 
Quay and sail back with us from there. Meanwhile Chris, 
Jamie and Will were launching from the clubs they are 
members of, Chris from Cobnor and Jamie and Will from 
Hayling Sailing Club at Sandy Point. 

By the time Cliff and I set set off, at about 10.45, the 
wind had dropped to the forecast F2-3. We were soon 
joined by Chris and the three boats made good progress 
as we tacked in the steady breeze with the tide behind 
us up Bosham Channel to Bosham village. Running 
back with the wind behind us we were passed by Jamie 
and Will who were making for Bosham, a few minutes 
behind us. 

Progress out of Bosham Channel against the tide was 
slow and steady but soon picked up as we turned the 
corner into Chichester Channel. With Chris in the lead 
we turned to port into Furzefield Creek, the hard to spot 
entrance opposite Itchenor sailing club. This small creek 
is a test of short tacking, fluky wind and shallow areas 
where quick raising of centreboard — or dagger board in 
Cliff's case — is needed. 

After returning to Chichester Channel more tacking 
was required to reach Dell Quay but there was plenty 
of gentle breeze to give a very enjoyable sail to get us 
there just before high water. Meeting up with Sarah and 
Len we sat on the sea wall outside the pub to eat our 
sandwiches and drink warm coffee. I even managed 
a pint at the bar, payment I told myself, but not too 
reluctantly, for using their loos. 

With the tide draining away Sarah and Len donned 
their buoyancy aids for the return trip, Sarah with Cliff 
and Len with Jamie and Will. With the wind, now light, 
behind us and with help from the tide we got back to our 
starting points in time to de-rig before the light faded. 
A very nice winter daysail. Thanks to all attending who 
made it so enjoyable. Steve 

_____________________________________

Photographs by Steve Bradwell
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I WAS AT THE OUTER GATES of South Woodham Ferrers Yacht 
Club by 08.30, and found a car and Wayfarer Nymph waiting 
to be let in. We discussed the forecast, which seemed 

misleading on the bright balmy morning at the Upper Crouch. 
However, our interpretation of the forecast was that a cold 
front was due to cross us later so we decided to put a reef in 
before we set off. Whilst we busied ourselves preparing our 
boats Dave arrived with Jessica at about 09.00 and we set to 
getting the boats afloat.

The South Woodham Ferrers Yacht Club has a fairly  steep 
concrete slipway which launches into a mooring area of the 
Upper Crouch that dries 2 hours either side of LW; but as it was 
a neap tide I was confident we would have sufficient depth of  
water when we got under way about 10.00 and I was proved 
right.  

We sailed gently down through the moorings to pass through  
the infamous Brandy Hole Bay. When we passed the green 
'Kingsman' navigation mark, I couldn’t resist a quick history 
lesson pointing out that in the 17th century the area was rife 
with smugglers, who dropped their contraband in the deep 
pool weighted down with salt to sink, and returned some days 
later when the contraband floated, the salt having dissolved. 
The Revenue later spoiled their fun by putting a lookout post 
hereabouts and the buoy is named after the road leading to 
the lookout.

It was an enjoyable sail in the sunny northerly force 4, a beam 
reach for most of the 10 miles down to Burnham and little river 

traffic, although it started to get noticeably colder 
the nearer we were to Burnham on Crouch.

The plan had been to stop at a bit of a beach 
formed just before the junction of the rivers, but it 
was on a lee shore and the wind was then a good 
force 4, as forecast. As we closed the Branklet, I 
looked at the beach then at the threatening  leaden 
sky to windward and decided to stand off with 
Nymph to reconsider. Jessica landed first joined 
by Outlander on the bit of beach before the mud 
took over, and they didn’t look too comfortable. 

DCA Crouch Rally, Sat 7th — Sun 8th  September, 
2019, Doug MacEwen

Saturday 7th              HW Hullbridge 07.15,  Ht 4.4m           Weather:  Northerly force 4 then  5, occ. rain
Sunday    8th      HW Hullbridge 08.33,  Ht 4.1m           Weather:  Northerly force 2 - 3, sunny

Attending:

Dave Jennings  Jessica  Roamer 
Doug MacEwen                  Maggie Lou Essex Smacks Boat
Richard Knight  Nymph  Wayfarer
Nick Range  Nymph  Wayfarer
Ian Hylton  Outlander Wayfarer

East Coast

DCA fleet sails through Brandy Hole (Top) Sailing down the Roach (Above) Maggie Lou



Then the squall hit with stinging, really heavy rain 
and the relatively benign, moderate sea turned nasty. 
It was white water as far as the eye could see, which 
wasn’t that far in the rain. Within minutes the waves 
all around were breaking and I was getting drenched by 
both the rain and the spray. I watched as Nymph ahead 
of me went ploughing over the waves, but I didn’t really 
have time to think of anything other than the safety of 
the boat in what I estimate was a stiff Force 6 squall as 
the cold front passed overhead. I was trying to read 
the waves and steer accordingly, but every 3rd wave 
sent spray back from the bows and soaked me again 
and again.  Maggie Lou was riding the breaking waves 
like a  hobby horse, with a bang and crash as the boat 
weathered the seas, the spray soaking me and my coffee 
cup wedged conveniently within reach. 

Maggie Lou was fine with the reef in and spilling 
the mains'l occasionally in the bigger gusts, but the 
boats heading to windward had a slant out to sea. Both 
boats were making for the weather shore in the hope 

of gaining some shelter and smoother seas. After what 
seemed an age, but in reality was about 30 minutes or 
so,  we reached the weather shore and calmer seas, and 
were able to tack comfortably, although the wind was 
almost as strong. We went up river hugging the north 
shore  a little way then as the wind settled down to the 
forecast force 5 we decided to cross over to talk to  the 
others, who were still being battered by waves on the 
shore. Our plan was revised to  go down to the Roach for 
lunch and take  stock.

As we ran down the Roach into Quay Reach  the Royal 
Corinthian YC were doing Cruiser race-training starts. 
The race officer, who I know well, shouted that we must 
be mad, clasping his mug of tea, wrapped  up in foulies 
on the fly bridge of his motor cruiser! We were soon 
through and in the relative shelter of Devils Reach on 
the Roach. Time to think through the options.

As I was pretty well soaked, I decided to sail back 
up the Crouch and South Woodham Ferrers, dry out, 

Sailing back to Creeksea from Paglesham

Nymph: covering up and drying out

Below and top left: More peaceful conditions at Creeksea
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have a hot shower then join in the rally the next day 
when the forecast was a more a benign northerly 
2-3. The others went on to Paglesham but found that 
equally uncomfortable so returned to spend the night 
at Creeksea.

I slowly tacked back up the Roach through the cruiser 
racers in a lumpy, wind-over-tide sea and back into the 

Crouch. A large grey police boat  came in from seaward, 
slowed down to minimise wash, and passed with a wave 
as if they were on a picnic! Then it was a slow, hard 
slog against the ebbing tide back up to SWFYC, drinking 
cold coffee from my flask and finishing my cheese 
sandwiches, to recover near low water for a warm bed 
and hot shower.

Lesson for the rally: fruit scones with plenty of butter 
and strawberry jam are wonderful revivers of spirit. 
Coffee with seawater tastes foul! DMacE

From Dave Jennings: The sailing conditions on 
Sunday were quite a contrast to Saturday. In the 
morning the wind was around F2 so I  sailed down to the 
mouth of the Roach then turned around and sailed back 
past Burnham. This was against the tide so progress 
was rather slow, particularly as the wind started getting 
lighter and rather fluky with some large wind shifts. I 
dropped the anchor just downriver from Creeksea and 
had lunch and a snooze. 

When the tide turned I set off back to South 
Woodham Ferrers but the wind became even more 
variable going from nothing to short periods of brisk 
progress. I had arranged I would meet Doug at SWF at 
6pm but had started to think I  would arrive much later 
when the wind picked up again to about F2 as I passed 
the entrance to West Wick marina. The last section 
through the moorings approaching SWF was difficult as 
I was blinded by sailing into a low sun directly on the 
nose and could barely see where I was going. Not ideal 
for sailing through the moored boats!  

It was a good sailing weekend, so thanks for the 
company and the use of the Creeksea facilities. DJ

_______________________________________
__________________________________________________
Below and top left: Dave Jennings's beautifully built DCA 
Roamer, Jessica
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at its peak, with white-capped short waves and spray 
over the bow. Anwen leaned over and took off. We were 
very hard-pressed even under our reduced sail. From 
the look on Kate’s face I did not currently have a happy 
wife. Enough was enough, I fired up the engine and we 
furled the jib. We headed into the wind and deep into 
Howtown Bay where, behind the steamer pier, we found 
complete shelter. Here we had lunch and a rest. 

We decided to go out again and once clear of the 
steamer pier I pulled out the jib and raised the mainsail. 
We then had a lovely sail with a pleasant easterly breeze 
past Sandwick Bay, where I have over-nighted several 
times in the past. As we curled round with the lake from 
210°Mag. to 250°Mag. the wind picked up again, not 
 as bad as previously, but as we approached Silver Point 

Colin Bell   
Roger Blamire   
Leonie Griffin  
Janice Kerrisk.
Peter Brookes   
Mathew Cunningham  
Graham & Janis Deans 
(also crew David Spensley)
Frank & Margaret Dearden 
Brian & Kate McClellan
Jennifer Heney & Keith Muscott 
Tony Nield   
Simon Rippon   
Anthony Sluce   
David Spensley   
Howard Stark   
Paul Simpson   

Clinker Cat Boat Puffin and Saturday crew on Anwen
Wayfarer, Susannah
"           "            "
"           "            "
Mirror  
Own built Selway Skylark, La’alzin.
Wayfarer

Tideway, Grace
Modified Lune Longboat, Anwen
Falmouth Bass Boat, Jonathan Seagull
Leader,   Red Leader
Enterprise, Kindly Light (crew on Red leader, Saturday).
     

Heron, Swallows

ullswater, 20th -22nd September, Brian McClellan
(Brian stood in as rally organiser for Mike Harrington, 
who could not attend)
Attenders:

t

_______________________________________

T his report is partly taken from the log of modified 
Lune longboat ketch Anwen.

It was a rally of extremes of weather and 
scattered boats. As always we had an enthusiastic and 
friendly welcome from Ullswater Yacht Club.
Friday: The first thing we did on arrival and after 
making ourselves known was to erect our tent and get 
that organised. Colin was already on site having spent 
the week sailing Puffin with his grandson. Tony Nield, 
Matthew Cunningham and David Spensley were also 
already there. They were soon followed by Antony Sluce 
then Frank and Margaret Dearden. Camp sorted, we 
rigged and launched Anwen. Matthew 
Cunningham’s homebuilt La’alzin was 
already alongside the jetty. No meal at 
the clubhouse this evening so we had to 
fend for ourselves.
Saturday: We had a very windy but dry 
night. Breakfast was available in the 
clubhouse and we took full advantage 
of this. The overall plan for the day 
was to meet up at Silver Bay down at 
the southeast end of the lake opposite 
Norfolk Island. Colin was sailing with 
Kate and I in Anwen and I think that we 
were the first boat away. After last night 
I was uncertain about the strength of the 
wind further down the lake so I opted to 
sail under jib and mizzen only. A decision 
that was to pay off in spades later. 

Before reaching Howtown Bay 
we could see dark troubled water 
approaching  from the southeast out of 
the valleys and off the hills. We could 
feel the wind strength increasing and 
out came my anemometer. Then it was 
on us, with gusts of Force 8, possibly F9 

_____________________________
Matthew and Colin, with La'alzin
__________________________ 21Winter 2019
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with all sail up we soon had to luff or spill wind and were 
again hard-pressed. We hove-to and dropped the main. 
At this point and having seen no DCA boats since we left 
UYC we turned back. En route we spotted Red Leader 
with Tony and Simon on board heading down the lake. 
Would they make it back for dinner? As I was tidying 
up the ship Kate, having hopped off smartly when we 
arrived, suddenly appeared bearing a mug of tea and 
a huge slice of chocolate cake from the clubhouse. 
Fantastic.

Tony and Simon did make the dinner, just.
In the evening UYC provided a superb dinner at very 

reasonable cost. Keith, Jennifer, Kate and I shared a 
table with four UYC members and it proved to be a very 
sociable occasion.
Sunday: Heavy rain overnight, so after breakfast a good 
number of members pulled out before the rain started 
again. Kate and I sailed Anwen off the jetty but soon after 
had to fire up the engine as the wind died. We headed 
for Pooley Bridge, enjoying watching an extremely well 
flown model aircraft being operated from what looked 
like a flying club meet just north of the Waterside 
House camp site. From the head of the lake we then 
cruised south along the west side as far as Howtown 
Bay, sometimes sailing but mainly motoring. Then we 
turned  back towards UYC. A slight breeze came which 
was just as well because the engine cut out just before 
we reached the club so I sailed on to the jetty. Folk were 
still leaving and what with chat and more rain it was 6pm 
before we had Anwen pulled out and ready for the road. 
Still we were here until Monday. BMcC

ullswater Rally Report by Simon Rippon

Saturday onTony Nield's Red Leader
Sunday 22nd September on my own boat Kindly Light

Saturday
After travelling to Ullswater Sailing Club on Friday 

evening I lay awake in my tent at 3.00am on Saturday 

morning listening to the wind whipping through the 
trees, causing the geese on the lake to cackle and honk 
incessantly. Two thoughts were uppermost in my mind: 
Did I remember to tie the boat cover down? Also, the 
forecast never mentioned this! Presently I fell asleep.

On Saturday morning, nothing daunted, the DCA set 
sail onto a squally lake with the plan of sailing towards 
Patterdale, rendezvousing at a small beach near Norfolk 
Island where Tony had offered to distribute cream 
scones to all-comers. The best laid plans of mice and 
men... . The strength of the gusts bowling down the 
valley meant that some of our fleet stayed in the more 
sheltered northern part of the lake, sailing down to 
Pooley Bridge, while the others began tacking up the 
lake but encountered strong squalls and the short steep 
waves that come with them. After seeing a Wayfarer 
capsize Red Leader turned tail and ran back to Pooley 
Bridge, beating back to the club for lunch.

The afternoon brought more moderate breezes with 
a steady decrease in wind strength. Red Leader set off 
again with Norfolk Island firmly in our sights. Quieter 
conditions and a wind shift to the south off Howtown 
enabled us to come onto a reach all the way to Norfolk 
Island, indeed we were nearly there when the wind 
dropped completely. The outboard motor saved the 
day and we circumnavigated it at about 5.00pm while 
celebrating with a cream scone each!

A mixture of outboard and oars got us back as far as 
Howtown Bay when the wind picked up again allowing 
an enjoyable sail down the home straight, arriving just 
in time to join our fellow sailors for dinner at the club.
Sunday

Sunday was a surprisingly good day. With rain and 
calm in the forecast a quieter day was promised. Calm 
and showers, some quite heavy, were indeed the order 
of the day until coffee time, causing some to leave 
early. However, I rigged Kindly Light and set off with 
the intention of having a slow and damp sail to Pooley 
Bridge and back.

The breeze picked up a little and the sail proved so 
enjoyable that, despite the 
rain, I took advantage of a light 
but steady southwesterly to 
reach down the lake, having 
lunch at Howtown beach. 
The wind died completely 
at 2 o’clock so out came the 
oars and I had a pleasant row 
along the southern shore as 
far as Sandwick Bay and then 
back to Birkett Crag, where 
the southwest breeze revived, 
enabling a brisk broad reach 
back to the sailing club in 
time to meet Kate and Brian 
finishing their sail in Anwen. 
We recovered both boats at 
about 4.30pm. SR

________
Anwen
_______
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David Bone
Mike Harrington
Matthew Cunningham
Bill Jones
Colin and Jayne Firth
Brian and Kate McClellan
Frank and Margaret Dearden
Tony Nield
Tom & Linda Shenton
David Spensley
Graham and Janis Deans
Roger Blamire
David Chatterley
Keith Muscott and Jennifer Heney

Chris Lavender

Anne Marie Harrington
Lucy Bate
Jerry Evans

Cornish Coble
Wanderer
Selway Skylark
Torch
"    "
Lune Longboat
"    "      "      "
Leader
"    "
Scamp
Wayfarer
Wayfarer
Own design
Gumotex Thaya 
Inflatable Kayak
Wayfarer

Not sailing, but 
attended meal
"      "     "    "

Avocet
Arion
La’alzin
Thrift
    "
Anwen
   "   "
Red Leader
  "      "
Trinka

Susannah
Iona
Zeffiretti

Ben Gunn

Attendees

the weedbeds to the gradually shallowing shoreline 
is always a frenetic experience when single-handing. 
Far better then to row out beyond the buoys, gain 
some room and get sorted there. Although this was 
still the preferred option, the raised water level at 
least gave a good margin for error in avoiding the 
hazards.

The fleet was well strung out with everyone in 
for some excellent sailing in the stunning autumn 
surroundings. True, we were not flying all our canvas 
but in this safe and comfortable configuration 
everyone was able to cope easily with the most 
strident of gusts.

Our lunchtime destination was the traditional 
Otterbield Bay, which has many advantages for the 
first day. It is not too far away if you make a late start. 
It is picturesque, relatively sheltered from both the 
wind and the wash from the ferry boats and it can 
accommodate all of our boats in a single line on a 
shingle shoreline — phew!

I’M SURE I WAS NOT ALONE in viewing 
the Derwentwater weekend’s weather 
several days before with trepidation. 

An unpleasant mix of wind and rain was 
forecast and seemed likely to deter all 
but the hardiest souls. How wrong it 
was and I was! Eleven sailing boats and 
one Kayak turned out on Saturday in fair 
conditions on this jewel of a lake.

Thanks to the preceding wet weather, 
the usually shallow lake was for once 
brimming with water to the top of the 
slipway. This made launching, and more 
importantly, made recovery later, an 
absolute doddle.

 With overcast skies and a moderate 
SE breeze we all set out. Normally such 
a wind direction makes navigating the 
buoyed channel a bit of a torment. Trying 
to raise your sail whilst being blown over 

Derwent Water, October 5th & 6th, Chris Lavender

__________________________________
(Above) View from a pontoon in the marina

Looking south down the lake towards Castle Crag
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In fact it could be said its worst and perhaps most 
unlikely disadvantage is the risk of having a walker’s 
inquisitive dog snuffling through your lunchbox. 

The lake is encircled by a well trodden and popular 
footpath and this comes very close to our shoreline 
picnic spot bringing with it a medley of walkers and their 
pets. Personally I have never been troubled by Fido or 
Rex, but then again, I would fight to the death rather 
than give up my pork pie to a canine interloper. Perhaps 
they sense this….

We were already quite an assembly on the Saturday 
as we lined the beach for lunch and with more members’ 
boats heading in towards us from the middle of the 
lake, we were going for a full house. One boat who 
appeared to be flying all sail (but was actually one reef 
down) and was causing interest, was the Wanderer of 
Mike Harrington. Mike had driven up from Wigan that 
morning, arriving just as we were launching, and was 
obviously playing catch up as he appeared to be showing 
more hull than sail in the prevailing conditions.

Mike and Derwentwater got intimate last year and we 

watched his gymnastics with some concern. We needn’t 
have worried, he arrived safe and sound, dripping wet 
from the spray and ready for a brew.

The fleet got away from the bay and we all set out in 
different directions to enjoy our afternoon sail. 

Roger Blamire in Susanna was heading south so Mike 
and I decided to follow, all with just a reefed main as 
we sailed steadily in a loose formation. The conditions 
eased slightly as the afternoon wore on but not before 
we were overtaken by a 'thundering' Wayfarer. The 
boat of Graham and Janis Deans with one reef down 
came surging through on a gust, bow wave high and the 
leech of the jib blurring and vibrating with the wind. An 
impressive sight and sound!

Gliding quietly between lily pads we stopped off for 

Group photograph at Otterbield — what a disturbing picture...  © Brian McClellan's camera, used by a passing walker (sans dog)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
Derwent Water Marina, with rainbow compliments of the staff         

(Below) Matthew Cunningham in La’alzin, Selway Skylark
                          © Brian McClellan's camera, used by himself
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a brew and a chat with Roger who was on the bottom 
bank.  We were soon joined by Keith and Jennifer in 
their tandem inflatable kayak. They’d been paddling into 
the wind since the start and had nothing but praise for 
their sturdy and rigid little craft.

Saturday evening, twenty of us sat down for a 
pleasant social dinner at the Coledale Inn at Braithwaite. 
We were amused and delighted when Frank Dearden 
stood to give a short and witty speech to announce 
the engagement of Keith Muscott and Jennifer Heney. 
Congratulations to them both!

The omens are good. Two skippers on a tandem 
canoe — a real opportunity for disharmony there, but 
they were still laughing at the end of a hard day…. It’s a 
match, folks!

Saturday night was wet, it rained — a lot — and 
the wind blew. My boat pitched and wagged its head 
on its lines, it was a restless night, probably my worst; 
even with my ear plugs in, the noise and motion was 
incessant.

Sunday brought a change in conditions. The 
overnight wind and rain blew out leaving a calm but 
not unpleasant day. As usual many elected to take it 
easy with unhurried breakfasts or morning coffee in the 
peaceful surroundings, but some of us got out on the 
lake to sail in the light and variable breezes. 

By lunchtime we had managed to make it as far as 
Myrtle bay, a small cove where Matt Cunningham had 
pulled up. Matt was easy to spot, his Guy Cotten oilies 
shining like a yellow beacon against the russets of the 
shore. Like moths to a candle, Mike and Roger and I 

tacked in on him. David Bone then arrived, with Tony 
Nield on Avocet followed by Brian and Kate McClellan, 
with Frank and Margaret Dearden on Anwen. 

Keith and Jen examined the coastline at close quarters 
in the northern half of the lake rather than paddle south 
once more against the wind, and they rounded all the 
islands, including Park Neb, Otter Island, and Otterbield 
Island. Having achieved this, they called in at Nichol End 
café on the way back and met up with Bill Jones and 
Lucy Bate. This splinter group then demolished a few 
monstrous scones to uphold the reputation of the DCA 
and washed them down with gigantic coffees. 

Later as we headed back, the afternoon brightened 
and the breeze grew lighter, slowing our already stately 
progress to a crawl. When it failed completely there 
was time for us all to take in the reflected beauty and 
autumnal colours of the dramatic near and distant fells.

(Above) Wayfarers, kayak and Keith Muscott                           
                                                                     © Jennifer Heney 
________________________________________________________

(Left) Part of Scarf Stones Reef
'Scarf' = Old Norse, 'Cormorant'                             

(Above) Kayaker's view of Friar's Crag                          
                                                                     © Jennifer Heney 
_____________________________________________________

Sitting in the calm mirror-like conditions in the middle 
of arguably one of the most picturesque of all lakeland 
scenes, peace and tranquillity reigned and it seemed 
endless…but there is that nagging need to get back.

Roger took to the oars, I got out the paddle, Mike, 
reflected and waited…

It soon became obvious that those with motors would 
tow in those without. And so it was. Roger rowed home 
and came back out with his outboard to assist. Brian 
and crew on Anwen towed in the Wayfarer of Graham 
Deans and David Spensley. Mike was last home, his 
perseverance rewarded as the breeze returned him 
and Arion eventually to the marina. A great weekend in 
lovely surroundings. CL



River Dee Rally at Chester, 27th Oct., 2019, 
John Hughes

Mike Hinsley    Ness Boat,  Badger 1
Alison Wrigglesworth         
John Hughes             
Colin Bell    Cat boat,  Puffin
Henry Bell               
Howard Stark
Mike Bell    Sea Hopper Kondor,  Magic Mirror
Graham Deans    Kayak
Joshua Ryder    Kayak
Keith Muscott Inflatable double kayak, Zeffiretti
Jennifer Heney

Much rain had fallen in the Welsh hills and the River 
Dee was in spate with logs and branches being carried 
down at 2-3 knots. These were challenging conditions 
for sailing upstream. The spring tide was due to flood 
above the weir, but with the river being so swollen it 
had negligible effect in reversing the stream. We made 
good progress at first under sail where the breeze came 
beam-on unimpeded across the meadows, but at the 
first bend, where trees line the shore, and the upstream 
course of the river brought the breeze onto our nose, we 
could only make stern-way without strenuous exertion 
at the oars. With only one pair of oars but three people 
each in Badger 1 and Puffin, we gave up strenuous 
exertion at the first available landing spot on the tree-
lined bank where we could pull ashore. 

Here we had our picnic, little more than half a mile 
from where we launched at the slipway on Sandy Lane! 
Mike Bell, having struggled for a while in Magic Mirror 
under sail alone, walked along the bank to join us, having 

moored farther down. The return trip of ten minutes 
was pleasant while it lasted and was no effort at all. 
Meanwhile, the kayakers had paddled off downstream 
toward the weir…

We are questioning whether to continue with this 
rally next year. Occasionally in past years we have had 
delightful excursions several miles up river under sail, 
leisurely in dappled autumnal sunshine, but more 
commonly sailing has been simply frustrating. A good 
pulling boat or skiff ideally driven by two pairs of oars 
would seem to be the best boat for this kind of excursion. 
Generally though, it is always good to have made the 
effort to get onto the water with pleasant, like-minded 
company.

              John Hughes

Riverside opulence below Sandy Lane  © Jennifer Heney
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Alison, Mike, John
& Badger 1 stop 
for lunch  
© John Hughes



(Left) Badger 1 returns to the launch site, with Puffin behind 
(Above, top) The weir and river in spate above the Old Dee 
Bridge. All photos except one © Jennifer Heney

Four Kayakers on the River Dee, 
Keith Muscott

There were three kayaks present, all different. 
Graham's choice of propulsion was pedal power — I'm 
not sure whether the power was delivered by propellor 
or fins. Josh demonstrated his skill in a stubby whitewater 
kayak; Jennifer and I were in our Gumotex Thaya tandem 
kayak, with an open cockpit. All three proved to be well 
able to cope with the stream.

Jennifer and I had left Anglesey for Chester early in 
the day, but we were the last to arrive at the convenient 
little beach in Sandy Lane. Consequently Graham and 
Joshua embarked before we were ready to go, but a plan 
had been hatched first: drop downriver to the weir, pass 
over it, run under the Old Dee Bridge, double back, then 
return upriver with the rising tide that can in moderate 
conditions support vessels as far as Eccleston. 

Graham and Josh left and achieved this, despite its 
becoming very late to make use of the tide. We shot off 
after them about half an hour later. Almost immediately 
I harboured suspicions about the 'free ride' we were 
supposed to enjoy on our return leg. The floodwater was 
generating a powerful flow that probably would not be 
resisted by the tide: it was moving very fast, despite its 
placid surface. 

Nevertheless, we enjoyed the trip down to the weir. 
The sun was out, the cold breeze had not yet started to 
blow,  and the waterside mansions and edifices shone 
in the sun with their reflections glittering in the water 
beneath them. We moved too fast to allow me time to 
reacquaint myself with some waterside locales I had 
known decades before. Previously on this outing I'd 
joined the fleet as it laboured upstream — I had not 
gone down with the flow.

Moored boats rushed dangerously past. Then 
Chester Rowing Club, The Kings School Rowing Club, The 
Boathouse tavern on the edge of the water, and several 
large  vessels, which seemed to exert a magnetic pull on 
us. 

The large yellow weir buoys were tilted in the 
current, and a tree brought downstream seemed to 
have jammed in the usual pass over the dam (see above 
right). Too many imponderables. We spun around in the 
current and dug into the water to claw our way back. It 
seemed longer than it actually was before we levelled 

with Sandy Lane, then we carried on until we passed 
the abandoned Sea Hopper and finally found where the 
dinghies had lunched — amazingly they were setting out 
on their return leg just as we reached them. The current 
had not defeated our boat anywhere — we must have 
appeared to stall at one point, but we had simply paused 
to inspect the bank more closely and drifted a few yards 
downstream.

Later Jennifer and I discussed the viability of kayak 
crews using two cars to start well upstream and descend 
to Sandy Lane — an idea for the future. Only days 
afterwards Graham tried this out by paddling down from 
Farndon to Sandy Lane, seven miles as the crow flies, 
eleven as the kayak paddles. A feasible  idea, then.  KM
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  Morning in the Welsh Channel off Prestatyn,  John Hughes
 ___________________________________________________

Sunday 16th June, 2019. HW (Hilbre) 1106h, 8.7m

T HE STRONG WIND FORECAST given for Saturday 
15th June seemed unsuitable for sailing in the 
Irish Sea so I cancelled the scheduled Hilbre rally. 

But Sunday dawned bright and clear, and I was out 
aboard Star Catcher (my 17ft Hitia catamaran, moored 
on the north Wirral coast at Meols) at 9am, ready for 
the tide coming in. It was a spring tide, so it gushed up 
the channel with a rush and I was afloat within a short 
time. The Hoylake Opera fleet was preparing for inshore 
racing, but I'd cast off and was on a close reach down 
the channel making fast over the flood before any had 
raised sail. 

It was blowing moderate-to-fresh offshore, variably 
sheltered close in, with only occasional gusts and puffs 
coming between the houses and over the dunes until 
I was farther out, but even so I was moving fast and 
gaining on a motor fishing boat that was making its way 
out before me. Once beyond the groyne I was able to 
bear off and cut out to sea across the bank, then my 
speed really took off — a gloriously exhilarating feeling! 

I gybed about and headed for Hilbre island round 
the outside of the East Hoyle Bank, carving long curving 
twin wakes through the shallows. The breeze was the 
maximum I feel comfortable with under full sail; taking 
the sheets in hand I could feel the impressive pull. 
Approaching Hilbre, where the breeze came unimpeded 
from the SE down the Dee estuary, the breeze seemed to 
moderate, strangely, as though it had been accelerated 
over the land but now had relaxed slightly in the broad 
estuary mouth.

I turned about just off the northern tip of Hilbre to 
head back half an hour before HW to give myself time 
to re-cross the bank with sufficient depth. Coming again 
within the apparent lee of the land (although a mile 
offshore) the breeze seemed to pick up once more and 

my speed took off. I sat well back and out and the boat 
seemed to fly. The sensation was rather like running 
on flexible rails just below the surface; the rigging was 
bar-taut and I imagined it humming, although I couldn't 
actually hear it for the sound of the spray and the hulls 
cleaving twin widening furrows through the water as I 
concentrated to hold a straight course, bearing off only 
slightly to accelerate in the gusts.

I picked up my mooring again just at HW. It had taken 
me an hour and a half to sail to Hilbre and back, a round 
trip that normally takes twice, and not uncommonly 
thrice as long. I settled for lunch and made myself 
comfortable whilst the tide ebbed. I became so absorbed 
in a book I was reading that I didn't even notice the boat 
grounding, by which time the channel was only knee 
deep so I didn't even need to remove my trousers to 
wade ashore. It rained on me quite hard just before I 
got home, the first of a few showers. Later, again in clear 
sunshine, the wind picked up from the SW, driving dry 
sand in drifts across the beach and raising a sea of white 
horses off shore, and I was thankful not to have been 
caught out.

Sunday 14th July, 2019. HW (Hilbre) 1000h, 8.1m

A rally is when two or more members gather together 
flying the DCA burgee. Aidan Williams was keen to come 
with his Drascombe Dabber to explore the north Wirral 
coastal waters for the first time, so on Sunday morning, 
14th July, he arrived at Meols slipway ready to launch 
on the tide. I joined him as pilot and crew. So we did 
have a rally of sorts this year in Liverpool Bay after all. It 
had been blowing NW F4 all weekend, that is the most 
exposed quarter, off the sea; such conditions can raise 
a nasty chop outside the bank, so we planned just a 

A Cancelled Rally and Other Adventures
by John Hughes
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Rally Reports

tentative sail to test the waters. With single-reefed main 
and jib we set off down the channel and out to sea. The 
seas were lumpy, but once we'd gone about a couple 
of miles we had no concerns about our ability to tack 
and the boat behaved impeccably. In fact with the single 
reef we were slightly under-powered, and by the time 
we returned the breeze had moderated, the sky was 
brightening and it seemed a shame not to have planned 
to stay out all day.

Saturday, 3rd August 2019. HW (Hilbre) 1330h, 9.4m

Three weeks later on Saturday 3rd August we had 
another rally when Aidan came with his Dabber again, 
but I wasn't aware of this beforehand, and I'd planned a 
trip down the Welsh coast for the weekend, so I saw him 
only briefly for a chat when I was rigging my boat, and 
I last saw him when he was returning up channel and I 
was sailing down on the ebb.

A pleasant, light offshore breeze took me round the 
East Hoyle Bank, and freshened slightly approaching 
the Dee estuary, but then died almost completely as I 
crossed towards Wales. The angle of the breeze allowed 
me to hold a westerly heading towards the Great 
Orme's Head, but not closer inshore, and the spring ebb 
stream was constantly pushing me out, so I was quite 
a way off by the time I neared the Point of Air, which is 
the most northerly extremity of mainland Wales. I had 
to consider where to land to spend the night. 

Given how late I'd started and my slow progress, it 
was clear that Llandudno was out of the question; then 
I had thought Abergele, but the lack of breeze was 
precluding that too. I thought it best to land somewhere 
between the Pt of Air and Prestatyn. This is normally an 
exposed beach, but given the forecast of a southerly 
breeze all weekend I considered it would be sheltered 
enough. 

Getting inshore though proved to be a challenge. The 
spring ebb stream had me in its grip, and after half-tide, 
extensive offshore sandbanks were starting to dry and 
block my way back inshore. I could already see patches 
of sand emerging and disturbed water where the tide 
was racing out over shoals; this was a problem because 
I had to make against these tidal races to reach the 
shore. After energetic paddling I reach a place where I 
was almost aground but where I could effectively pole 
myself along through a gap between banks, which I 
finally managed to pass with considerable sweat and 
exertion. Eventually I gained the smooth water within 
the Welsh Channel, which I crossed, still paddling hard, 
landing on the shore at the bottom of the beach an 
hour before low water just off Prestatyn. I kept the boat 
afloat at anchor so that I could set off back at low water 
first thing in the morning.

It was a serene evening and a very calm night with 
hardly a breath of breeze; what there was was came off 
the land. I set the tent, leaving the end flaps open. The 
tide turned at 2015h. Within 15 minutes the boat swung 
from being tide-rode down the coast to tide-rode up the 
coast, with hardly any slack, and all night I was lulled by 

the gentlest of rocking motions. It was a pleasant night 
afloat, despite not being as secluded as I'd hoped; an 
incessant thumping beat from a night club went on until 
1am, and voices from the promenade carry a long way 
when the air is still. However, I felt apart and separate 
from everything on land, and I like that.

I was awake by 7am. It was a pleasant morning with 
watery sunshine, and I enjoyed my Bircher Muesli still 
half lying in my sleeping bag. (I mix the Bircher Muesli 
myself, it keeps well and is excellent on sailing trips.) I 
set sail at 8-ish, wanting to get going as soon as the tide 
allowed, but I immediately lost ground to the last of the 
ebb, so anchored again on the far side of the channel to 
await slack water. The last of the ebb, confined between 
the beach and outer sandbanks, was streaming like a 
huge river. As slack water approached, a light SE breeze 
got up to help me on my way and I started to make 
progress close-hauled eastward back towards the mouth 
of the Dee, having to change tack only occasionally to 
keep off the outer banks.

Off the Point of Air the breeze down the estuary started 
to freshen, and blowing against the new flood entering 
the Wild Road this created some lively seas; I soon 
crossed the channel, but my way was then blocked by an 
extensive sand spit which was high and dry, stretching 
a long way out to sea, and I had to run downwind to 
make a long detour round the outside before I could lay 
my course to the Wirral shore. Conditions outside were 
quite rough and a little intimidating with wind over tide. 
By this time I was wearing full oilies and deflecting a lot 
of sea coming aboard. These were conditions for which 
I'd normally take in a reef, but I felt I needed the full 
power of the mainsail to make good progress to drive 
through the waves. 

The boat still felt under control (as long as I kept 
my concentration), but my main concern under such 
conditions is of something breaking, because the jarring 
strains on the rigging are tremendous. Eventually I got 
well in the lee of the West Hoyle Bank where the flood 
stream was no longer pushing me against the wind 
(making the wind feel a lot stronger) and conditions 
became easier. There was only one further patch that 
gave me cause for concern, where the flood stream was 
racing over a bar causing an unpleasant popple of very 
short steep seas; I knew the spot, having sailed over it 
several times on former occasions, although not in such 
boisterous conditions at half flood of a spring tide; but 
I knew it was only a short stretch, so I plunged through 
and was soon past (the wave lengths were short and I 
pitched dramatically into the troughs taking a lot of 
water over the trampoline). From then on I was back in 
more familiar waters immediately north of Hilbre and I 
enjoyed racing over the relatively calm shoals outside 
the E Hoyle Bank back to Leasowe. Here I closed the 
shore, anchored and doused all sail to await the tide up 
the channel to the moorings. 

I felt I'd had an active and absorbing weekend sailing 
in a variety of conditions. I'd not stepped off the boat 
in more than 24h but I certainly felt I had been active 
physically. It was a good mixed adventure that left me 
mentally refreshed and pleasantly tired. JH
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T HE WEATHER PROSPECTS FOR THE 'SOFTIES' WEEKEND were very 
poor in contrast to the unseasonally sunny and balmy conditions earlier 
that week — plenty of rain was promised, but not much wind, thankfully. 

I drove north from Anglesey on Thursday to arrive in Coniston at 14:00. Jennifer's 
Bass Boat Jonathan Seagull was launched at midday on Friday with other DCA 
vessels; David Bone and his familiar red Land Rover were in active attendance, 
making it all very straightforward. The weather was dismal, though, and most 
of us decided to forego an afternoon sail. 

Saturday saw a good number of boats setting out from the club, but sail 
was not the motive force of choice in the prevailing calm, which changed only 
as we reached the southerly part of the lake. I enjoyed rowing the Bass Boat 
while dodging suggestions from my opposite number that we should run the 
4hp fourstroke outboard: its rounded white cowling was tilted forward while it 
listened to us discussing it, a silent, squat and malevolent idol escaped from a 
Kipling story. (I love it really.) In fact we decided to share  the rowing, and the 
photograph on the next page shows Jennifer on the oars, having taken over 
from Bill Jones — now on the tiller — while I'm in the bowsheets trying to recall 
the shoals and outliers guarding the entrance to Peel Island.

A sociable half hour or so on Peel followed, with modest picnicking and 
limited exploration of the island. David Hall had organised his busy life to sail 
down to meet us on the lake in his Proctor Nimrod, Quetzal, and it was pleasant 
to chat to him again. 

The lookout pine, replaced by TARS (The Arthur Ransome Society) and Taqui 
Altounyan in the 1990s is now dead from the soil up, it seems, unless another 
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Attended:

Keith Muscott & Jennifer Heney        Falmouth Bass Boat      Jonathan Seagull
Colin Bell                                               13ft Gunter catboat      Puffin
Brian McClellan & Kath McClellan
Frank & Margaret Dearden                Tideway                           Grace                                                              
David Bone                                            Winkle Brig                               
John Sharpe                                           Suffolk Beach Punt       Michy Lou 
Bernard Harmon & Steve Harmon    Tideway 10
Brian Carrott & Jethro Carrott            Drascombe Dabber
Peter March                                           Drascombe Scaffie       Little Nia
Mike Phillips                                          Wayfarer
Graham Taylor                                       West Wight Potter
David Rowson                                           "         "         "
Chris Lavender                                      Wayfarer                         Ben Gunn
Mike Harrington
Anne-Marie Harrington
David Spensely                                      Scamp                             Trinka
Margaret Spensely
Tony Nield                                              Leader                             Red Leader
Bill Jones
Lucy Bate
Aidan Williams                                      Drascombe Dabber       Blue Tack
Tim Bowden
Jayne Rowland
Roger Blamire                                       Wayfarer                          Susannah
Graham Deans 
Janis Deans
David Chatterley                                   Own Design Yawl             Iona
David Hall                                               Nimrod                             Quetzal

Coniston Water 'Softies' Rally, November 2nd-3rd, Keith Muscott

(Above) The fleet visited the southern end of the 
lake on both days, despite the prevailing light 
airs. Here the first 3/4 boats are tucked into the 
'Secret Harbour' on Peel Island, Saturday

(Below) More boats arrived and things got a 
little out of hand — but no harm was done and 
everyone enjoyed the lunchtime visit, followed 
by a calm trip back to the club in the afternoon 
— and then the Yewdale meal in the evening



solitary pine in the middle of a clump of deciduous 
trees is the genuine article, but that seems too far 
over towards the eastern shore, with a resticted view 
of the lake.

We left there in ones and twos, motorised and 
under sail, and enjoyed the trip back. As there was 
little wind interference with the water surface, it 
appeared to be oily black at times, and at others 
reminiscent of a charcoal sketch. Different, and very 
beautiful.

The room at the Yewdale had been booked to 
capacity for the Saturday meal — 32 — but sadly 
three members found it impossible to attend at the 
last minute, so 29 were seated (all of them well before 
the organiser, who turned up to find that the start 
time had been brought forward by person or persons 
unknown...).

Everyone enjoyed the food and the company, into 
which we welcomed new friends Brian and Jethro 
Carrott (father and son), Peter March, Mike Phillips, 
Graham Taylor and David Rowson. We also welcomed 
back a previously very active North West member, 
Tim Bowden, accompanied by Jayne Rowland. Tim 
is remembered for adventurous sailing in his Mirror 
dinghy, which included a circumnavigation of Anglesey 
and a trip down the Severn Estuary, à la AJ Mackinnon 
in Jack de Crow — whom Tim met, apparently.

If the upward curve of rally attendance continues, 
though, we may have to look across the road to The 
Black Bull, which can seat more and, moreover, has 
Coniston Brewery on the premises, run by the son of 
the landlord. 

Sunday's weather was an improvement, but once 
again the day started with a flat calm. The Met Office 
forecast was one of the more interesting I've seen. 
From 08:00 to 23:00 the windshifts, practically hourly, 
were given thus: 
SE/SE/SSE/SSW/SW/W/WSW/NNE/ENE/NE/NNE/NE.

We were late on the water, so we started the 
outboard (yes, the outboard) to catch up with the 
others, who were struggling southward in no wind.
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Jonathan Seagull approaches Peel Island harbour, taken by Brian McClellan

(Above) Sailors who lunch: looking from Peel across to the Old Man —
on the left Aidan Williams & Keith Muscott, backs turned; Colin Bell, 
seated; Brian McClellan, side-on; Bill Jones, facing. Caught on Jennifer's 
phone.
(Below) Mike Phillips forming entirely the wrong impression of sailing on 
Coniston late in the year.
(Left) Puffin's new spinnaker. (Both by Jennifer Heney)
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This was the scene as the fleet set out on Sunday  
(left), with ebony shadows on the water again, but 
more colour in the trees. We motored ahead of the 
fleet and photographed them just as a breeze appeared 
(left below). Peel Island was passed this time and we 
headed for two little neglected bays around the corner, 
Montague Wyke behind High Peel Near and a smaller 
one behind Low Peel Near (see chart below).

Jennifer's Bass Boat, Aidan's Dabber Blue Tack and 
Tony Nield's Red Leader tucked in behind Low Peel Near. 
There is a perfect, gradually shelving beach of shingle 
just where we appear below, but it is encumbered by 
boulders over to the west — as you can see. Three other 
DCA boats pulled into Montague Wyke, including Puffin 
and David Bone's Winkle Brig, which needed to anchor 
off, being bigger than the usual dinghy. David and the 
Deardens were ferried ashore in Puffin.

These bays are quite secluded, with a field between 
them and the road, and the woodland behind Low Peel 
Near is delightful, with many ideal flat picnicking places. 
The rocky promontory that forms the western arm of the 
bay is a miniature mountain in its own right.

We reached the sailing club again just as the sun 
disappeared behind cloud and there was drizzle in the air. 
As the boats were pulled out I witnessed the incredible 
sight of rain falling on the water between the slip and 
the sailing club, a distance of about 40 yards, while it 
remained like a mirror to the north of the slip and we 
all remained dry, not just for seconds but for minutes on 
end!

Both David Bone and John Sharpe had severely 
curtailed weekends at Coniston this time owing to 
domestic duties; neither of them could make the meal 
on Saturday night, for instance. This did not prevent 
them from providing lots of valuable and welcome help 
during all the launching and retrieving that went on at 
the start and the end of the weekend, which was very 
much appreciated by everyone. KM
_____________________________________________
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T HE TRIP WAS WORTH IT FOR THE vIEWS ALONE. 
We drove north through the heart of The Lake 
District in increasingly bright sunshine, the clear 

atmosphere sharpened by the light northerly, then we 
detoured through St Johns in the vale where we were 
granted the magnificent sight of Blencathra rearing up 
before us as we left the valley. 
   Bassenthwaite Lake is a designated National Nature 
Reserve and you have to mind how you visit it. Despite 
the misleading outdated advice on the Park Authority's 
website, you can obtain a permit now only by contacting 
their main office directly or from the reception desk at 
The Castle Inn; It is no longer possible to buy one over 
the phone from the tourist office in Moot Hall, Keswick, 
as I did back in the day when I ran a DCA rally on the lake. 
Permits are required for fishing and for all watercraft, 
and must be bought in advance. 

The Castle Inn is conveniently placed on the corner of 
the junction of the A591 and the B5291. We came off the 
A66 and drove behind the lake on the A591 underneath 
Skiddaw, and after purchasing licence No.00732 we 
continued down the B5291, over Ouse Bridge — where 
the lake becomes the River Derwent again — then 

Bassenthwaite Lake, the fourth longest in the National Park, is overlooked by grandfather Skiddaw, the fourth highest fell — 
and the first one to have risen up before volcanic action created the others, so it is very different from them geologically. 
            ——————————————————————————————————————————————

This outing was our personal supplement to the 'Softies' Rally. The inflatable kayak travelled to Cumbria with me, folded in 
the back of the car. After the rally weekend with Jonathan Seagull, the Falmouth Bass Boat, Jennifer and I drove north for an 
hour on Monday morning to spend half a day paddling right round Bassenthwaite Lake and poking our noses into various 
inlets. The early forecast threatened heavy rain and wind for mid-afternoon, when we would still be on the water. We took a 
deep breath and went anyway. It was the only decision to take. You never know if you do not go 
            ——————————————————————————————————————————————

Kayaking around
Bassenthwaite Lake

• Photographs by Jennifer Heney
• Text by Keith Muscott

through Dubwath and across the A66 once more to Peil 
Wyke, the only public launching site for trailered boats. 
This leg runs for a mile and a half from The Castle Inn. 

The present cost of the permit is £8 per day or £85 
annually, the latter running from April 1st to the end of 
the following March. My face brightened when I was told 
that the concessionary rate was 50% off. There followed 
the best day's four poundsworth I've had in a long time.

When I was a boy I practically lived in this area 
whenever I was out of school. Before I was born, my 
parents used to camp with their friends on top of the 
steep knoll here, Castle How, an ancient fort. Peil Wyke 
is squeezed between the How and Saw Crag, where 
quarries were once found, now disused. 

The name Peil Wyke originally belonged to what 
is now The Pheasant Inn, and to the old boat landings 
where a fleet of victorian pulling boats was kept for hire 
— the kind that can still be seen on the Derwent Water 
landing stages. Steam trains used to run on a bridge over 
the landings, and in my memory it was just like a scene 
from the Wild West. This is now the launching site. The 
A66, which never sleeps, runs over it on a lower bridge 
that prevents you from raising a dinghy's mast until you 
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pass underneath it to reach the slip (seen above). 
No matter which direction the wind is blowing, or even 

if there is no wind at all, this bridge becomes a cold little 
wind tunnel. When there was a moment's hesitation 
in the cold breeze as we unloaded, I announced  with 
crossed fingers that it would be windless once we had 
launched and paddled off to the right to start our anti-
clockwise ronde. And so it was.

The first stretch along the western side of the lake 
was bliss. We kept close in, which emphasised our speed 
through the water against the background of the shore. 
It felt effortless. The rewilding of the lake has changed 
it a lot, and the shoreline is densely overgrown almost 
everywhere: lush growths of reed, sedge and tangled 
scrub behind that. Further on, the stone ballast of 
the A66 is banked down to the water.  Fishermen are 
allowed to fish from this, standing — no boats here — to 
encourage them not to use wet woodland areas. There 
are half a dozen or more restrictions that users must be 

(Left) The last phase: inflating the 
bottom section of the boat, which is 
designed to take very high pressure 
so that it meets the water like a stiff 
plywood or GRP hull. The whole 
process takes much less time than 
expected, but it is hard work, using a 
double-action high-volume pump
 The boat is a Gumotex Thaya 
(Czechoslovakian). It has impressed 
me sufficiently to write a review of 
it, which I hope to place in the next 
issue. It is fast and one of the most 
stable kayaks I have been in. I gave 
her the name Zeffiretti, or Zeffy, after 
the 'little breezes' in the aria from 
Idameneo. Jenny was pleased with 
this choice, being an opera buff. 
   The first few feet of Castle How are 
rising behind me and the hill beyond 
the lake is Binsey Fell 

aware of, which are printed with other information on 
the back of the permit.

Most of the shore is privately owned; unlike Derwent 
Water this lake does not have a history of commercial 
and public traffic. There are plenty of footpaths, however, 
and even with the restrictions (which are almost non-
existent at this time of year) there is a big acreage of 
water to enjoy, and a number of places to see on the 
banks as you pass: Ouse Bridge, Bassenthwaite Sailing 
Club, 'The Bishop' on Barf Fell, Mirehouse country house 
and park, St Bega's Church and Armathwaite Hall Hotel, 
which was once the country mansion of Sir Frederick 
Fletcher vane, 2nd Baronet, one-time employer of John 
Peel, huntsman, whose portrait he paid for after Peel 
had directed his pack on one of the longest chases ever 
recorded, covering 70 miles. Wordsworth and Coleridge 
used vane's library, and Romney painted his portrait. 
His middle name 'Fletcher' was the surname of another 
famous local family to whom he was related. If you're 

ahead of me, you may have guessed 
that Fletcher Christian of HMS 
Bounty had a similar connection. The 
Christians were a Cumbrian  family, 
too. 

Fletcher-vane was known to be 
a difficult man in his home county. 
When he died in 1832, an obituary 
read, 'a rather wild and lavish but 
well-esteemed country gentleman, 
who made little mark in the world, 
and was chiefly known in London as 
a good-hearted fellow, fond of truly 
British sport, and of the fashionable 
distractions of the day.' 

There have been many like him.

________________________________
Typical autumnal vegetation at the 
entrance to a beck
________________________________



There was a lot of bird life around to engage our 
attention. One of the three or four grey herons we 
spotted kept flying away from us as we approached, 
landing again on the same shore only for us to reach 
it once more. I hate putting up birds when they are 
feeding. I always think that the energy they obtain from 
their intake is little enough without their having to use it 
needlessly when we shift them about.

Our first plan was to stop for sandwiches and coffee at 
Blackstock Point, on the edge of the conservation area to 
the south. This is a very congenial site, dry, with plenty of 
trees and one or two good landing places. Mindful of the 
time, though, we decided to press on. This became more 
urgent after we had spent too long in the southeastern 
corner of the lake, searching the fascinating reed beds 
and channels for the ingress of the River Derwent. At 
around 15.00 the sky clouded and suggested the onset 
of rain and darkness. When the wind rose too, right on 
the nose, we pushed on quickly, passing Mirehouse and 
St Bega's old Celtic church (AD 950) with barely a glance, 
not wanting to be caught out and have to navigate the 
last mile in the dark. 

Right through the Middle Ages St Bega's congregations 
walked miles to services or crossed the lake by boat 
from the western settlements, until St John's Church 
at Bassenthwaite was built at the request of the 
congregation in 1879, at the crossroads where a chapel 
of ease had stood from 1470. When Alfred Tennyson 
stayed at Mirehouse, he derived inspiration for Morte 
d'Arthur from Bega's little church by the lake and from a 
sword carved into an ancient gravestone inside it. 

Suddenly two long, unbroken lines of Canada Geese 
— a veritable armada — paddled past us and kept up a 
continuous flow of insufferable gossiping that sounded 
like the Brighouse and Rastrick Brass Band being 
smothered with woollen blankets during rehearsal. 

The worst time for us came when we were caught in 
a stiff, cold northeasterly that slid around Skiddaw and 
accelerated down onto us. As we paddled at maximum 
effort against it I prayed that it would ease once we 
moved past the shoulder of the mountain, and to my 
relief, it did. Scarness Bay and Scarness Point were more 
pleasurable. We made progress at the same rate, no 
doubt, but when you have wind in your face it lowers 
your perception of speed until you feel you are going 
backwards. Such is rarely the case, of course. 

Unfortunately there was no time now to close with 

either Armathwaite Hall or Ouse Bridge in the failing 
light, so we cut across the lake in front of the sailing club 
and made it to Peil Wyke as rain began to fall steadily.

We deflated the kayak in the dark, and struggled to 
change into dry clothes before moving to The Pheasant 
Inn to enjoy their old-fashioned courtesy and service, 
delivered on this occasion by young William Crookes, 
front of house, in the form of a blazing log fire in the snug  
to dry out fully followed by a truly delicious meal. Then 
back to Coniston through far worse weather on flooding 
roads. We arrived just after nine o'clock. KM & JH

Armathwaite Hall at the head of the lake. 
(© Wikimedia: Jennifer took a shot in near darkness, which did not 
turn out so well. Neither were we able to take to the air)
_________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

(Left) The last shot taken by Jennifer before we landed in twilight. 
Ouse Bridge is hidden in the dark treeline; Peil Wyke is way off to the 
left
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Lulworth Cove — stock photograph
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A Purbeck Cruise ~ Joe and Joy Murphy

Lulworth Cove, as round and bright as 
a shiny sixpence, is one of our favourite haunts. 
Joy and I have visited this Dorset beauty spot 

almost every year for a quarter century. It's a place of 
old-fashioned charm, cream teas and breezy hikes along 
Dorset’s Jurassic Coast cliffs. But we had never sailed 
there. I'd stare enviously at the yachts anchored in the 
cove’s snug embrace on summer evenings but we rarely 
saw a sailing dinghy of any description. 

A plan took shape. We would launch at Weymouth, 
10 miles west, and after a night bobbing in Lulworth 
Cove (which incidentally appears as Lulwind Cove in 
Hardy’s Far From the Madding Crowd) we would keep 
sailing east, stopping at Swanage or Studland Bay for a 
night, then finally enter Poole Harbour to join up with a 
planned DCA rally at Shipstall Point. After that, I might 
take a train from Poole to Weymouth to fetch the car 
and trailer. It had all the makings of a grand adventure, 
although (spoiler alert) the weather gods conspired to 
cut it short.

We launched under a powder blue sky at the National 
Sailing Academy at Portland Harbour, famously the 
sailing headquarters for the 2012 Olympics. I called up in 
advance to explain our plans and, although we seemed 
to be the first dinghy cruisers to invade this racing-
obsessed little kingdom, they could not have been 
more welcoming. We parked for free, left the trailer in 
a secure area and were shown to our own numbered 
square on a vast tarmac foreshore where scores of 

gleaming, identical RSs were being rigged for a day of 
speeding round the cans by smartly kitted youngsters. 
Launching and use of the excellent facilities cost £16. We 
had a good cooked lunch too. 

Dulcie, our 30-year-old Wanderer, looked a drab 
old workhorse in the midst of those pristine racing 
thoroughbreds. Not only was she loaded with camping 
gear and bed boards, her greying sails made her look 
a poor relation. I resolved to treat her to new sails. 
Launching was easy from a pontoon and we pointed 
east with a F2/3 breeze behind us. Once out of the inner 
harbour, I gasped at the sheer scale of Portland harbour. 
It was the biggest in the world when it opened in 1872 
after 23 years of construction, the first Royal Navy refuge 
specially built for the new steam fleets. The breakwaters 
are nearly three miles in length. A prison was erected 

Portland Harbour 
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to supply convict labour, and a railway to carry 10,000 
tonnes of stone per week. Three different races were 
taking place in the vast space. It is well worth a look if 
you are in the area. 

Some 30 minutes and 1.8 NM later we exited the 
fortified breakwater through the North Ship Channel into 
Weymouth Bay, its waters smooth and blue, enjoying 
views of the town a mile away and a coastline familiar 
to us from countless walks and drives over the years. 
Two huge container ships were anchored a mile ahead, 
and we steered between them, making a steady three 
knots. This was dinghy sailing at its most relaxing and we 
chatted in perfect happiness as the cliffs of White Nothe 
came into view. 

A mile south of Ringstead Bay, where the chart 
indicated an artificial reef, Joy spotted a disturbance 
in the sea. A seal? A jumping fish? We scoured the 
surface for some minutes in anticipation. 'Dolphins!' Joy 
suddenly yelled in delight. 

They were just 10 feet to starboard, a pair of dark 
shapes swimming in line with us, occasionally breaking 
the surface. 'OMG, there's more.' Another pair were 
swimming behind to port. I peered down over the 
gunnels and spotted a fifth doing a slalom underneath 
Ducie’s keel.

We fumbled for our phones and managed to snatch 
some dark shapes resembling that old b&w photo 
purportedly of Nessie. But a clip of video captured for 
posterity a pair of sleek dark backs arcing from the water 
(below), to a soundtrack of excited, childlike yelping from 
us. The pod stayed with us for a few glorious minutes 
then quietly vanished.

The cliffs east of Osmington were a chattering bazaar 
of seagulls wheeling and diving. We closed to within a 
few hundred yards, ticking favourite landmarks as they 
appeared:  the old lifeguard cottages, a memorial stone, 
the peak of Bat’s Head, a dell named Scratchy Bottom 
and the famous natural limestone arch of Durdle Door. 

From our vantage point at sea, Durdle Door looked 
very different to the quaint gateway whose image is 
printed on a million Dorset fudge boxes. Instead, the 
arch and the isthmus to which it is attached create an 
illusion of a giant stone dragon that has settled in the 
bay to sip its waters, a benign expression on its face. It 
really was a remarkable trompe l’oeil in the afternoon 
light. The limestone outcrops in nearby Man O’War Bay 
add to the effect by forming a long half-submerged tail. 

For the last mile to Lulworth we hugged the shore, 
loving the close-ups of the scrunched-up cliffs, huge

The Dragon is drinking — stock photograph

The Dorset Coast



The forecast was not propitious, however. Lots of hot sun 
but barely any wind.

We rowed out of the cove but hoped to find a wind 
off shore or at least a sea breeze as the land heated. For 
an hour we wallowed, and then a zephyr from SW gently 
got us moving. But we were beguiled by the beautiful 
sight of Mupe Bay, an anchorage protected by a line of 
huge rocks, which looked like a perfect stop for a cooling 
swim and lunch. I dropped the new anchor (a big 15lb 
CQR nicknamed The Brute that I had just acquired 
secondhand from a 22-ft yacht owner) and let the soft  
new rode run out against the port shroud, upon which 
it snagged for a moment. The Brute dug in beautifully, a 
huge improvement on the Danforth that came with the 
boat which I never fully trusted. Its size meant I could 
dispense with chain, making it easy to hoist from the 
cockpit through the bow fairlead. The beach east of the 
bay looked good for camping in quiet weather.

After an hour of lazing, we set off in almost zero 
breeze, progressing eastwards mainly by the tide. A F3-4 
was forecast for later and we clung to the hope it would 
come early. We inched past lovely Kimmeridge Bay with 
its pretty Tuscan-style folly, the Clavell Tower, standing 
proudly on the headland under a burning sun. The tide 
faded and there was now no hope of meeting our tidal 
window under the Head. We were not even sure of 
making the next refuge, Chapman’s Pool. I took to the 
oars and rowed in the boiling heat back to Kimmeridge.

The bay is beautiful, a rock-strewn amphitheatre 
surrounded by cliffs with names like Hen Cliff and Cuddle. 
A unique feature of the bay are great ledges of fossil-rich 
clay jutting out to sea. At mid-tide these ledges are just 
covered and children paddle out a surprising distance, 
appearing to be walking on water. There are many sharp 
rocks and little shelter so it would not be suitable for 
camping in bad weather. 

We dropped The Brute near a breakwater and had 
a stroll before evening and visited the Dorset Wildlife 
Trust which has a hut near the slipway. At 7pm the long 
awaited F3 finally arrived from the North. We were too 
hot to bother with the tent so we just inflated the 
mattress after a dinner of Cream Crackers and Rioja and 
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ammonites visible among topsy-turvy layers of rock, 
crinkly as a vienetta ice cream. We have kayaked this 
stretch a couple of times from a hire centre in Lulworth 
and recommend the excursion. 

The narrow entrance to Lulworth appeared suddenly 
as a rocky gap in the cliffs. We dropped anchor in the 
eastern shallows near the beach café, and started putting 
up the tent. This was not easy as the shingle beach is 
hard to, and the boat was constantly bobbing on a swell. 
To protect Dulcie from bumping on rocks, I had to do the 
job standing thigh deep in the water. Once done, I tied 
a line ashore and we went for a celebratory drink at the 
Lulworth Beach Hotel’s pool bar, followed by dinner at a 
pub in the village.

It was pitch dark when we walked down the hill back 
to the beach. The tide was high and Dulcie was a dark 
shape on the water. With a torch I looked for the line I 
had tied to a rock to pull her to land with. It had gone. 
I scoured the whole beach but there was no alternative 
but to strip off and swim over. Someone, presumably 
a child, had untied it. It wasn't a problem on a warm 
summer evening, and we were soon snug under the 
canvas. Dulcie is rather cramped for two and I slept 
fitfully, nagged by the constant swell and the hiss of 
waves on nearby rocks. 

A sunny morning saw us feasting on bacon and eggs in 
the cafe ahead of what was intended 
to be the longest and trickiest leg 
of the cruise, a 15-20 mile voyage 
south of St Alban’s Head (aka St 
Aldheim’s Head) with its notorious 
overfalls, then rounding Durlton’s 
Head into Swanage Bay for fish and 
chips. A lot of chartwork had gone 
into planning how to do this safely, 
as there were no refuges beyond the 
headland, which had to be passed 
at slack water at 3pm. It would also 
cross the Lulworth firing range (a sea 
area closed and guarded by boats 
when Her Majesty’s tank crews are 
holding target practice, usually on 
weekdays when schools are sitting, 
but do check if planning a cruise). 

Joe attends to Dulcie
____________________

____________
Joy on Dulcie



stretched out, holding hands because without the tent 
we became uncomfortably aware for the first time that 
the mattress comes exactly level with the gunwales - 
and there was a slight risk of rolling over the side. 

As the day faded, the slipway and the cliff tops began 
filling with people. They had all come to watch the sun 
slip into the sea. Joy and I felt somewhat conspicuous 
like John Lennon and Yoko Ono lying in our bed in the 
open. We slept badly. The breeze strengthened and 
waves built up. I was anxious about dragging, though 
the CQR held. Twice we were woken by fishing boats 
moving in to the slipway. One doused us in a spotlamp. 
The second was so curious to see us he motored close 
by and then complained loudly that we had, 'too much 
anchor line', and his vessel had snagged on it. There was 
no relaxing after that: The thought of losing the anchor 
amid all those hissing rocks gave me nightmares.

Joy and I woke to a grey, threatening sky with the 
northerly blowing stronger. The shipping forecast on 
Radio 4 was reassuring, with nothing harder than F4-5 in 
the next 12 hours. The decision was taken to head back 
to Portland and we packed the bed boards away and 
prepared a reef in the mainsail. I was, frankly, nervous of 
heading out to the cold and empty sea, but at the same 
time keen to leave a rocky enclave that was no longer 
comfortable. Shortly after 6am we hoisted our anchor 
level with the bows and ran out of the bay, pausing to lift 
The Brute inboard once we were clear of rocks.

It was an intense sail westwards, mainly because 
the thought of capsizing in such a lonely and forbidding 
seascape was scary. There was not a soul in sight, 
either on land or on the churning water. Several times I 
dumped the mainsail during gusts, although it was well 
reefed and the genoa tightly furled. We were lucky that 
the wind coming from land meant the waves were not 
large but Joy had a proper soaking from spray. I had an 
irrational fear of some kind of katabatic wind howling 
down the cliffs to knock us over. In no time we were 
abeam of Lulworth. We passed a grey and orange fishing 
vessel hunting in the shallows outside the cove, the only 
boat in sight. 

As the cliffs fell astern, the wind steadied and 
the sky brightened. Reaching across Weymouth Bay 
became enjoyable. A schooner, with sails deeply reefed, 
appeared on the horizon south of us, pointing towards 
Portland Bill. Around 9am the sun broke out just as 
we were approaching the outer harbour and the wind 
dropped to a gentle zephyr. Once in the flat water of the 
outer harbour, we relaxed and uncoiled. 

We hauled the boat out and had a huge cooked 
breakfast at the sailing academy. By the time we went to 
pay our dues at the office it was hot sunshine. 'No wind 
today,' said the manager. He gave me a hard, sceptical 
stare when I replied: 'It was quite lively earlier on.'  

Joy went for a shower while I started to de-rig. I was 
about to unfasten the port shroud when I realised the 
metal ring that holds the pin in place was missing. I 
stared at it dumbfounded, as the penny dropped that 
the mast had been insecure all through the morning 
sail in those empty conditions. A vague memory floated 

into my head of the anchor rode snagging momentarily 
at Mupe Bay, followed by a vivid imagining of being 
dismasted in the blow, our gear and Joy bobbing in the 
waves around an upturned Dulcie. A reminder of the 
importance of checking everything, even during a cruise.

Some day we will go back and finish our Purbeck 
cruise along what folk band The Yetties called the Costa 
del Dorset. We didn't make it to Poole this time but, mile 
for sun-drenched sea-mile, it was the happiest of sails; 
truly a grand adventure. JM
______________________

Notes:
• The National Sailing Academy could not have 

been more welcoming but they are busy on race days. 
Check before you turn up, on 01305 866 000.

• Incurable romantics like us will enjoy camping 
afloat at Lulworth — but the swell and steep-to beach 
make it uncomfortable. There are nice hotels for 
overnighting in comfort. Our favourite is Rudds of 
Lulworth which has a pool and view of the cove. The 
coastal walks, including to Durdle Door and Kimmeridge, 
are strongly recommended.

• Lulworth Firing Range is generally open at 
weekends and in the holiday season but check before 
setting off. Early risers can sail past before the gunners 
finish their breakfast. 

• Kimmeridge Bay is a mile from a small village, 
but Mupe Bay and Chapman’s Pool are isolated spots 
with no facilities.

• In planning, I discovered an invaluable log 
online of a successful cruise by DCA titan Alastair Law 
from Poole to Weymouth in one day and back the next in 
F4. It was Alistair’s first 'big' voyage in Little Jim and is a 
must-read, see here: 

http://www.little.jim.freeuk.com/little_jim/little_
jim.htm
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A ground. Beached. Stuck fast. Call it what you 
will. Arwen balances precariously on some 
submerged boulders, her rudder wedged and 

skeg entangled by floating rafts of bladderwrack. Oar-
pushing and vigorous rocking from side to side have 
failed to dislodged her. In two feet of water I’m happy to 
jump out and lift her stern off the boulders but my way 
is blocked and it’s all terribly embarrassing. I’m trapped 
in my boat by a large, angry Canada Goose. It’s ludicrous. 

On this three-day voyage, to the hidden boatyards of 
Treluggan and Calstock, I aim to do as much as possible 
under sail and oar. An unconfident sailor, too quick to 
motor when winds drop or tides turn foul, I am often 
plagued by self-doubt, uncertain that my sailing skills will 
get me out of ‘trouble’. I can’t quite leave the outboard 
behind and my over-reliance on it hampers my skills 
development. 

Conditions seem perfect: rising early morning spring 
tides and south to north westerly breezes of F2/3 (gusts 
to 16kts), blue skies and hot temperatures. Pre-launch 
rigging at Queen Ann’s Battery (QAB) Marina is swift. 
Launch fees paid, a quick chat with boatyard staff to catch 
up on family and yard news. A final rigging and stowage 
check – waterproof bags secured by bungee straps under 
side decks, charts, compass and handheld GPS clipped to 
starboard centre thwart. Foulies and food to hand. 

At 08.20 Arwen eases out of the marina. I keep a 
wary eye out for reversing tour boats, water taxis and 
traffic exiting the lock gates in Sutton Pool. With no 
imminent traffic threats inside the Cattedown, sails are 
immediately raised, the outboard 
killed and a course set for clearing 
Mountbatten Breakwater and 
my customary shakedown 
circumnavigation of Plymouth 
Sound. A pleasing start, for 
normally I motor into Jennycliffe 
Bay to raise sails. Less to hit out 
there! 

10.43. Anxious whenever I 
sail up to a mooring buoy, but 
today it just has to be done. 'No 
outboard, except for Sutton Pool,' 
says my inner voice.  Calculating 
tide, winds and point of sail 
successfully, I hook onto the 
yellow buoy, north of Drakes 

Island, and with rudder and centreboard raised, furl the 
mainsail. Phew! It doesn’t normally go this well. Learning 
to dinghy sail in the Med doesn’t prepare you for the 
vagaries of strong English tides. Stressful, but at least 
there was no mortifying mad, arm-stretching lunge with 
mooring pole. Ah, the blessings of a furling jib and all 
control lines leading to the aft cockpit area!

A quick cuppa and a cheese and marmite sarnie. 
Arwen always sails with a near inexhaustible supply of 
these! Marmite haters are rarely invited onboard unless 
they bring home-baked cake with them as an apology. My 
yellow waterproof notebook says, ‘...depart DI mooring 
11.10am – last of slack’. So, there is time for odd jobs. 

I adjust a GoPro camera mount, swap around one 
or two bags to improve hull trim and update my log. I 
ping an ‘I’M OK’ message on my SPOT PLB to my wife 
and try to memorize pilotage notes for the first leg up 
the Hamoaze: 273M, 0.5NM to West vanguard starboard 
channel buoy. 

11.15. A final perusal of the cockpit and rigging. Sails 
raised, painter is released, boards hauled down. We 
drift back off the buoy slightly and I unfurl and back 
the jib to swing Arwen’s bow around more quickly. We 
successfully clear the buoy without incident and without 
the outboard. Now here’s another first! 

Never following pilotage notes slavishly. I reach across 
the Tamar entrance towards Barn Pool rather than the 
buoy. A sheltered anchorage from prevailing westerlies, 
it offers a café, pub, formal gardens and coastal walks 
in the Mt.Edgecumbe estate. I often anchor towards the 

Cruising the Rivers Lynher and Tamar  
                                    ~Part One

by Steve Parke, an over-anxious dinghy cruiser

Sreve built Arwen, a John Welsford-designed Navigator 14ft 9ins standing lugsail yawl, over three years in his garage. 
She has side, centre and front thwarts and foredeck, all of which have lockers that also act as airtight buoyancy 
compartments.  Equipped with two purpose-built galley boxes, a collapsible sleeping platform and boom tarp tent, she 
is a roomy cruising dinghy powered by sail, oar or 3.5hp outboard mounted on a transom bracket.

Steve's popular blog is here: www.arwensmeanderings.blogspot.co.uk

_______________________
Passing Royal William Yard
_______________________
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northern end of the stone/shingle beach where there 
are fewer rocks, using a long shoreline from the stern 
and my bungee anchor buddy on a bow anchor to pull 
Arwen back off the beach to deeper water. 

On a more northerly course towards Stonehouse 
pool, the flogging mainsail suggests I closed too close 
with the western shore. I’m struggling to find the wind. 
A quick flick of the tiller and we move away from the 
forbidding rocks beneath the Cremyll gun battery to a 
more central channel position, the red ‘Battery’ channel 
marker slipping rather too close for comfort down our 
port side. As we catch the 8kt SW breeze once more, I 
wonder whether the tourists admiring the views atop 
this former seven-gun battery, part of the 1860s inner 
sea defences to protect the Dockyards ahead, know 
it was a former royalist blockhouse in the English civil 
war; or of its important role as a guardroom for the anti-
submarine booms during WW2?  

11.40. A fast reach towards Cremyll’s Mashfords 
yard for a quick peak inside. Twigs, driftwood, plastic 
bottles, frayed blue three-strand rope and bits of white 
polystyrene packaging float by. A saddening sight, only 
cheered by the appearance of several drifting jellyfish; 
their pale, translucent canopies adorned with four 
brown circular markings shimmering in the sunlight. 

Making 4.2 kts, I guess that’s respectable. Mayflower 
Marina and the Royal William Yard fall rapidly astern. 
vHF CH14 chatter suggests no imminent big ship 
movements out of the dockyard ahead. That’s a relief.  I 
idly wonder what Sir John Rennie the original architect 
of the Royal William victualling Yard would make of its 
£60m regeneration – bakery, armoury and cooperage 
turned into luxury apartments, boutique shops, small 
businesses and restaurants? I’m almost tempted to call 
at Mayflower Marina opposite for a coffee. Two hours 
free pontoon mooring, if you call in at the delightful ‘Lazy 
Jack’s café. No, time is pressing, onwards and upriver we 
go!

Only a dive boat on the Mashfords slipway. There 
has been a boatyard at this site for 270 years, working 
on everything from Tamar barges and torpedo boats to 
fishing and tug boats. It was said that if a captain of a RN 
ship was presented with a west country crew that had 
shipwrights trained at this Cremyll yard then he went to 
sea a happy man! 

Gusty winds rock Arwen as we leave the shelter of 

the Cremyll peninsula and 
draw alongside the extensive 
mudflats of Millbrook and St 
John’s Lakes. I ease the main 
and head over towards the 
West Mud channel buoy. No 
high-speed RIB training by the 
Royal Navy today, nor porpoise 
shoaling mackerel into the 
exposed mudflat shallows. 
Next time, with more water in 
the various entry channels, I 
might visit one of the marina 
cafés to be found across the 

other side of these mudflats. 
Arwen’s sails are trimmed and the Huntingford helm 

impeder set for a long broad reach up to the chain ferries 
that carry traffic between Torpoint and Devonport. A 
narrowing channel: I’m thankful I’m not beating up it in 
a northerly headwind.  With extensive mooring trots on 
the western shore and the start of a long 100m exclusion 
zone in front of the naval dockyards, the MOD Police get 
very ‘strident’ with small craft that close within 100m 
of any moored frigates and submarines, as I have found 
to my cost in the past. Without being melodramatic, 
the police are heavily armed and, rumour has it, 
sharpshooters are ready on shore!  

Tidying sail sheets and halyards into homemade 
halyard bags, the knot in my stomach grows as I plan 
my ferry approach. 'Prepare the outboard, just in case. 
What if the breeze dies?' Self-doubt, I’m always plagued 
by self-doubt! Winds remain steady, coming across the 
port transom quarter. I maintain a mid-channel course. 

Up past Torpoint Marina with its old ballast pond 
walls built by French prisoners of war in 1783 to shelter 
the ballast barges, one of only two surviving ponds in 
the UK. Two hundred metres astern, a stunning cream-
hulled, tan-sailed yacht is closing fast. She’ll pass me just 
as I shoot the ferries. 'I’ll be squeezed, no channel room.' 
Self- doubt! 'Use the outboard, Steve!'

100m to go and an irritating whistling sound pervades 
the cockpit. I’m nervously sucking air through my teeth. 
Phew! Release the impeder. Right, two ferries have 
landed and one is about to pass through the channel 
centre. I monitor the hand held GPS. Speed 4.2….4.6kts.  
Without the drag of the outboard, and with tidal assist 
I’m lengthening the gap between me and the boat 
behind. I pass astern of the central ferry with plenty of 
room either side. 

No disasters, no losing wind, speed or steerage at 
a critical moment. My nightmare of passing so close 
to the ferry that I catch its chains on the centreboard 
are unwarranted (I know I only have 2ft 6ins draft with 
centreboard down – but it’s MY nightmare, OK?). Most 
sailors shoot these ferries automatically without thinking 
or suffering paranoiac thoughts. For me, this is another 
small triumph. 

Minor helm adjustments, a Murray Mint to soothe 
frayed nerves and the flood tide and SW breeze carry us 
past Yonderberry jetty with its large semi-permanently 

_______________________
Sailing Plymouth Sound 
_______________________
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moored fuel tanker. Two of its crew languish on a lighter 
moored alongside the hull, having an illicit smoke, 
undoubtedly oblivious to the irony of the scene; for 
above them, in four-foot-high red capital lettering on the 
Hull superstructure is the sign ‘NO SMOKING’.  I check 
speed and course; best not hang about here too long. 

The wooden boat catches up with us just abeam of  
Weston Mill basin, where HMS Albion, the assault ship 
lies moored, protected by an ever-present MOD boat, 
holding its station at the basin entrance. Inanda is a 
25ft, 80-year-old Debden four-tonner, once described 
by Classic Boat as ‘...one of the nicest small British cabin 
cruisers of the 1930s’. Fellow blogger ‘Dirtywetdog’ is 
on the last leg of a long, difficult and exhausting voyage 
bringing her home from Ipswich to her new berth at the 
Calstock boatyard. After exchanging greetings, I search 
ahead for my favourite little mooring buoy off Henn 
Point, silently praying it will be vacant.  

0.4nm to go. Off the starboard bow, the slipways of 
HMS Tamar are engulfed in a thick smoky fug as landing 
craft and hovercraft move about. The overwhelming 
noise drowns out the sounds of the dockyard downriver. 
With 2500 employees supporting 400 local firms, the 
dockyard contributes 10% of the local economy and is 
still the main vanguard Sub refitting base and home to 
seven Type 23 frigates and the Antarctic Patrol ship HMS 
Protector. The Royal Navy is part of the fabric of our fair 
Ocean City and like most Plymothians, I’m rather proud 
of this naval heritage. 

Passing the buoy to plan our approach, I do a quick 
gybe and a downriver close reach approach. Too fast 
— blown off, a mad scramble with mooring pole and a 
trip over the centre thwart, resulting in a ripped halyard 
bag and bruised shins. A buoy arrival best described as 
‘inelegant and flustered’.  Another cuppa and restorative 
cheese and marmite sarnie sooth tattered nerves. This 
‘no outboard malarkey’ is proving hard work. I fill in log 
book, ping another SPOT message and reach for the sail 
repair ditty bag. Halyard bag repaired, I search for those 
annoying bits of fine gravel that scratch Arwen’s bottom 
boat-grey anti-slip paintwork and become fascinated by 
the foot-stirring antics of a lanky-legged heron as it stalks 
and harpoons small fry in the shallows. 

13.40 and the Lynher sandbanks and channel margin 
mudflats should be covering over. I aim to arrive at 
Treluggan just on the top of the 5.0m tide around 17.00-
ish. Helpful pilotage notes printed off the Treluggan 
Boatyard website the night before recommend entering 
the final mile channel up to the yard around 1.5hrs before 
high tide. I draw only 2ft 6ins or so with centreboard 
down but I’ll stick to their advice and not enter this final 
channel much before 3.30pm. I pour another cuppa and 
watch a train trundle over the Brunel Bridge upriver. 

I snag the dangling mainsheet on the mooring eye and 
it sends Arwen into an alarming sail around the buoy. 
Sailing back upriver between two barges and Carew 
point, I forget about the leeward wind shadow effect 
of trees and shore and lose the wind. An undignified 
departure; 'I must get better at anticipating potential 
pilotage problems'. Still, better to be too close to a 

windward shore with room to leeward than on a lee 
shore with nowhere to go?  

Had Arwen sailed  between Lynher port can to Beggar 
Island port can (256M 0.4NM) in the late 1800s, she’d 
have just passed the last 5000 tons wooden three-decker 
HMS Defiance. Built for the Navy in 1861, she never saw 
service, being instantly converted to a permanently 
moored new Torpedo and Mines training school off 
Wearde Quay. Defiance Halt on the GWR Penzance-
Paddington railway line has long gone, as has Defiance, 
towed away in 1930, so ending 45 years of naval training 
at Wearde Quay. Do a Google search for old photographs 
— she was a splendid sight.

Off Sand-Acre starboard channel buoy whilst watching 
the navy RIBS practising MOB drills ahead, I get a visit 
from an instructor. 'Could you keep well clear, north 
of HMS Brecon Sir? It’s only today sir, they will have 
grasped it by tomorrow.' I note the emphasis and grin. 
'We’ve had worse Sir, though to be fair I’m struggling to 
remember when. Take care Sir, lovely boat, where you 
be going? Treluggan? Ah! Proper boatyard that is...,' 
and he is away to praise one successful crew and scold 
another for allowing their fender to drift into small craft 
moorings. I try not to laugh loudly as with a large splash 
one standing trainee pointing to a drifting MOB fender, 
is sent overboard by an over-enthusiastic helmsman 
who executed a rather speedy turn to starboard. Pithy 
sarcastic ripostes accompany the splash, but weary, 
resigned looks on Petty officers’ faces say it all.  As a 
retired teacher I feel their pain. 

Abeam Forder Lake. 'Don’t go in Steve; what if you 
run out of water Steve?' That self-doubting inner voice 
again! Another time then, but I drift a moment to admire 
the views. From early medieval times to the mid-20th 
Century, flour-milling, fulling, market gardening, lime 
burning and roadstone quarrying have left indelible marks 
on this pretty conservation area. 19th Century barges 
brought dockyard horse dung and street sweepings to 
the quayside, natural fertiliser for local farmers to carry 
away in carts. Market garden produce went back down 
river to the city. SW DCA members have had one or two 
overnight rallies and annual winter planning meets here.   

Beyond Anthony passage, the busyness of the Tamar 
and lower Lynher slips away and the river channel opens 
wide. The change of pace and scenery is refreshing. Thin, 
sinuous, silvery white lines of froth, twigs, leaves and 
broken reeds mark the advancing tide lines across the 
sun-bathed mudflats and into lakes and creeks. I cut ties 
with civilisation, entering an ancient, agrarian landscape 
of rolling hills, rare Special Site of Scientific Interest (SSSI) 
intertidal mudflats and wild coastal salt marshes with 
hidden remnants of a long forgotten industrial heritage. 

Winds, now blowing directly down the channel, allow 
some exhilarating beating upriver. 5.5kts, full sails, slight 
weather helm, occasional dollops of sparkling spray 
rising over Arwen’s bows to be neatly deflected by her 
high coamings. I hope my 1.5m estimation of water 
depth over the mid-channel mudflats is right! Tacking 
back and forth at speed, closer to the channel edges 
on each successive tack. It’s a game, turning at the last 
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possible moment, then holding a parallel course to the 
muddy shore to gain a few precious metres' distance 
further upstream, before rapidly backing the jib and 
swinging back onto a new tack course.  It will end in 
tears, but who cares! A Cormorant in our path senses 
the looming danger and takes to the skies, webbed feet 
sprinting across wave tops and wings flapping furiously 
to gain momentum and lift. 

We suddenly stall, the centreboard drags through soft 
mud before finding deeper water again. Phew! I’ve lost 
my exact position and so heave-to, quickly comparing 
charts with landscape features. Shillingham Point, the 
entrance to Wivelscombe Lake and several nice overnight 
anchorages in the eastern lees of Shillingham and Black 
Rock Points all lie astern. Oops!  I add a position note to 
the log, ping a SPOT message off and drink some water 
whilst briefly wondering how on earth the Tamar barge 
skippers of old ever got their vessels up to some of the 
old decaying quaysides that line the mud-filled upper 
creeks of Wivelscombe Lake. 

Feeling repentant, jib and mainsail are set for a more 
sedate beat up channel and I keep a watchful eye on 
centreboard and sail luff. I’m no longer too worried 
about grounding, after all it’s a muddy bottom and a 
rising spring tide. I’ll float off. 

As the afternoon draws on, winds increase and 
gusts become fewer but much stronger, spilling off the 
surrounding southern hills. Is it time to reef?  'The first 
time you think about reefing, that’s the time to do it.'  I 
keep a wary eye out for the surface ripples that announce 
the arrival of stronger wind squalls. We push on!

On the northern hill behind, a glimpse of the four-
towered Ince Castle. Built in 1642 at the start of the 
English Civil War, Sir Henry Killigrew, a royalist MP, added 
the towers. One for each of his four wives, all of whom, 
so the story goes, remaining blissfully unaware of their 
competitors in the other towers. Four wives! He’d have a 
few tales to tell at a dinner party!

Farmers cut silage in the fine weather, their tractors 
and trailers criss-crossing the rolling Cornish hills. The 
throaty rumble of a hidden combine harvester carries on 
the breeze.  I move to leeward; the shade of the mainsail 
is temporary relief from the scorching sun. 

High-pitched outboard motors under strain herald the 
arrival of four black RIBS, line astern, all big bow waves 
and long wakes of churning froth. The lead skipper, 
anticipating my need to tack north, alters course to port, 
a courteous attempt to give me room and minimise 
the wake impact on Arwen. Royal Marines, sitting low, 
peering over the sides, heading for their secret beach 
overnight training bivouac. An arm emerges, a quick 
wave, from the bowels of the last passing boat. I wave 
back. 

As Warren Point draws close, I anticipate a possible 
wind shadow effect and swiftly bear away onto a reach 
that will hopefully take me across to Redshanks Beach 
and straight up the Erth Hill channel. The tide has filled 
this sinuous channel but it will still be shallow in the 
mudflat margins around the various channel marker 
poles.  

Astern, paddle boarders emerge from Wacker Lake, 
past another abandoned quayside where barges once 
unloaded limestone and loaded up lime. There are 
remnants of a tiny military narrow-gauge railway, if you 
know where to look.  Built in 1886, horse-drawn trams 
hauled building stone from quayside over the hill to the 
stonemasons’ building Tregantle fort on the southern 
coast. Still owned by the navy, I’ve seen leisure boats 
moor off the quay overnight.  

14.45. I’d planned a short beaching on Redshank 
beach for a leg stretch across the saltmarsh, but there 
are three boats already there. Pity. A small stony beach 
with three conveniently spaced 2ft high scaffolding 
poles driven upright into the banks for mooring warps, 
many a time I’ve dropped a kedge anchor over the stern 
attached to my stretchy anchor buddy and then dried 
out on the beach top with a long saggy mooring warp 
running around one of the poles and back to Arwen’s 
bow cleat. On calm nights, with a small driftwood fire, 
pre- stripped long green sticks and a few marshmallows, 
it’s a delightful spot to stargaze and listen to the jumping 
bass and local tawny owls. Overnight, I’ve floated off the 
beach and been pulled back into deeper water ready for 
an early morning getaway. 

Between Berry Down and steep-sided Erth Hill, 
winds die. Wind shadow from the high, steep, 
wooded shoreline to the west? I didn’t anticipate that! 
Unshipping the oars, removing the steering compass and 
reaching for the boat cushion, I sit astride the centrecase 
top and lean into the oars. Arwen is a wide-beamed, 
stable, seaworthy boat, able to handle some serious 
seas, but being rowed long distances is not one of her 
design attributes. It’s hard work and knuckles get bruised 
as hands collide. Oars are at least 18 inches too short 
and rowlocks are set 13 inches aft of my seating position 
but my legs barely reach the aft cockpit floor. With the 
cushion I’m probably too high; without it, it’s a bottom-
numbing rowing position. Another winter project then, 
repositioning rowlock blocks and making longer oars? Or 
perhaps, I could learn to yuloh scull over the transom. 
Is that even possible between a boomkin, mizzen mast, 
rudder stock and outboard bracket?

'No cheating, no outboard, no cheating – no 
outboard.' My inner voiced mantra is interrupted by 
muffled laughter from below the treeline on the western 

________________________________________________
Cockpit interior, approaching Erth Island Marsh upper Lynher
 ________________________________________________
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bank. The marines have clearly arrived safely on the 
secret beach. It feels somewhat comedic that an elite 
stealth force is betrayed by laughter. The starboard 
oar crabs the bottom. I’ve meandered off course into 
the shallows. How do you row backwards and keep a 
straight track? Mental note, more practice doing rowing 
up the river Plym. Can I design a set-up that allows me 
to row Arwen standing up and facing forward? And no, 
I don’t need a smart ass telling me that’s called ‘yuloh 
sculling’! 

Trying to recall where the main channel meanders, 
I keep turning to check my position against the marker 
poles and so painfully crick my neck. To block out the 
pain I recall a history lesson from my son about the 
two-storey, late thirteenth century chapel, with its 
faded medieval wall paintings. It is hidden from gaze, 
somewhere on Erth Hill, the lower floor, with granite 
millstone, was a cider press while the upper floor was 
the chapel. The only known medieval document relating 
to it dates from 1413. Now a listed building, it is rather 
hard to find. Probably a good thing too. 

I enter the expansive confluence where Sconner and 
Polbathic lakes greet the River Tiddy and Lynher, with 
relief and elation as the mizzen flutters. Wind! Yes, wind 
again. Oars are shipped, mainsail re-hoisted and the 
faintest of breeze fills it. We move forward at 1.9 kts. I 
grab a handful of dangling main sheet and pull and ease 
it accordingly to gain a little more momentum. Now is 
not the time to keep hauling it through the blocks.  

15.50 and the mid-channel vertical scaffold pole that 
holds the pointy sign saying ‘To Treluggan Boatyard’ 
appears. I check its direction, for nautical ruffians often 
swivel the pole so that the sign points the wrong way 
and you arrive at St German’s quayside on the river 
Tiddy instead. Not an unsavoury prospect by any means 
— a beautiful quayside with friendly sailing club, floating 
pontoon and a stunning victorian railway viaduct as a 
backdrop. Half a mile to a lovely village pub, ask nicely 
and Quay Club members might let you overnight on the 
pontoon and possibly even open the sailing club bar 
for a jar or two. Pontoon occupied? Well, just north of 

the small slipway is a tiny muddy beach 
where a small dinghy can slip between 
running moorings for an overnight stop in 
front of the limekilns. Contact the Quay 
Sailing Club, out of courtesy though, to 
check that it is OK to use the pontoon or 
the beach before arriving.

Today, the pole is swivelled the right 
way but I still chuckle whilst fumbling for 
my yellow notebook and its colour map 
of channel and waypoints, printed off the 
Treluggan Boatyard website. New waters 
for me, it’s helpful to line the map up with 
the channel ahead but I still unship the 
long-handled paddle from the foredeck 
and lie it ready on the port thwart, 'just 
in case!'

With jib furled and mainsail eased out to the 
starboard shroud, we glide past the first starboard 
marker pole. The boomkin rattles in its retaining block 
as the mizzen suddenly switches side and I check it 
hasn’t snagged on the up-tilted outboard engine. With 
centreboard up fully, we are practically on a downward 
run and lulled by hot sun, blue skies and a languorous 
drift upriver, I reach for the binoculars and scan the Erth 
Island marshes. The lens-compressed view brings the 
low Devonian slate and grit hills, sessile oak woodlands 
and muddy reed-fringed creeks closer. A geographical 
oddity of intertidal mudflats and salt marshes full of 
motionless white egrets, wildfowl and wading birds; 
found in an upper ria valley river system, the marsh is 
out of place. A fascinating oddity.

16.15. Crunch. I fall forward. The grating hull suggests 
all is not well. No warning thump of centreboard against 
ground obviously. Allured by the stunning scenery I lost 
attention and drifted shoreward. The rudder is jammed, 
the release cleat on the tiller failing in its primary 
function! 'You idiot! Rule 1 – focus on the course ahead!

Trapped in my boat by a very disgruntled goose! 
Serves me right!

Onlooking geese, motionless herons and animated 
ducks and crows watch the Mexican stand-off play out, 
from their grassy bank. With my one leg over the side, 
the goose stands erect, flaps his formidable wings and 
waddles closer down the mud shingle beach. Both legs 
over the side and with long neck outstretched ready to 
bite, goose has a serious attack of the hissy fits. It is a 
4ft-gapped Paso Doble dance worthy of ‘Strictly Come 
Dancing’. There is little to do but admire the scenery 
and pray that the rising tide will float me free. I think 
those cackling crows on the washed-up tree branch are 
laughing at me! 

Twenty minutes later, the rudder pops up, displaying 
new grey battle scars where the white topcoat has been 
scraped away; another winter project then! Goose has 
retreated to the beachhead grassy knoll to be fussed 
over by his admiring flock. I’d marooned myself on the 

_____________________________
The swivelling signpost to Treluggan
_____________________________
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last remnants of an old quay wall, lowered in height by 
centuries of accumulated mud. A few rotting wooden 
posts had betrayed its position but I didn’t see them. 

Paddling Arwen out into deeper water, I raise mainsail 
once more and the gentle breeze sees us around the 
river bend, where I narrowly avoid the mid-channel 
stranded tree trunk. Through looming railway viaduct 
arch spans, I spy the first of the moored live-aboard 
barges. 'Treluggan, nearly there….no motor!' I whisper 
to myself but the inner pep talk isn’t having the desired 
effect. That gnawing sensation in the pit of my stomach 
is growing. 'Please God, don’t let the wind drop; don’t 
let me ram the viaduct.'

The purple-coloured brick parapets with their 
sprouting clumps of buddleia draw closer, white lime 
streaks adorning their curved arch ceilings. I check 
the yellow pilotage book. Of course, there is plenty of 
clearance, it’s obvious! But I need that reassurance. 
The middle span is marked as the fairway channel. I’m 
beginning to drift, the sails barely filling. I caress the 
paddle along the port thwart, feeling it’s comforting 
presence. 'Faith, me boy. Wind and tide will carry.' 

The main sags, the sprit boom sinks and swings 
slowly inward. Ten metres to go. Five metres. The trees 
on the western bank are causing a wind shadow. Didn’t 
anticipate that! I shiver involuntarily as the parapet 
shadows fall across Arwen. A small two-coach train 
rumbles overhead. 

And we are through. Barely, but we have emerged, 
unscathed. A saltmarsh appears on the western shore; 
ahead, aluminium masts shimmer between the trees. 
We draw alongside what appears to be an old WW2 
motor torpedo boat, its decks shrouded under white 
awnings and metal frames. Beyond its stern, the old 
wooden pontoon appears. 

Whoosh! 
At 57, I’m delighted by my lightning-quick self-

preservation reactions. Unnoticed by me, the mainsail 
had slowly switched over to the port side as we shot 
the viaduct arch and now out of the wind shadow cast 
by hill and viaduct buttresses, it viciously shoots across 
the boat, clearing my head by a mere inch or two. I 
head-butt the cam cleat on the rear of the centreboard 
case. It hurts somewhat and whilst I am sure I haven’t 

fractured my skull, a deep impression of a cam cleat 
on my forehead is going to prove embarrassing when I 
arrive at the yard office in a few minutes' time. I rub the 
affected area gingerly. Its tender! 'Check the sails, check 
the course, check the sails, check the course – muppet!'

17.25, less than 50m to go, one vacant space on the 
pontoon behind an old large rubber RIB that has seen 
better days. That green and white starboard marker 
pole is awfully close, showing how narrow the channel 
is here and despite the water reaching well beyond it, I 
vaguely remember seeing a very steep 2.5m muddy bank 
beyond it on Google Earth.  It’s high tide, I could continue 
upriver and quickly seek out the excavation site of the 
old ‘Lynher’ barge up at Poldrissick but will I be able to 
turn up there? The story of how Charlie Force discovered 
and excavated the Barge is inspiring. I have pushed my 
luck far enough today. This far upriver, tide is about to 
drain away very quickly. Time to stop. 

Small fenders are deployed over the port side. 'No 
paddle, no outboard.' I chant a little mantra to myself as 
we sidle down the moored boats. 15m... 10m... Barely a 
breeze, I’m ghosting. The RIB's stern falls halfway along 
Arwen’s beam and with a quick flick of tiller to starboard, 
we move forward into the gap on the pontoon, the 
boomkin clearing a RIB stern tube by inches. Barely a 
bump. Awesome! 

Mainsail drops neatly between lazy jacks, a quick haul 
on the topping lift elevates boom and sail out of the way. 
Rudder released and a quick clamber over the centrecase 
grabbing coiled stern and bow warps on the way. I step 
ashore and secure Arwen. Textbook arrival. 

From the Cattedown to Treluggan without the use of 
the outboard. 'YES! RESULT! Get in there!' Of course, I 
didn’t embarrass myself by hollering this out loud but 
inside I was screaming it! For normal sailors this would 
have been a simple, unremarkable voyage. For me? It’s 
an achievement. No outboard. BOOM! I discount using 
the outboard in and out of Sutton Pool – ever seen the 
chaos that ensues when small boats try to sail out of the 
marina and beat into the Cattedown? I rest my case!

Little niggle — what have I forgotten? Of course, high 
spring tide — how deep is the pontoon? How much slack 
do I need to put in the warps? I add four feet of slack and 
stern and bow spring lines to prevent me backing down 

onto the RIB when the tide ebbs. 
Probably overkill, but I shudder 
at the thought of explaining 
how the boomkin pierced the 
RIB chambers during the night. 
Ugh! Fenders are repositioned. 
Paranoid, I’m always paranoid. 

Graham, the yard manager 
strolls down. 'Saw you arrive 
on the camera. Welcome to 
Treluggan. Just came down to 
warn you – you’ll need around 
4ft extra slack in your mooring 
warps on this tide. Don’t want to 
find yourself hanging at a crazy 
angle come low tide, do you?' SP  

Approaching the railway viaduct before Treluggan
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M y WIFE AND I HAD BEEN TALKING ABOuT 
moving to her home country of Southern 
Germany for some considerable time; it was 

just a matter of when. Events coincided in 2015, which 
meant we upped sticks and took the plunge. 

Whether by luck or judgement, I’m still not quite 
sure which, we ended up buying a house approximately 
30 minutes’ drive away from Lake Constance, which 
Germans call 'Bodensee', and with me being a dyed in 
the wool single-handed dinghy sailor this was ideal.

After spending the first year getting our house sorted 
and finding a new job, my thoughts turned to dinghy 
sailing again. I pretty much knew what kind of dinghy 
I was looking for, basically a cruising Wayfarer...but 
lighter, and after researching German dinghy classes for 
a while, I decided it would be a Wanderer. 

To buy a second hand boat meant a car trip back to the 
UK around Easter time in 2017 to buy Wanderer number 
1233 unseen from a gentleman near Manchester, that 
proved to be in good overall condition and true to his 
description, then tow her back to Southern Germany.

As I generally need a small challenge to focus on in 
life, I decided last year to sail to somewhere near the 
top of the lake, camp overnight, then sail back again. 
Possibly not a great adventure, but my first toe in the 
water, dinghy cruising-wise, so, during a week’s holiday 
this autumn, I kept my eye on the weather and decided 
to give it a go over Thursday the 19th and Friday the 
20th of September.

Preparation consisted of a test run on the lawn to 
make sure I remembered how to erect my two-person 
tent, then making a compact bundle of tent, sleeping bag 
and ground mattress small enough to fit on the pillion 
seat of my motorbike. I prefer to travel by motorbike 
to the marina where I keep my boat if possible because 
I then do not have to pay for parking, but it was also a 

good exercise in making sure I only took the essentials 
as space was at a premium.  I also made sure the battery 
for my electric outboard motor was fully charged and 
of course for a few days I studied the all-important 
weather and available water depth information (on Lake 
Constance it’s called the 'Pegel').

 Wind strength forecast was an average of 12 knots, 
with gusts of 16 knots, so circa Beaufort force 4 / 5 on the 
Thursday, reducing to 5 knots with gusts of 7 knots, circa 
2 / 3 on the Friday, with no rain on either day. All of which 
sounded good to me. 

Prior to the trip, I had given some consideration to 
where I would stow my various items on the boat and I 
was conscious of needing good weight distribution. I had 
read somewhere that it is best to concentrate weight of 
camping equipment, etc., as near to the centre of the 
boat as possible — so under the thwart.  

I considered modifying the two open storage areas, 
just aft of the thwart and buoyancy tanks, with some 
kind of zig-zag of bungee cord or net arrangement, which 
would hold things like the tent in place, should the worst 
happen and I capsized. These two areas are currently 
utilised for the ends of a clipped-on paddle on one side 
and a clipped-on extending boat hook on the other side 
(just one of the things the Lake Constance authorities 
insist every boat carries), so there wasn’t a vast amount 
of space. In the end, I didn’t use these spaces, but stowed 
the heaviest item, the tent, underneath the foredeck on 
one side (tied on of course, like everything else), and my 
sleeping bag, etc. in a waterproof bag in the rear locker. 

The space under the foredeck on the other side is 
where I stow the spinnaker, and fixed to the floorboards is 
a quick-release, lattice design plastic box, in which I secure 
my anchor and keep other essentials like my sandwich 
bag, a few bottles of water and a ready supply of boiled 
sweets! This arrangement appeared to work fine and even 

Insel Mainau im Bodensee: close to the end of the lake, which was Derrick's destination

Two Days on Lake Constance
~ Derrick Nash
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in what turned out to be a bit of a blow, I did not notice 
any adverse effects of the weight on board (see photos).

So…. off I set at 08.15 on the Thursday morning, in a 
gentle force 2 northeasterly, out of the marina entrance 
near Kressbronn and headed northwest-ish, on the 
starboard tack, heading for a place called Birnau.  

After about one hour's sailing, the wind increased 
enough for me to consider reefing the mainsail. Strange 
but true, this was the first time I had reefed afloat in this 
particular boat, something which I really should have 
practised beforehand, but by employing my electric 
outboard and self-steering modification I was able to 
hold the boat head to wind and into the increasingly large 
waves long enough for me to slab-reef the main. I was 
very glad I had previously threaded bungee cord through 
the reefing cringles of the sail, with intermittent plastic 
hooks on one side also threaded through the cord, with 
which I could tidy up whatever sail was now hanging 
below the boom. I know some people use small lengths of 
cord, knotted on each side of the sail, to do the same job, 
but personally I found the bungee cord and hooks much 
quicker and easier. The only thing that didn’t work so well 
were the two plastic clamcleats fixed to the boom which 
were supposed to hold the reefing lines when pulled 
through them, but didn’t. This meant I had to tie the lines 
back in front of the cleat in order to hold the reef in place 
and prevent the end of the boom dropping into the boat. I 
intend to look for some better cleats and replace the ones 
I fitted this winter.

A reefed main was good enough for about the next 
hour or so, until the increase in wind strength and wave 
height got me to thinking – I’m not in a race, I just have 
to get there! I do not know the exact strength of the 
gusts, but it felt to me like the forecast force 5 was a 
bit of an underestimate. The other concerning factors 
were that I was in the middle of a huge stretch of water, 
there were no other sailing boats in sight, just the odd 
car ferry or passenger boat and I do not own a hand-held 
vHF, something else I must rectify for next time, so if I 
did tip over, it could get interesting. So I decided to drop 

the main completely into the boat and sail on foresail 
alone.  The problem with this was that obviously the bow 
of the boat wanted to bear off the strong wind and the 
compensatory rudder angle was acting as a bit of a brake, 
so I employed the outboard again to enable me to motor-
sail in a reasonably straight line. The other consideration 
was that I was approaching the area between Konstanz 
and Meersburg where there are regular car ferries sailing 
between the two towns, so having the ability to increase 
speed via the outboard and get out of their way would be 
a definite advantage. 

Further up the lake, after I had passed the island of 
Mainau, the wind strength seemed to decrease a little, 
which may have been due to a change in the topography 
or just wishful thinking – I’m not sure. Anyway, I was keen 
to preserve some battery power for the return journey, 
so I hoisted the reefed mainsail again. This, of course, 
was the cue for the wind to return and there followed an 
exciting hour or so of sailing, where I was planing even 
without the gusts, exercising long forgotten thigh and 
stomach muscles and punishing my rear end mercilessly 
by jumping on and off the gunwales. I regretted not having 
worn a pair of sailing gloves at this juncture because, 
despite being able to cleat off the mainsail at times, parts 
of my hands were getting a bit sore.

I also enjoyed some rare company, in the form of two 
twin-masted sailing school boats, sans sails, containing a 
number of orange buoyancy aid-clad children and their 
instructors, which motored across in front of me, all 
frantically waving at a fellow sailor braving today's exciting 
elements, so I felt obliged to wave back during what I 
hoped would be a long enough time between gusts.

I eventually reached the camp site at 14.30, having 
overshot it a bit, and everything became strangely calm, 
meaning I actually had to paddle onto the beach, which 
was odd. Whatever breeze there was came from the shore, 
so this meant I didn’t have to anchor and drift back, paying 
out rope (warp) until I was in shallow enough water to get 
out of the boat. Rather, I could just land, pull the boat up 
onto a bit of dry land and sink the anchor into the beach 



on a very short line. Perfect!
Leaving the intervening camping bit aside, the return 

journey began at 08.15 next day in a gentle force 1 or 2, 
as forecast, which meant I was able to hoist the spinnaker 
a couple of times to help me along by again using my 
self-steering device and some judicial rudderless boat 
balancing to steer the boat. The river Rhine flows through 
the middle of Lake Constance and my return journey was 
against the flow, so, in contrast to the day before, at times 
I needed all the help I could get. Indeed, occasionally it 
was like sailing against a tide, where you think you are 
going quite nicely thank you, but the buildings on the land 
either stay stubbornly where they are, or sometimes even 
seem to be getting ahead of you.

Karte Bodensee / Chart of Lake Constance
____________________________________

In common with other lakes in mountainous areas, 
the wind on Lake Constance can also make enormous 
shifts, sometimes even appearing cyclonic. At one point 
I was being headed on whichever tack I took, which was 
frustrating, and the burgee couldn’t make up its mind 
which way to point either. This was another time when 
I was glad for a little help from the outboard motor, 
otherwise I would have been much later making it back 
to base and psychologically it’s nice to get beyond a 
headland you have been staring at for hours, which 
previously seemed never to be getting any closer. 

Having left the camp site at 08.15, I finally made it back 
to the marina at 15.00 on Friday. Thanks to a smart little 
integral device on top of the lithium Ion battery, I could 
see I had used 73% of the battery power over these two 
days, so I still had a bit in reserve. Having put the boat to 
bed, I rode home tired and sore, but glad I had achieved 
what I set out to do.

Lessons learnt:
•    Choose days when the forecast wind is more 

moderate. A force 3 to 4 would do nicely.
•      Practise reefing afloat and make sure all fittings 

work as they should and hold when it’s windy.
•     Be qualified to use and have on your person a 

hand-held vHF, tuned to the emergency channels – just 
in case.

•     Take a battery charger to top up the outboard 
motor battery if overnighting at a place where there is a 
plug, such as a camp site).

•      Include some kind of cushioning, either as part 
of your clothing or around the seating area, to minimise 
discomfort during long periods of sailing, especially if 
sailing hard.

•        Take sailing gloves. DN
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Should a boat have an unstayed mast, that is, one 
that stands up by itself, or is it better to have one 
held up by wire stays: shrouds and a forestay? 

Let’s consider some of the merits and drawbacks of each 
arrangement.

unstayed Masts
Merits: 
 1) Simple, cheap, uncluttered aloft. This often 

makes it the choice for boats with lugsails, as it allows 
the yard to swing freely round the mast.

  2)  Apart from the halyard, and, to some extent, 
the sheets, the mast is not subject to strong downward 
forces and so is not being compressed and forcibly 
pressed down onto the hull.

Drawbacks: 
  1) An unstayed mast, supported, as it is, only 

within the limited depth of the hull, is subject to a 
considerable bending stress from the force of the wind 
on the sails. While trees, and therefore wood, have 
evolved for the most part to withstand bending by 
the wind, aluminium tubing is much better at resisting 
length-wise compression. If using an aluminium tube as 
an unstayed mast, one needs therefore to ensure that 
it has an adequate diameter and wall thickness to resist 
the buckling which might otherwise occur.

  2) Just as the mast is subject to considerable 
force so are its mountings within the hull, i.e. the mast 
step on the keel, and the point where the mast passes 
through the deck or thwart. Because these latter points 
are relatively close together compared with the height 
of the mast, the leverage exerted by the latter causes 
the force of the wind on the sails to be multiplied at 
deck and keel level. For example, my dinghy Iona has 
an unstayed mizzen mast supported at two points, one 
~ 6 ins above the other. The centre of the sail is ~ 48 
ins above the lower point. The force of the wind on this 
sail is therefore multiplied by a factor of 48/6 or 8 at 
the support points*, which therefore have to be quite 
strong even for this small sail. 

Historical Notes: although the inshore fishermen of 
earlier times ostensibly used unstayed masts on their 
luggers, they often supported them with a temporary 
shroud called a ‘burton’ which was set up on the 
windward side. Even so, accidents were not unknown. 
The mast step could split allowing the mast foot to slip 
to one side and punch a hole though the hull planking. 
In the days of stone ballast and zero built-in buoyancy, 
there was only one result...

Stayed Masts
Merits: 
           1) No, or limited, bending stress.
 2) The forces resulting from wind on the rig 

are more widely distributed across the hull, rather than 
being concentrated at just two points close together.

  3) A deck-mounted tabernacle can be used, 
facilitating rigging and de-rigging.

Drawbacks: 
  In the absence of down draughts and 

other horrors, the wind meets the sails more or less 
horizontally. Shrouds, however, are of necessity angled 
fairly steeply upwards and as a result are subjected to a 
tension due to the wind which can be much greater than 
the force of the wind itself. This has two consequences:

  1) The shroud and forestay attachment points 
on the hull need to be strong. An oft-quoted rule of 
thumb among traditional boat builders was that these 
attachment points should be strong enough for the boat 
to be lifted bodily using them alone.

  2) The shrouds and forestay exert a strong 
downward force on the mast, and in turn on the part of 
the hull on which the mast stands. When I was fitting out 
the Lune Longboat Anwen a rough calculation indicated 
that, when loaded with overnight gear and a crew of two, 
and driven hard to windward, this force could exceed ½ 
tonne. This is not a purely theoretical consideration:  I 
used to crew for a friend at Arnside, and one day when 
running before the wind against the ebb in his newly 
built 14ft 6ins Lune Pilot, there was an ominous crunch 
and all the rigging suddenly went slack! Shroud tension 
had fractured the GRP mast step and rammed the foot 
of the mast down through the step to the keel. We got 
ashore safely and the boat was subsequently repaired 
by the builder, but it illustrates the point, I think.

  Both the boats I have built have stayed main 
masts. Iona’s main mast sits on the junction of two 
bulkheads which spread the load both across and along 
the hull, while Anwen’s tabernacle sits on the deck 
above the forward locker and is supported by a hefty 
timber strut inside the locker, wedged between the deck 
beneath the tabernacle and a strong GRP mast step on 
the keel. DC
_____________________________________________
*Strictly speaking it’s 8 at the upper support, and 7 at 
the lower.
(Left) David with Iona and Anwen at Derwent Water. 
Brian McClellan now owns Anwen — and took this 
photograph
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To Stay or not to Stay : a rigged question ?
by David Chatterley
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Robert Danielson           25 April
Just completed a superb cruise with my father over 

Easter weekend — up the east coast from Beadnell 
Sailing Club to Granton harbour. It took four days with 
stop overs at Lindisfarne, Eyemouth and Tyne Sands 
(just past Dunbar), and a couple of quick dives into 
Seacliff Harbour and North Berwick. We couldn't have 
asked for better conditions — great start to the season.

Awesome sunrise over Lindisfarne. We were making 
an early start to avoid drying out.

 

In Seacliff harbour — kind of a cold and spooky 
place, not sure if I'd like to spend the night here but an 
interesting stop-off for sure.

Torben Hansen          9 September
My new project — Aalborgjolle from 1950, bought 

for 3 bottles of Single Malt Whisky. It was designed in 
1929 by Aage Utzon, father to architect Jørn Utzon, 
immortalised by the Sydney Opera House. 

 

The dinghy is inspired by the fishing boats used in 
Limfjorden, Denmark, in the previous century. Don’t 
really know what I have let myself in for.

 

Paul Coveney          21 September
I've just set up a non-commercial Facebook group for 

Wayfarer dinghy owners.
Essentially it’s a place for Wayfarer owners to share 

technical information, experiences, help each other out 
with advice and buy/sell Wayfarer dinghies and parts. 
I've got 3 members so far! (Now 367!) So if you’ve got a 
Wayfarer or are interested in getting one do drop by.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/89210199115277
1/?ref=share 

Another Dip Into The DCA Facebook Page  
A random selection of posts from the last few months,         
                                                       chosen by Jennifer Heney
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Andy Walters          1 September
Well, having got two-thirds of the way through the 

year I finally got out for a sail today, which I will count as 
my first sail of the year. There was a five-minute jaunt out 
onto the water back in February which was a complete 
disaster ending in a burst daggerboard casing and a foot 
through the deck! And it literally was five minutes — I 
shall not count that as a sail! 

Today I was joined by my brother Tim and we took the 
Mirror out on the Cromarty Firth for what was a great 
sail.

 

Ian Hylton          9 September
Some photos from the River Crouch/River Roach rally 

this weekend.

 

Moored stern to at Creeksea.

The RNLI and Coastguard were running a mud 
rescue training exercise on the Sunday. They wore 
mud-splatchers (like snowshoes, but for mud); a useful 
addition to any east coast DCA boat.

 

Zeilsloep Baleine          21 September
We had a great time, being for three days in the 

Nationaal Park De Biesbosch in the Netherlands. 
Beautiful sailing spot for day cruising!



Ralph Allen          5 October

Joining the last Sound Rower event of the year tomorrow, 
my first of the season! Have had a lot of competing 
demands this year but had to get in at least one this year! 

(Sound Rowers is an open water rowing and paddling 
club based in the Puget Sound area of Washington State in 
north-western USA. The club sponsors a number of races 
each year. Race participants range from Olympians to 
octogenarians and are equally split between kayakers and 
rowers with occasional canoeists and other exotic craft. 
The race course on 5 Oct was around Mercer Island – about 
14 miles.)

 

Made the route in 4 hrs 45 min...about my usual pace. 
I typically sign in early at these things and then make an 
early start — in this case, about an hour and half before 
the scheduled start. I am usually the slowest boat out 
there, and I hate to make people wait. Got back in time to 
socialize a bit and have a sausage from the grill...very tasty.

The proper start group began catching up with me 
about half way up the east side of the island, with my 
favourites being the two dragon boats that had entered 
the race. The later paddlers seemed to take a moment and 
exchange a few words of encouragement and exultation 
in the beautiful day, the early ones not so much...I mean 
these folks are crazy fit. Not only are their boats faster, but 
there is no rest in their stroke...one continuous motion for 
the entire race. I take breaks along the way, and have a 
definite pace that keeps the boat moving steadily through 
the water.

Bit of a southerly through the day, with the last few 
miles being graced with the glorious cloud display you 
see below. These are the vistas that feed the soul.

 

Ralph Allen with his boat from an earlier post:
 

John Hughes          10 September 
Sailing in Liverpool Bay, Irish Sea.
Sometimes, sailing gently on the flood tide back to 

my mooring on a serene evening can seem to be the 
most beautiful part of the weekend:
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Simon Bunker          19 October
It's warming up, so time to cruise the Harbour 

beaches again. It was a great day to be out in the 
Harbour! We went to Watson's Bay, Chowder Bay and 
then met up with the family at Milk Beach, but we 
couldn't stay long as it was getting a bit windy!

 
Simon is referring to Sydney Harbour, Australia

Robert Aspey          13 October
Making the most of yesterday’s good weather, I took 

the opportunity in the afternoon to venture further 
down river from my normal 1.5 mile cruising ground on 
the River Soar. This was aided by the topping lift I have 
just fitted that makes it easier to raise the boom and 
drop the mast. This allowed me to get under the road 
bridge at Zouch and row down to the lock. 

Once through the lock this opens up over 2.5 miles 
of lock-free sailing with no bridges/height restrictions. 
As time was getting on I turned back at the lock, leaving 
this adventure for a full day, maybe next year.

 
Robert’s boat is a Walker Bay 10, designed in the 

USA and made in Mexico. He modified it by adding a 
tabernacle for mast lowering and a small folding cabin.

Pete March          2 November
My first DCA event, Coniston Softies! Many firsts today 

— first launch of Little Nia, my Scaffie; my first sail of a 
lug rig; my first lunch on the water going nowhere fast. 
Thanks to all the kind folk who made me feel so welcome 
and helped me get her on the water for the first time. I've 
clearly got a few teething problems with the boat and 
trailer. Life's one big learning curve.  So looking forward 
to tomorrow and some wind.

 

Tomasz Szczygiel          9 November
Hello everyone, I'm Tomas from Poland and I'm 

passionate about dinghy sailing. I have sailed for two 
years in the Swedish Blekingseka I built and named Gold 
Finch. I am very interested in the topics you raise. Sailing 
in small sailboats is what I love.



  

Joseph Mallord William Turner: 'Fishing upon the Blythe-Sand, Tide Setting In', exhibited in 1809
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Sweet Sue
Being an account of the divers perils and adventures that beset 
the crew of a Thames skiff on a voyage from London to Ostend, 

as recalled by Patrick Arnold

The little self-published paperback arrived with a 
two-sentence letter: 'Dear Keith, Please find enclosed a 
memorial to a moment of madness. Susannah now lies 
in the Tithe Barn Museum in Upminster. Best wishes, 
Patrick.'

Patrick being DCA member 3339, Patrick Arnold.
The book is not merely an account of the 'moment 

of madness', though that alone would have been worth 
printing. It is a paean of praise for the London River, too, 
as it once was and is no longer. More, it is an admiring 
salute to the mediaeval cartographers and navigators, 
especially the Venetian Andrea Bianco, who published a 
pre-Columbian world map. Finally, it is testimony to his 
belief in simple equipment, especially aids to navigation, 
and his readiness to use them — all he took with him 
was a copy of part of a Bianco chart that showed the 
English Channel and a magnetised sewing needle on a 
cork floating in a bowl of water for a compass. He slept 
wrapped in his jellaba.

Susannah (see next page) was moulded in GRP on 
the lines of a traditional Thames Skiff. Length: 14ft; beam 
at rowlocks: 4ft 1ins; unballasted weight ±120lbs. Speed 
at 16 strokes per minute, 2.5 knots.

Patrick's account of his adventure is also beautifully 
written: I hope you enjoy it as much as I did. Published 
in two parts, Part I, in this issue, covers his first three days 
afloat; Part II will cover the last three—Ed

(Above) Andrea Bianco's coverage of the English Channel 
and the facing European coast. The original would have been  
richly coloured
____________________________________________________
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Day One — Sunday 3rd June, 1979
Susannah, my fourteen-foot skiff, lay gently tugging at 

her mooring ropes alongside the big black landing stage 
at St Katherine's dock. It was high water and the moment 
of truth was upon me.

Peter Hobart had come with a small bottle of brandy 
which he gave to me, saying that it would keep me 
company. Michael, who had shared the same tyrannical 
school masters with me, had come with his wife Anne 
and their two daughters, Tracy and Nicki. Jack was a 
friend of Michael's and, as he had only been told of my 
plans that morning, he wore the uneasy smile of a sane 
man who finds himself in the company of lunatics. Many 
days later, I was told that Alex Baker had come to see me 
off but arrived after my departure.

At 8 o'clock (GMT), the bell on the roof of the 
warehouse at St Katherine's sounded the hour and my 
voyage began.

It was an ancient custom that one should pay the 
daughters of Aegir for a safe voyage and as I needed all 
the help I could get, I willingly tossed my penny into the 
murky water.

With the good wishes of my friends in my ears, I pulled 
away from the landing stage and moved out towards 
midstream to gain the benefit of the ebbing tide.

The day was bright but overcast with a light wind from 
the North East. The old warehouses and derelict jetties 
of the Lower Pool passed by in what seemed to be a 
never-ending memorial to a once-great port. I found the 
silence, broken only by the splash of my oar blades, very 

depressing until somewhere 
about Ratcliff, a window was 
thrown open and a complete 
stranger waved and clapped 
his hands. I assumed that 
he must have heard of my 
venture from the local radio 
and was showing his support 
for my voyage. Anyway, I 
waved back and continued on 
my way.

Turning into Greenwich 
Reach, I looked over my 
shoulder and saw the Royal 
Observatory, surmounted 
by the red time signal on 
Greenwich Hill. Upon the 
waters of Greenwich Reach, 
there appeared several boats 
being rowed by members of 
the local rowing club. There 
is something very graceful 
about a well-crewed rowing  
eight and when one swept 
past me, the oars rising 
and falling like the smooth 
powerful wing beats of a 
flying swan, I felt my efforts 

to be extremely clumsy. I did my best to tidy up my style 
of rowing and whilst engaged upon this worthy task, I 
crossed the Prime Meridian and entered the Eastern 
hemisphere by way of Blackwall Reach. It was here 
the famous 'Blackwall frigates' were built. The first, 
Seringapatam was launched in 1837 and weighed 818 
tons. Why this ship was named after a town in India, I 
did not know and I resolved to find out one day. The river 
flowed onward past all this history and my oars rising 
and falling carried me well into Bugsby’s Reach before 
I remembered that very expensive device that so many 
have hailed as the eighth wonder of the world.

I must admit that I doubt its value; nevertheless, in 
due course, I passed through the civil engineering works 
of the new Thames Barrier and, as I passed, I watched a 
floating crane being manoeuvred alongside one of the 
coffer dams from which was emerging the gleaming alloy 
roof of one of the piers.

Two hours after starting, I was just off Beckton outfall. 
The light northeasterly breeze had fallen to a dead calm 
and the air was laden with the distinctive aroma of one of 
London's biggest sewerage discharge points. It seemed 
incongruous, but here of all places I heard the first call of 
a cuckoo; summer had come to me and Beckton. Within 
minutes, I crossed the brown swirl of the tidal flow from 
Barking creek and cast a thought of the abbey and village 

St Katharine's Docks in 1979, when it housed the old Nore 
Lightship (LV86) for a while. One of the Maritime Trust's collection 
of historic ships, now dispersed                           © M J Richardson
_________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
The Thames Barrier, completed in 1982, three years after Patrick passed it

__________________________________________________
Old Blackwall and Coldharbour, c.1740
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that once sheltered William of Normandy. I don’t think 
he or his contemporaries would know the place now. 
The abbey has gone and the village is a sprawling town 
uneasily wedded to London.

The men working on the jetty of Barking power 
station waved as I passed by. Now, the buildings were 
becoming rarer and the river passed between banks 
that grew trees rather than pylons.

On the north bank of Halfway Reach stands the vast 
car plant of Ford's, built upon the site of the infamous 
Dagenham Breach which two centuries ago had caused 
an epic struggle between an engineer called Captain 
Perry and the land-hungry waters of the Thames. On 
this Sunday afternoon, all was quiet and peaceful with 
a dribble of smoke curling upward to fade away into 
nothingness.

Three hours after the commencement of my voyage, 
I let go anchor in the mouth of Rainham Creek. In 
Rainham Church, there is scratched on a wall the 
sketch of a 14th century ship. I like to think the sketch 
was scratched by a Rainham man who had seen the 
first of the Italian wool ships. This ship was far greater 
than anything the Rainham man had seen before and 
he probably used his knife point to illustrate to his 
audience the general layout of this extraordinary vessel 
which then lay aground by the entrance to the creek.

As I lay at anchor, I sadly noted that, as part of the 
Thames Barrier scheme, Rainham Creek was being 
dammed and that Susannah would be the last boat to 
leave this one-time busy little backwater for a foreign 
port; and leave she did, after I had had a little rest and a 
lot of chocolate.

The sky was still overcast and visibility was down to 
about three miles, the wind had backed to the North but 
remained very light, the sea defences of Wennington 
marsh seemed endless. The sea wall and salting being 
the silent and only witnesses of my labours.

At last, I came up to the light beacon at Coldharbour 
Point and entered Erith Rands and over my shoulder the 
low hill of Purfleet shrouded in trees appeared. At the 
same time, the sounds of musketry could be heard from 
the army ranges on Averly marshes. The crackle of rifle 
fire accompanied me to the mouth of the Mar Dyke.

Close to the Mar Dyke, stands The 'Royal Hotel' and 
I reached the landing steps of that establishment just 
as the tide turned and began to flood. I was thankful 
to let go anchor just clear of some anglers, whose 
activities I watched with idle curiosity as the flooding tide 
remorselessly reduced the sandy beach from which they 
cast their lines. The catches seemed limited to a pitiful 
number of small eels and even smaller flounders. For an 
hour and a half, I lay sprawled on the floor boards. Then 
to pass the time, I chewed some muesli followed by a 
few dates but in the end, my inactivity gave way to an 
irrepressible urge to go on.

I weighed anchor at a quarter-past three and by 
sneaking along close to the shore I made good progress 
against the flood tide, nobly assisted by a steady westerly 
breeze. I passed Thurrock Yacht Club at half-past five and 
the wind had strengthened to the point where my stem 
was being swung by its force. It wasn't long before I grew 
frustrated by the continual effort to bring the stem back 

Rainham Church of St Helen and St Giles, built c.1178 by 
Richard de Lucy
__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
Patrick's sketch of the graffito on the wall of Rainham Church 

                                    ______________________________
                                     Italian merchant ship of the 1400s
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When I reached Susannah, my mind was engaged 
upon the problem of where to stay for the night. I set off 
again dodging round an incoming ferry boat, sliding by a 
tug, and avoiding a large buoy to cross the river to the 
South or Kentish shore. There was an hour of daylight 
left and the problem of where to spend the night was 
unresolved, and not being able to resolve it, I kept 
rowing.

The street lights in Gravesend were shining brightly 
as I came level with the dark mass of an old fortification 
known as Shornemead Battery. Somewhere out in the 
river, a bell buoy clanged when an occasional swell 
swayed it enough to activate the clappers. The wind had 
died away to a dead calm and a mist hung thick over 
the water. The tide had started to ebb and it seemed a 
shame not to use it, so, by using the flashing light of a 
small lighthouse built on the shore as a stern mark, and 
by keeping the seawall as a dark blur on the starboard 
hand, I rowed onward for another hour. By the end of 
that hour, two new navigation aids were taken to guide 
me : one was the orange flame that flared from the oil 
refinery on Corringham marshes; the second was the 
lowing of a cow somewhere on Cliffe marshes. Neither 
of these navigational aids will be found in the Admiralty 
Pilot but as navigational aids they served me well.

I rowed on until suddenly my oars began to strike the 
bottom. Turning with the intention of seeking deeper 
water, I went aground on a ridge of sand. It was there 
that the ebbing tide left me high and dry, and all the 
inner debate and indecision on where to stay for the 
night was irrevocably resolved for me.

I cast my anchor, fumbled in the dark for some 
chocolate, wrapped my jellaba about me and went to 
sleep somewhere in the mist on Blyth Sands.

Day Two — Monday 4th June, 1979
The night had been a cold one and I was awake when 

the first light of dawn touched the eastern horizon. 
I sorted through various plastic bags and prepared a 
breakfast of muesli, dates and water. While I shivered 
through breakfast, the flooding tide crept over the sand 
to reach me a few minutes after 3 o'clock. I packed 
away the bags of foodstuff, rolled up my mattress and 
prepared for the day's adventures. It was about half-past 

in line, so I ran aground on a small beach close by a jetty 
which served a large group of silos and from the beach 
I took about twenty pounds of pea shingle. The shingle 
loaded into some plastic bags was packed into the stem 
to act as ballast.

In ten minutes, I was on my way again down Fiddler's 
Reach towards Grays pleased to find that the ballasting 
was a success. By hugging the shoreline, I made good 
time to the town of Grays and there I picked my way 
through a cluster of old ships forlornly awaiting their turn 
at the breaker's yard.

I took about an hour to row from Thurrock via Grays 
to the ferry at Tilbury. Numerous notice boards are fixed 
to the side of the ferry landing stage. The notice boards 
state that every known punishment between a crippling 
fine to penal servitude in van Dieman’s Land would be 
allotted to those who moored boats there. I moored 
Susannah in that forbidden place trusting that she would 
not be singled out from all the other small boats that laid 
there.

In my youth, I remember Tilbury ferry as one of the 
principal crossing places for traffic between Kent and 
Essex. There was always a long and noisy queue of 
vehicles waiting to load and cross the Thames. However, 
the opening of the Dartford tunnel has changed all that. 
The big ferry boats are now gone having being replaced 
by two small vessels that carry the few foot passengers 
between Tilbury and Gravesend.

I wandered ashore and found myself in the saloon 
bar of a public house known as The Worlds End. After a 
couple of drinks, I wandered back along the sea wall and 
considered the grey river and the grey surroundings and 
thought that the man who named the pub must have a 
cynical but accurate sense of humour.

Tilbury Ferry and power station
___________________________________________________

_________________

The Tilbury Ferry 
c.1640

_________________

 Shornemead Fort
_____________________
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three when Susannah floated and I started to row. The 
morning had started clear but a light easterly breeze had 
carried with it a thick mist which blotted out the lights of 
the Corringham refinery.

I crossed Blyth Sands by hugging the tide line formed 
by the water lapping on the sands. The thick mist made 
it impossible to fix my position but at high water or 
thereabouts, I went ashore on a shell beach which was 
backed by a wide salting. The salting faded into the mist 
but there seemed to be a bay to the east of my landing. 
I can only assume from later study of charts that my 
landing place was on St Mary's Marsh.

When the tide started to ebb, the wind fell to a dead 
calm. It was a beautiful day for rowing and I moved out 
into the deep water of the estuary. The ebb carried me 
along and a few minutes before 8 o'clock I came to the 
buoy known as the West Nore Sand. visibility began to 
improve and the thick mist was replaced with a thin one, 
I could just see the Kentish shore about a mile away.

She came into view long after I had heard her engines. 
She was a cargo ship and she rapidly overhauled me. In 
moments like this, there is a tightening of gut muscles 
because this mountain of steel, pushing a creamy bow 
wave before her, could end my adventures without a 
tremor. The monotonous thump of her engines brought 
the La Bahia of London rushing down upon me. I watched 
her carefully and decided to pull away and so place myself 
on her port side. Whilst I was in the process of executing 
my decision, the thump of her engines died away and 
out on the wing of the bridge came the Ship's Officers. 
The La Bahia, built in Norway in 1972, is about 330 feet 
long, displaces about 8,000 tons and is registered as a 
tanker. She is small in the world of tankers, but to me she 

was enormous. The officer of the watch, armed with a 
loud hailer, courteously asked if I needed any assistance, 
an offer I refused by a palm-down sweep. I wish I could 
have been more polite, but I don't think one can hold a 
polite conversation by shouting. Once she was clear of 
me, the telegraph clanged and the La Bahia went on her 
way as if nothing had happened. Nevertheless, it was a 
fine gesture by the master, which I appreciated.

About two hours after I left the West Nore Sand, I was 
among the ships lying in the Great Nore Anchorage. The 
ships lay at anchor in the sunshine waiting to enter the 
river Medway and the port of Sheerness.

It was an idyllic scene of sea and ships marred only 
by a whistle buoy wailing a plaintive note on each wave 
that passed. The whistle buoy guards the wreck of an 
ammunition ship that went aground and broke its back 
during the Second World War. The fully laden ship 
has remained an untouchable bomb ever since. The 
melancholic howl of that buoy followed me to fairway 
buoy No. 3, which is about 3 miles north of Minster on 
the Isle of Sheppey.

I reckoned the ebb had almost finished its run so 
it was time to seek the shore and thus avoid the full 
effect of the flooding tide. It was further to the shore 
than I had anticipated and I laboured mightily before 
the hazy shadow of Warden Point and its coastguard 
station became clearly defined. By the time I was close 
under the cliff of Warden Point, the tide was flooding 
strongly and I crept along the shore past Priory Hill and 
Laysdown-on-Sea with its ranks of caravans to Shell 
Ness.

Just before the old coastguard house at Shell Ness, 
there is a ridge of hard black mud and shells. I ran 
aground on this ridge to rest for a little while. The tide 
rose and covered the ridge, so I rowed on following the 
shore. A fog slowly formed and all landmarks slowly 
faded from view until I was left with just water lapping 
on the edge of a boundless area of mud. I then became 
curious about my direction because the sun was in the 
wrong place and my compass needle agreed with my 
observations. I was heading South when I should have 
been heading East. It was all very strange. I stopped 
rowing, consulted my chart, stared at my compass 
needle which danced erratically on the surface of the 
water within the baling scoop and I remained puzzled. 
The problem was one that has faced every navigator and 
leads to a simple question:

When does one put blind faith in instruments? I 

_____________________
(Right) Beach on the Isle 
of Grain
_____________________
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delayed the moment of decision for a while and stuck 
to following the shore. Confusion was heaped on 
confusion; visibility was a hundred yards; I was heading 
South instead of East and the tide was now flowing with 
me when it should be flowing against me. None of it 
made sense! In the end I put my faith in the sun and in 
my compass and turned to row away from the shore.

I left the shore and all around was water. I was very 
alone. Suddenly the fog began to clear and there I was in 
the middle of the Swale. I burst out laughing and pulled 
over that narrow waterway that winds round behind the 
Isle of Harty. Andrea Bianco, my mediaeval chart maker, 
hadn't known of that creek and I had forgotten it. On the 
far side of the Swale I found a small yacht hard aground 
and the crew of two busy scraping the bottom. They 
admitted an error of navigation and were now filling in 
the hours until the tide returned.

It was a couple of miles to Whitstable but the flooding 
tide made it seem nearer five miles. I struggled into that 
cheerful little port very worn out. I moored among the 
fishing boats and I went ashore. Just at closing time, I 
placed my foot in the door of the first restaurant from 
the harbour. Whilst the staff prepared for the morrow, 
I made inroads into a scratch meal of hamburgers, cake 
and lots of tea. I went back to the harbour a new man 
and chatted to a local about fish and the prices that the 
various species were fetching in that area.

About an hour before high water, I left the harbour 
with a vague notion of finding a beach to haul the boat 
up for the night. I passed through the gaps in Herne Bay 

pier about the time of high water. Dusk came quickly and 
soon I was rowing in the dark with the light on the head 
of Herne Bay pier as my stern mark. It was a beautiful 
night, clear and calm. The ebbing tide carried me along; 
Reculver came and went; I set to work to row a hard, fast 
course just to try myself over a distance. Somewhere off 
Birchington my efforts were rewarded. I pulled a muscle 
in my lower back. It hurt! I limped into Westgate Bay as 
the street lights were going out, and in a few feet of water 
I let go anchor. I wrapped my jellaba about me and was 
asleep before I had stretched out on the floor of the boat.

Day Three — Tuesday 5th June, 1979
I woke at dawn, stiff with coldness. Breakfast was a 

handful of dates and a cup of water, after which I hauled 
up the anchor and started to row. The blisters on my 
hands were painful but I found that after a few minutes 
the pain faded away and I was able to pull as hard as I 
wished. It had become a habit to wash my hands with 
surgical spirit every time I stopped rowing, but I am 
undecided if it was worthwhile. The back muscle which 
the previous night had seemed like a red hot poker was 
now behaving itself and I felt fine.

Margate pier, even though it had successfully resisted 
every effort made to demolish it, was looking very 
battered and I passed through a gap in the structure 
without difficulty. Far away, over my shoulder, I could see 
the cliffs at Foreness rising out of a very grey mist.

Two tidal streams meet hereabouts and the water 
began to become confused and when I reached the 
Longnose buoy, the sea was very choppy, even though 
the wind was almost a dead calm. I moved in to creep 
along at the foot of the cliffs, keeping the glazed turret 
of the North Foreland lighthouse just in view above the 
cliff top.

I reached the little town of Broadstairs at about 7 
o’clock and having moored my boat among the assorted 
vessels which were sheltering behind the harbour wall, I 
went ashore for a cup of coffee and two slices of buttered 
toast. The coffee and toast gave me new strength and 
within half an hour of my arrival I left Broadstairs and 
continued to follow the cliffs to Ramsgate.

The tide was flowing strongly against me when I 
reached Ramsgate and it was a pleasure to enter the 
harbour to gain shelter. I moored Susannah to a large 
and oily mooring ring and scrambled up a long ladder to 
make my way to the watch tower at the entrance of the 
harbour. There, I explained my mission to the Officer of 
the Watch and to a Customs Officer who was with him. 
They considered me thoughtfully whilst sipping cups of 
tea. I think they took pity on the unkempt creature that 
stood before them because I was given a cup too.

Ramsgate was a nice friendly sort of town and I did 
some shopping: apples, biscuits, and sticking plaster for 
my hands. For lunch, I had some fish and chips whilst 
sitting by the harbour side. In my mind, I debated whether 
or not to row to France from Ramsgate or to move on 
down the coast to Dover. I returned to the Officer of the 
Watch and told him that I would try for France. It seemed 
that my row really started as I passed out of the harbour 
_______________________
(Left) Beach at Whitstable
_______________________

Groynes towards Seasalter on The Swale
___________________________________
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and the big black flag which prohibited movement 
came fluttering down. France was 30 miles away — 30 
miles of open water with no creeks or beaches to give 
me refuge.

I was less than a mile from the harbour when, with 
that distinctive crash, the lifeboat maroon sailed into 
the air leaving a long trail of brown smoke. I looked 
about wildly; admittedly, the wind had gained in force 
and now and then the sea would burst under my bow 
sending spray high into the air, but I didn't need a 
lifeboat. I felt quite wretched when I saw the lifeboat 
come out of the harbour, but to my delight, it turned 
and rushed off to the north. My delight soon faded 
when I thought of the possible reasons why the lifeboat 
had gone pounding away over the horizon.

I plodded on but the wind veered SSE which meant 
I was rowing into it and after another half hour, it 
had gained even more force. Things were becoming 
unpleasant and I began to take solid green water 
over the bow. I turned and the wind blew me back to 
Ramsgate. The lifeboat, towing a disabled French yacht, 
entered the harbour just before me, so in a way I didn't 
feel my retreat was unjustified.

I had just entered the harbour for the second time 
that day when the wind, seemingly pleased with its 
efforts, fell away to a dead calm. I scrambled up the 
ladder to the Officer of the Watch and told him I would 
sneak along the shore to Dover.

Once again, I left Ramsgate and headed for Pegwell 
Bay.

Pegwell Bay is where it is said a standard bearer 
leapt into the water and thus introduced Roman 
Culture into these islands. In this bay, it is also said the 
first Englishmen stormed ashore to settle in the rich 
farmland of Kent.

I wonder what those warriors would have done if 
they had seen a hovercraft! When a large hovercraft 
with engines roaring, generating sheets of flying spray 
went howling past me, I broke into a cold sweat and 

rowed as one demented. I didn't stop rowing until well 
clear of the path taken by these curious machines.

I crept along the shoreline until I came to a place where 
there was a small launching ramp. The ramp spanned 
the stony beach, and over the crest of the beach I could 
see a group of houses. It seemed an ideal place to land 
and rest. The sun was shining and the small waves soon 
carried me on to the beach, where I dragged Susannah 
clear of the surf. I went exploring. In the garden of the 
first house I came to, a lady was hard at work with a 
hacksaw and hammer removing some ironwork from a 
mast. I explained my mission and gave a hand with the 
blacksmithing. My reward was tea and biscuits and some 
useful information concerning the tides, and that I was 
ashore on the Sandwich Bay Estate.

Back on the beach, I faced the problem of getting the 
boat afloat again. Landing a boat through surf is easy 
compared with the task of launching one. Several times, 
I pushed Susannah out into the oncoming wavelets but 
each time her bow was caught by a breaker and she 
spun on her keel to rush back to the beach, there to be 
swamped. 

In the end, I unloaded and stacked everything on the 
beach. Then I shoved her out into the sea, wading with 
her until some of the coldest water in the world was 
lapping round my navel; an inelegant roll put me into the 
boat and a few strokes with the oars took me clear of the 
surf. Once clear of the surf, I dropped anchor and then 
paid out the rope until Susannah was almost back in the 
surf. Over the side again and into that freezing water I 
went, to spend half an hour carrying all the stores and 
equipment on my shoulders from the beach to the boat. 
At last, when all was loaded and stowed away, I was able 
to haul up the anchor and set off along the coast towards 
Deal.

It was almost twilight when I came to Deal. The tide 
was then running hard against me, but the members of 
Deal rowing club must have an understanding with the 
Almighty because the tide flow meant nothing to the 

crew of a four-oared ’galley' which 
swept past me. The galley rapidly 
disappeared into the gathering dusk 
but I could hear the cox 'encouraging' 
his crew long after its disappearance. 
At Deal pier, I mutinied, let go anchor 
and sulked on the floor. I had good 
reason to sulk; the tide was against 
me and less than 50 feet away stood 
Deal waterfront packed with pubs, 
cafés and restaurants. All these 
eating places were on the other side 
of the surf line and therefore out of 
my reach. I lay wrapped in my jellaba 
watching the lights of Deal go out 
one by one until at last only the stars 
shone in the heavens. I must have 
slept because I don't remember the 
moon rising. PA
_____________________________
(Left) Patrick and Susannah
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One Man's Cobnor Fortnight   ........................

Hubert and Klarie Bakker in home-designed & built Hatseflats              Chris Waite with home-designed & built Polly Wee

Clive Marsh in ELX Emsworth Lugger                                                          Clive Marsh again, in ELX Emsworth Lugger, under way

Liz Baker with Len Wingfield and his Gull Seeker                                      Richard Rooth in Kayak

Phil Oxborrow in his sailing canoe                                                                Graham Neil in Heron 6653
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       ........................   Photographs by Maurice Burgess 

Jon and Clare in Minerva                                                                                 Paul Hadley in 17ft Lynx Millibee

Liz Baker in Cormorant Tessa                                                                          David Spensley in Scamp Trinka

Chris Hodge in his trimaran                                                                             Chris Hodge again, under way

Mark in his leg-powered Hobie kayak                                                        Jennifer Heney & Keith Muscott in their Gumotex Thaya kayak
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I 
SEEM TO REMEMBER THAT 
it was on Loch Melfort, on 
one of our Wayfarer cruises, 
that  we first discussed the 

possibility of buying a trailer-sailer. 
My hands, increasingly painful 
from more than thirty years of rock 
climbing, canoeing, cycling and 
dinghy racing in  all weathers — 
activities collectively characterised 
by my late mother as 'acting daft' — 
were beginning to complain at the 
movement of stores and camping 
gear from shore to boat and back 
again. And so, in the autumn of 2011, 
we parted with Nora the Explorer, 
our beloved Wayfarer Mk2, and 
bought Martinet, a Swift 18 which 
had been offered to us as 'a dinghy 
with a lid.' Outings on Ullswater and 
on the Clyde suggested to us that we 
had made a big mistake. Martinet 
sailed like a dog! 
We made changes. Raking the mast, 
a new system for applying backstay 
tension and a more efficient kicking 
strap all helped. But the most 
effective change we made was to build up the lip of the 
outboard well by 125mm. This raised the prop of the 
5hp Honda outboard behind the stub keel thus reducing 
drag and  transforming the upwind performance of the 
boat. Having done all of this, it was still clear that she 
was no Wayfarer, but she would do. Another significant 
improvement we made was the production of a boom 
tent which allowed us to spread out a little and meant 
that we could dry out our wet sailing gear without 
contaminating the inner sanctum of the compact cabin.

Our plan for the summer of 2012 was to launch using 
the excellent slipway at Largs Marina and to make our 
way up to Oban, passing through the Crinan Canal. We 
had the idea that we might retrieve the boat further 

north and so have the flexibility and extended scope of a 
one-way sea journey. Things went well even though we 
enjoyed pretty mixed weather. The canal was a delight 
and allowed us to avoid strong winds and still to make 
northerly progress. Unknown to us, our transit coincided 
with the Crinan Canal Festival. This event was based on 
the meadow adjacent to Lock 9. When we arrived there, 
the crowds were being entertained by a giant Scotsman 
on stilts accompanied by his giant pantomime dog. (I 
believe the pair are  known professionally as Big Rory 
and Ochie).  Some wit had provided Ochie the dog with 
fully functioning waterworks. It took great delight in  
cocking its leg and urinating on us as we languished at 
the bottom of Lock 9. Feeling that this was somewhat 
disrespectful to the dignity of our ship I was minded to 
find out if Ochie could swim as well as micturate, but the 
Skipper just smiled. 

'Ce'st la vie,'  she laughed. A born philosopher she is.
In just five days we reached Oban, our objective, but 

we still had a month of holidays left! We decided to 
mooch on up the Sound of Mull to Lochaline. Over the 
years since, this place has become one of our favourite 
anchorages. It always was a hurricane hole but now it 
sports pontoon berths and a swish new marina building 
for those so inclined. When we arrived there was no 
marina and after a couple of days exploring the area we 

Realms of Gold
Around the Isle of  Mull in a Swift 18, by Charlie Hitchen 

Ochie in full flow
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were ready to move on. But to where? 
   I had carried with me a copy of the late Alan Glanville’s 

excellent article about the Mull circumnavigation he 
had made in his Ness Yawl, Lowly Worm. This is perhaps 
my favourite trip log from the many brilliant accounts to 
grace the DCA journals over the years. I flashed it under 
the Skipper’s nose. Could we not do something similar? 
The weather looked unusually settled and the Met 
Office were predicting an unchanged weather pattern 
for the next two weeks. In August, around the coasts 
of Mull, that was something approaching a miracle. 'A 
once in a lifetime chance,'  I argued. The Skipper, ever 
the voice of reason (some would say realism) agreed 
that we should '...push on carefully and see how things 
went.'  As it turned out, things went rather well. 

Day One. Lochaline to Loch Droma na Buidhe 15Nm
4th August 2012  HW Oban 14:00

We left early in the morning to go north. A pleasant 
following breeze pushed us onward up the Sound of 
Mull. It was time to try our secret weapon. A couple of 
weeks before, Bernie had unearthed a spinnaker hiding 
in the bottom of a cardboard box at a boat jumble. It 
was the right height for the Swift but much too wide. 
With the nicety of judgement which comes from a 
lifetime of working with cloth and teaching others to 
do the same, she cut out a triangular wedge from the 
centre of it, sewed it back together and pronounced it 
good. We had never even hoisted it because I had only 
fitted the halyard onto the mast on the car-park at Largs 
on the day we launched. I had visions of it ballooning 
out like grandma’s bloomers, but to my surprise, it set 
beautifully and gave us a real boost in the light winds. 
Of course,  we had no proper fittings for it and so jury-
rigged it by lashing sheets to the toe-rails, but it did the 
job nicely. 

The temperature soared and even in the light breeze 
provided by our motion, we were positively wilting in 
the heat. The Morvern coast crept by. Then, at Auliston 
Point, the headland at which the Sound of Mull rounds 
into Loch Sunart, the wind failed completely. We drifted 
on for a while before resorting to the engine to navigate  
the constricted rocky channel into the magnificent 
anchorage of Loch Droma na Buidhe. We had read 
much about this place and its perfect shelter but were 
unprepared for its breath-taking beauty. Tired and 

hungry, we found anchoring difficult with our limited 
ground gear but eventually the Skipper declared us 
firmly set and after a quick bite to eat, it was time for 
sundowners in the cockpit. The quality of the light was 
extraordinary and as the last rays of the sun poured 
into the anchorage over the golden ridge which gives 
the place its name, the intricate morphology of the 
landscape was revealed as it so often is at this time of 
day. It had been a long, hot  but very rewarding day. 

Day Two: Loch Droma na Buidhe to Port Croig 17Nm
5th August 2012 HW Oban 14:37

Daybreak transfigured the anchorage and those 
surfaces which on the previous evening had been 
hidden in shadow were now revealed. We have visited 
this special place a number of times since but this first 
morning with the  little terns wheeling and diving over 
the glassy surface of the loch can never be forgotten. 
Yet it was not a day for procrastination! Decisive action 
was called for and the Skipper was soon up and we were 
away through the narrow, rocky entrance with genny 
out in the developing southerly breeze. 

The Sound of Mull is famous for its fluky winds but 
the breeze remained faithfully in the south. We avoided 
the Stirks,  a series of evil reefs just off Auliston Point and 
headed for Tobermory to pick up supplies. For a while, 
we strolled amongst crowds of people surrounded by  
the delicate, though hardly complementary, aromas of 
fish, chips and scented candles. It was all a bit much after 
days of solitude. Then a piper struck up on the pier to 
entertain the shoppers. Despite my Scots ancestry,  I am 
not a huge fan. Don’t get me wrong, I have the greatest 
respect for pipers. Anyone who has the perseverance 
and musicality to wring a recognisable tune out of 
something so obviously unsuited to the purpose 
deserves no less. When in close proximity to a piper, I 
have been tempted to ask them can they play, 'Over the 
Hills and Far Away', but I have lacked the courage to do 
so. I have it on good authority that they carry knives. It 
was time to go.

Leaving Tobermory, we made for Ardmore Point 
— the northerly tip of Mull — under sail. Again our 
progress was slow but we were determined to use the 
motor as little as possible. We were sailors after all! It 
seemed to take an age but by 18:00 we could say that 
we had at last rounded Ardmore and we hardened up in 
the direction of Caliach Point, the next major obstacle 
on our journey. Time was pressing and it was clear that 
we would not be rounding the fearsome headland that 
day. Thus we made for Loch na Chumhainn, one of the 
possible bolt holes we had written into our passage plan. 
The pilot guide issued worrying warnings of marked 
and unmarked rocks scattered in the approaches to 
this narrow inlet. Caution was called for and it was late 
evening before we entered the constricted anchorage of 
Port Croig and with keel raised were able to manoeuvre 
ourselves amongst moored fishing boats and drop 
anchor. Two returning fishermen gave us a cheery wave 
which we took to be a good sign. 

It was another wonderfully clear evening. Away to 

_________________________
(left) Martinet and boom tent
_________________________
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the north were the Small Isles and 
the bright wand of the Ardnamurchan 
Light illuminated in the declining sun. 
Directly out, across the unruffled sea, 
the dark line of Coll, transfixed in 
molten splendour, defined the western 
horizon. All this beauty — but our 
minds were on Caliach Point. 

Day Three: Croig to Gometra 13Nm
6th August 2012 HW Oban 15:03

We were up at 05:30 to catch the last 
few hours of southerly tide at Caliach 
Point. I was recently  told by a local that the fishermen 
hereabouts view Caliach with more trepidation than 
its infamous near neighbour, Ardnamurchan, and we 
were anxious to be done with it. The morning was a dull 
monochrome: mist veiled the islands which last night 
had exploded with colour and as we nosed carefully 
out of Croig, Caliach appeared before us as a glooming 
shadow. There was little wind and so by judicious use 
of the motor and the insistence of the tide, we arrived 
exactly at the appointed hour. Caliach proved to be in 
benevolent mood and after forty minutes of swirls, 
ripples and worrying upwellings of water, we breathed 
a deep sigh of relief and declared ourselves clear of its 
formidable presence. 

A friendly westerly breeze arrived and we were 
able to reach slowly across Calgary Bay and as we did 
so, the wind shredded the thin clouds, exposing for us 
the strange seascape of the Passage of Tiree. Away to 
starboard, the Treshnish Islands emerged from the mirk, 
each one shaped in its own unique form, like prototypes 
of islands discarded in some primordial sea. Off the 
port bow lay the majestic cliffs of the Ardmeanach 
headland, an impressive relic of  Mull’s volcanic past, 
and ahead lay Staffa, squat and dark. Beyond, gleaming 
on the horizon, lay the bright smudge of Iona. The wind 
dropped again as we passed Treshnish Point but we 
persevered under sail making a slow crossing of Loch 
Tuath toward Gometra and our planned destination for 
the night, Arcarseid Mor, the big harbour. The pilot guide 
spoke of a concealed entrance and we almost missed it 
before circling back to enter through the rocky channel 
into another wildly idyllic anchorage. The harbour is 
shoal in many areas but again the lifting keel allowed us 
to anchor well up into the head of the loch. Now we felt 
really exposed. Perhaps this was due to the remoteness 
and the lack of anything one could call civilisation. 
Perhaps it was the difference in the seas here: long 
muscular swells which carried unsettling rumours of the 
powerful Atlantic. Maybe it was the strangeness and 
variety of the landscapes but there was a very real sense 
of being 'out there.' 

The Gometra and Ulva anchorages are very special to 
us. We have since sailed a great deal on this west side of 
Mull and revisited these remote harbours several times.  
For us, they are places of extraordinary beauty, yet some 
have called them sombre. I have read much about these 
islands and the terrible conditions experienced by the 

islanders during the Clearances. It is easy to consider 
these islands as some sort of historical cliché, for our 
perception of them to be dominated by only the history 
of the Clearances. These lovely harbours knew hardship 
and unspeakable cruelty, but surely they also echoed 
with the joy and the song of those who lived and worked 
here. We fell asleep to the busy sound of oystercatchers.  

Day Four. Gometra to Bull Hole. 10Nm
7th August 2012 HW Oban 15:38

We awoke to the sight of a sea eagle circling far 
overhead, a dot against the faultless blue of the sky. 
In our several subsequent visits to this anchorage,  we 
have never failed to see one. Rounding the islet of Eilean 
Dioghlum, which guards the mouth of the anchorage, 
we could see our day’s course set out before us. Iona 
lay some 10Nm ahead and Staffa in a direct line for half 
that distance. The westerly airflow persisted, offering  us 
a light breeze just abaft of the beam to help us across to 
Iona. It was the perfect sailing day and we were going 
to make the most of it. The secret weapon was again 
produced and we were delighted to find that it set 
perfectly on the reach too! The sea-state was slight and 
with no chop to obstruct her, Martinet surged forward 
toward Staffa. All was right with the world. The GPS told 
us that we were travelling at better than five knots. We 
were flying! The boat could not have been planing but 
from the spray coming over the bow, it certainly felt like 
it! It was, however, becoming clear that the wind was 
increasing steadily and within minutes the GPS was 
reading six knots, surely higher than the hull speed? 
Even for a couple of old National Scorpion racers, it was 
all becoming a little interesting. And then, there was 
another palpable jump in wind speed and a further leap 
forward in boat speed! 

'Perhaps,' said the Skipper through a clenched jaw, 
'We should lower this spinnaker.' (I’m paraphrasing a 
little here!). 

But to do this  proved much easier said than done. 
Our foolishly jury-rigged lines were virtually impossible 
to release under load no matter how hard we tried. As 
resourceful as ever,  the Skipper came up with a plan. 

'Right, we’ll live with it. Sheet the main out. Sit out 
and come aft. We’ll be in the lee of Staffa in five minutes 
and then we’ll heave-to. When we do, get forward and 
bring the bloody thing down. And here you are,' she said,  
passing me her knife with a piratical glint in her eye, just 

_________________
(right) The Skipper
_________________



like Gina Davies in Cut-throat Island, 
'Use this if you need to!'

Our meteoric approach to Staffa 
must have been a fine spectacle for 
the boat loads of tourists converging 
on the island. In the end, the knife 
was not necessary and hove-to we 
managed to stow the spinnaker and 
pull down generous reefs in the main 
and genny. The wind was now fresh 
and a long rolling swell had set in as we 
reached away toward Iona. Martinet 
coped with it beautifully. The skipper 
was on the helm and she relishes this 
stuff but it was with some relief on 
my part that we passed into the lee 
of Eilean Amraidh at the northern 
entrance to the Sound of Iona and 
the swell subsided. But so did the 
wind and we were compelled to resort to the motor to 
enter the magnificent anchorage of Bull Hole, so named 
because of the squat, bovine, granite island which 
shelters it from the often boisterous conditions in the 
sound. We dropped anchor, rowed ashore and climbed 
a grassy gully to reach a rocky promontory overlooking 
the anchorage. What a view! Perhaps it was a residue of 
adrenalin from the day’s excitement but I felt distinctly 
poetical! I had been reading about John Keats’s travels 
around Mull and his Chapman’s Homer sonnet came to 
mind. I put on my poetry recitation voice. 

'Much have I travelled in the realms of gold
And many goodly states and kingdoms seen
Round many western islands I have been....'
The Skipper listened respectfully. She is used to this 

sort of pseudo-academic rubbish from me. And so, like 
Cortez at Darien, we gazed out over the Passage of Tiree 
toward Coll, the Small Isles and the jagged Cuillin of Skye 
in the far distance as the sun set. It had been some day. 

Day Five. Bull Hole to Tinker’s Hole 4 Nm
8th August 2012 HW 16:08

It was another radiant morning, perhaps the hottest 
of the trip. Our plan for the day was simple. We were 
running out of water and to replenish our supply was 
the first priority. If the Skipper does not get a couple of 
ample cups of Tetley’s in the morning before coming on 
deck, she turns into a regular Ahab! 

We crossed to Iona and anchored in Martyrs’ Bay 

put a dampener on the spirit. The Skipper has trouble 
enough dragging me into our local church for free! (Fr 
Kelly, if you are reading this — it’s a joke.) The tour 
boats and the ferry were beginning to disgorge hordes 
of pilgrims onto the island, all keen to get into closer 
communion with St Columba. Perhaps a more effective 
method would have been to clamber on board a small 
open boat, hoist sail and make out to sea. By all accounts, 
the lad was a fair-to-middling small boat cruiser. 

It was time to go and so we crossed back over the 
Sound of Iona toward Tinker’s Hole, our destination for 
the night. The Sound is a strange piece of water with a  
constantly changing sandy seabed. In places, it is very 
shallow indeed but such matters were little problems 
for Martinet. Nor was the northern entrance to Tinker’s 
Hole, a narrow channel between a series of rocky islets 
and skerries and the island of Erraid. This passage is 
shallow and tortuous, but with the keel wound up,  a 
Swift 18 will float in 200mm of water and we were able 
to cautiously nose in on the rising tide. 

At last, the anchorage opened out before us and we 
were able to find  secure holding in a sheltered bight 
of the channel.  After lunch, in mirror calm conditions, 
we took the inflatable to explore the glorious sandy 
skerries to the west and later ventured around to Traigh 
Gheal or David Balfour’s Bay. This is the bay made 
famous in Robert Louis Stevenson’s Kidnapped and 
much frequented by the author as a boy. There was a 
yacht at anchor there but the beach itself was deserted. 
To visit this place on such a wonderful evening with its 

______________________________
(right) Charlie at Martyr's Bay, Iona
______________________________

__________________________
(right) David Balfour's Bay
__________________________
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with lovely white sand below us. A tap 
was located near the ferry slipway and 
we filled up our assortment of water 
containers and set about wandering 
through the island’s many historic 
sites. St Mary’s nunnery was our 
favourite — very peaceful and calming 
after the excitement of the previous 
day. We decided to give the Abbey a 
miss. It looked a little modern for our 
taste and besides there was a pretty 
steep entrance fee which tended to 
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white sands and its backdrop of red cliffs is to know 
something of the complexion of Paradise. It was an old 
rock climber’s wonderland and I spent a happy hour 
scrambling about the perfect granite outcrops. 

We made a brew and had a snooze on the sands. It all 
felt very tropical. Too soon, however,  the lapping waves 
warned us that an onshore breeze had developed. It was 
time to go and the resulting chop made the trip back 
to the boat a rather damp though exciting affair but we 
were not bothered. It had been a great day. 

Day Six. Tinker’s Hole to Loch Spelve. 32 Nm
9th August 2012 HW Oban 16:41

We were up early to catch the favourable tide going 
North East along the coast of the Ross of Mull towards 
the Firth of Lorn. We emerged from the southern 
entrance of Tinker’s Hole to a breathless seascape. The 
sun was rising over the jet fangs of the infamous Torran 
Rocks, each one fringed white with the merest hint of 
foam. This group of rocks proved to be the undoing 
of Davey Balfour in Kidnapped and even now, it was 
possible to see why. We have since made this passage 
in a larger boat, in very different conditions when it is 
a fearsome place indeed. But today the rocks were in 
kindly mood and we were able to locate the channel 
through without difficulty. As the hours passed, the 
blush granite of Erraid and the Ross of Mull gave way 
to the towering black basalt cliffs of Malcolm's Point 
and Aioeadh Mor. There is little in the way of bolt-hole, 
refuge or anchorage along this formidable coast.  We 
had to wait until the improbable bay of Carsaig opened 
up and we were able to anchor behind Gamhnach Mhor, 
an island known locally as The Cow, unsurprisingly a 
similar-shaped though rather more delicate affair than 
the Bull of Bull Hole. 

    We had a particular interest in Carsaig. It was one 
of the locations used in the 1945 Ealing film,  I know 
where I’m Going. You have got to love a bit of Powell 
and Pressburger! We had come a long way from Tinker’s 
Hole and were tempted to stay the night but the Skipper 
was not impressed by the 
anchorage and had no wish to 
emulate the film’s heroine, Joan 
Webster, who was stormbound 
here for several days and so we 
resolved to push on for Loch 
Spelve, the next nearest secure 
anchorage some 15Nm further 
on. Once again, we had a light 
following breeze which saw us 
quickly past the open mouth of 
Loch Buie. We had judged the 
tide nicely and it had helped 
the cause. However, several 
moments of anxiety were 
experienced as we passed 
Frank Lockwood’s Island. Here 
the north-going tide collides 
with this unimpressive islet 
squeezing the current sideways 

and outward, creating a good deal of turbulence. The 
sea boiled as we passed through this area giving us a 
rough half-hour before calm was restored. Northward 
we went, into the twilight, under the towering cliffs of 
Mull until at last they gradually fell away and the tricky 
entrance of Loch Spelve opened before us. We chose the 
simplest anchorage, ate briefly and turned in. 

Day Seven Loch Spelve to Lochaline. 12 Nm
10th August 2012 HW Oban 17:18

The day dawned dull with a thin mist hanging over 
the loch. We decided that visibility was good enough 
to venture out into the Firth of Lorn. We motored out 
but the engine seemed out of sorts, a fault which we 
later traced to a trapped fuel line between the motor 
and the remote fuel tank. We need not have worried 
about the visibility. By the time we had rounded the 
shoal which almost blocks the entrance, a light breeze 
had blown the mist to ribbons and Ben More was once 
more dominating the Mull skyline. Away to starboard, 
the Garvellachs — the Isles of the Sea — rose in splendid 
irregularity. Apparently these were Columba’s favourite 
islands. One can easily see why,  but you would need to 
choose your sailing days carefully if you owned the sort 
of craft Columba is thought to have sailed. 

With the wind behind us, we rounded Duart Point 
and made up into the Sound of Mull once more. Here 
was another chance to fly 'the bag' which we took with 
rather more caution than on our previous hoist. As we 
passed Dùn da Ghaoithe, 'the Fort of the Two Winds', 
the point at which the strange tides of the Sound of the 
Mull divide, we could truly say that our circumnavigation 
was over. We pulled onto the newly constructed pontoon 
at Lochaline, had a much-needed shower in the Dive 
Centre and that night celebrated with a slap-up meal in 
the Lochaline Hotel. 

Afterthoughts. 
We had been outrageously lucky with the weather. 

A week of nearly cloudless weather around the coasts 

__________________________
  (right) Martinet in Bulls Hole
__________________________
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of Mull in August is unusual to say the least. Of course,  our 
trip was not as impressive as Alan Glanville’s sail and oar 
trip because we had the motor. Ours was a steep learning 
curve, even given the depth of the Skipper’s experience. 
Looking back with the hindsight of a number of subsequent 
trips onto the west coast of Mull, it is clear to us now  that 
we had pushed our luck. The boat performed well and yet in 
other conditions, she would have struggled. Her diminutive 
size had aroused some curiosity on the trip. An old salt came 
to cast his eye over her when we were taking on water at 
Lochaline. I told him that we had sailed her around Mull.

'Good for you,' he said. 'She’s a bonny wee thing but you 
do need to bear in mind that there are seas hereabouts that 
would flip her end over end and no bother at all.'  

Needless to say, we did bear this in mind on later voyages. 
Yet the trip gave us confidence and the experience to try 
more ambitious trips in other places and in other boats. Two 
years later, we sold Martinet, replacing her with another 
Wayfarer and a 27ft yacht. We were sad to see her go. She 
had taken good care of us, not only on this trip but on others 
where we had been rather less fortunate with the weather. 
We understand that she is now based in Scotland and wish 
her well. We hope that her new owner will enjoy sailing 
her as much as we did, with as much love and laughter as 
we enjoyed on this marvellous trip. And perhaps, with that 
second-hand kite flying and a fresh breeze streaming over 
the beam, she may well travel as fast again as she did on 
that never to be forgotten  morning when we sailed her from 
Gometra to Staffa. 

Notes
Launching: We launched at Largs Marina. This has an 

excellent  slipway. For heavier boats they also offer tractor 
launch and recovery. We eventually recovered Martinet at 
Dunstaffnage Marina near Oban, using their slipway. 

Navigation: For navigation, we used the Imray Pilot 
Guide, Mull and Adjacent Coasts, by Martin Lawrence. This 
has since been superseded by the excellent CCC Kintyre to 
Ardnamuchan Pilot Guide, now in its 2nd edition. 

We used Imray Chart C65 Crinan to Mallaig and Barra for 
large scale work and the Imray folder Kintyre to the Point 
of Ardnamurchan when we needed more detail. We also 
used the Admiralty Tidal Stream Atlas NP214 West Coast of 
Scotland and we had a small chart plotter which we used 

sparingly to conserve battery power. 
We also had complete coverage of the coast of 

Mull in OS 1:50,000 maps. If I were to repeat the trip 
today,  I would also use the Antares Charts package 
on tablet/smart phone. Incidentally, the tidal atlas is 
also available digitally now. 

Anchoring: Our main anchor was a 6kg Bruce 
anchor with 20 metres of 8mm chain. Our second 
anchor was a 6kg Fortress anchor with 10 metres of 
8mm chain. We only used the second anchor once 
on this trip to prevent swinging in Tinker’s Hole. 

Anchorages:
1. Lochaline: N 56 33.372, W 005 45.236
2. Loch Droma Na Buibhe: N 56 39.178, W 005   
56.030
3. Port Croig: N 56 36.449, W 005 56.030
4. Gometra, Acaseid Mor: N 56 29.603, W 006 
18.030
5. Bull Hole: N56 20.350, W006 21.834
6. Tinker’s Hole: N 56 17.500 ,W 006 23.034
7. Carsaig: N 56 18.952, W 005 58.095
8. Loch Spelve: N 56 23.458, W 005 44.460

General reading: We had a copy of The Scottish 
islands, by Hamish Haswell-Smith, which gives great 
basic information on each Scottish island, including 
notes on history, geology and wildlife.  

Much has been written about the clearances and 
the Mull communities. A particular favourite is: As 
it was — an Ulva boyhood, by Donal B McKenzie. 
The title for this article is pinched from the Keats 
sonnet, On Once looking into Chapman’s Homer. 
(Pretentious? Moi?) As a retired English teacher you 
tend to have this sort of stuff rattling around in the 
memory and it seemed to fit. I had been reading 
about Keats’s 1818 trip to Mull, Staffa and Iona. 
Apparently, he did not like Mull at all, as is obvious 
in the letter to Tom Keats on 23rd July, 1818. 

Columba: Despite my flippancy about Iona, I 
am a great admirer of St Columba. A good read 
is, Columba: Pilgrim, Priest & Patron Saint, by Tim 
Clarkson.

Pipers: I put my aversion to pipers down to 
enforced watching of The White Heather Club as 
a child. I know that others were similarly scarred. 
A GP friend of mine, when introduced to a new 
patient, a Mr McDonald,  was unable to prevent 
himself asking the gentleman, 'Whar's yr troozars?'  
Recently, I did watch Rura in concert at the Beacon 
Centre in Greenock. They are a group of young 
men trying to breath new life into the pipes. very 
enjoyable. I may be converted yet.  CH

______________________________________

_________
(left Croig
_________
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T HE ISLAND OF PAxOS, JEWEL of the Northern 
Ionian, is beautiful in any weather but, despite the 
surroundings, we were feeling somewhat glum. 

It was too windy to sail and we had eaten too much 
lunch for the prospect of a hill walk in 30-degree heat 
to hold much charm. The Kafenion didn’t re-open until 
6pm so we were idly discussing any viable alternatives 
to a siesta somewhere shady and, preferably, out of 
the wind, when the dulcet tones of Niko the boatman 
crossed the harbour like the klaxon of a car ferry:

'Ela, Captain! Come look at your boat!'
I knew something was wrong. Niko only calls me 

‘Captain’ (in a voice dripping with sarcasm) when I’ve 
done something particularly stupid – or with a different, 
sharper, tone if there is a real problem.

'Ela! Tora!'  (Come! Now!)
We picked up our gear and ran from the comfortable 

seats of Fanni’s Bar past the waterfront restaurants and 
moored-up fishing boats, around the back of the old 
school house to the breakwater to find — chaos .

It was 3pm on a cloudless day and the gale of wind, 
forecast for later, had come early. It was accompanied by 
a swell, big for the Ionian, rolling majestically into Lakka 
harbour and crashing into the breakwater behind which 
Wabi, my Deben Lugger (prototype #2) was moored. The 
wind, strong as it was, came from dead ahead, blowing 
the boats off the breakwater. So long as the bow lines 
held, the boats were safe; or so, in my innocence, I had 
thought. However, there was a problem that I hadn’t 
planned for.  As each wave crest passed the end of the 

breakwater thousands of gallons of water, freed from 
confinement, turned through 90° and rushed down the 
back face of the breakwater, carrying the boats with it, 
and as each trough passed, those same thousands of 
gallons rushed back again. This left the boats performing 
a circular dance, of sorts, which would have been quite 
all right if all the boats had been the same size and 
moored the same distance from the rocks. This being 
far from the case, some of them were making violent 
contact with the rocks with each cycle — and violent 
contact with each other in between times, just to add 
variety. Some pretty expensive plastic was getting 
scraped, gashed and otherwise messed up, while a small 
inflatable tender, moored with a single painter (and no 
anchor) had elected itself 'community fender' and was 

The Fallen Angel and a Force 8 
                                 (Or how I fail to get knotted)
               by Tony Langmead

Lakka Harbour and breakwater (centre)
__________________________________

___________________________________
(right) Mizzen stowed ready for the gale
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being slowly beaten to death by repeated blows from 
one or other of the heavier boats next to it.

I was upset to find Wabi was joining in the fun and 
the sharp rocks had already cut through the line holding 
her own bow fender in place so that it hung down, 
uselessly. Every few minutes she was getting too close 
to the breakwater for my liking and had, by the look of 
her stem, had a knock or two herself. I thought I was 
smarter than this!

Knowing a big wind was coming I’d taken down the 
mizzen mast to reduce windage but saw no reason to 
alter what I considered to be my bomb-proof mooring 
technique. This was no time for philosophising. I had to 
do something – and double quick, too, while I still had 
some gelcoat left. 

Niko was already on one of his hire boats, trying to 
grab hold of the one next to it as it swooped past on a 
wave. Next time Wabi came in close I leaped aboard, 
grabbed onto the mainmast and clung on, waiting for 
the inevitable jerk as she was brought up short by her 
mooring lines. I turned to wave reassuringly to my wife. 
'It’s all right, I’m OK!' was the phrase I had in mind to 
use, while looking suitably heroic. A face full of flying 
spray and sand from the next wave to crash into the 
breakwater rather limited communication – and anyway, 
my wife had found shelter on the beach steps and, her 
interest in proceedings having waned, appeared to be 
reading a book. (What I Think About When He Talks 
About Sailing, by Haruki Murakami, or some such.) 

Niko was making 'Get-on-with-it!' gestures with one 
hand while he hung on with the other, but whatever he 
was saying by way of encouragement was lost on the 
wind. Probably just as well. Once I had got used to the 
motion I made my way aft, clinging on to the mainsheet 
and lazy jacks – and regretting that I’d unshipped the 
mizzen. There was nothing to hang onto back there! 
I waited for a smooth patch (all things are relative), 
lurched into the cockpit and draped myself over the aft 
deck. 

I scrabbled for the anchor cable and found it twanging 
taut each time the boat was pushed to shore but hanging 
loose on the return trip. A loop of it had managed to 
take a turn around the sculling oarlock on the transom 
somehow and with each jerk a little bit more woodwork 
was being wrenched away. This wasn’t supposed to 
happen! I hauled in about six feet of anchor cable and 
made it fast around the proper mooring cleat and Wabi 
was now safe from violent contact with the shore – and 
so was the hire boat next to me, as Niko took up the 
slack on its anchor warp with a turn around one of my 
aft cleats. Taking the hint, I did the same with the soft, 
benign Joker Boat on my other side. Now all three boats 
were fixed together and moving as one in a much more 
civilised manner. We were all hanging off my anchor, a 
5kg Bruce with 3m of heavy chain attached but it never 
moved an inch for the remainder of the storm. 

All made safe! Perhaps I could relax now?  Well, 
yes… if your idea of relaxation is to sit on a small, open 
boat in gale force winds being continually drenched 
with spray and pebble-dashed with grit and sea weed. 

There was no way I was going to leap a six-foot gap 
between the bucking boat and an extremely gnarly 
breakwater, either. So, what to do!  I considered diving 
off the stern and swimming to shore but on the whole, 
I preferred the thought of hypothermia. My decidedly 
non-waterproof watch and mobile phone which, in the 
rush, I had left in my pocket were of the same opinion, 
no doubt.  Niko, more power to his elbow, does this stuff 
on a regular basis and was busy clambering, at some 
personal risk, from boat to boat, shortening anchor 
warps and adjusting fenders. He came back to the boat 
next to the long-suffering tender, dropped into it and 
hopped up onto the breakwater as nimble as some kind 
of amphibious Greek goat. They say that imitation is the 
sincerest form of flattery so I followed – less like a goat 
and more like a wet and gritty Hippo – with the tender 
performing possibly its last service to Mankind. (Next 
morning, I saw it hauled out on the breakwater. Grey, 
wrinkled and flaccid, looking like the hide of a badly 
skinned walrus.)

'You staying for a while?' Niko asked, as I tried to 
wring the sea water and minute marine organisms out 
of my beard.

'Going home now. Come back in a couple hours, 
maybe.'

So, between us, Niko, my wife and I mounted an 
anchor watch until the sea calmed down a little and the 
wind backed to its more usual NNE. Nothing now was 
giving cause for alarm and anyway it was getting too 
dark to see anything so we adjourned to the Kafenio 

__________________________
(right) Niko assesses the damage

Tony is in the one on the right...
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Drying sails  
__________

for ‘beer and sarcasm’ from the 
locals, both offered for free, and a 
little tsipouru to dispel the damp 
on our way home on our hired 
scooter!  

(About the Tsipouru: Not 
perhaps the most sensible of 
beverages for the scooterist but a 
refusal often offends.)

(About the sarcasm: All the 
islanders I have met have been 
unfailingly polite and hospitable 
to strangers but when they get 
to know you better — and know 
you won’t take too much offence 
— the Greek sense of humour 
can take you off guard. Trenchant 
and mortifying to the accurately 
impaled target but howlingly 
funny to everyone else, it is to 
be endured with as much fortitude as you can muster.  
Note that a quick riposte, however witty, will not be 
appreciated. It spoils the enjoyment of the moment. 
However, when an opportunity arises at a later date, 
you are positively encouraged to restore the balance, as 
is only right and proper between Καλοί φίλοι Ελληνική!)

Next morning, I was down at the harbour earlier than 
usual. I wanted to check the damage to Wabi’s stem 
and find out what had gone wrong with my supposedly 
bomb-proof mooring technique. It turned out that the 
stem was easily repaired with a little epoxy putty — 
to be sanded fair and painted over in the fullness of 
time. i.e. this week, next week, sometime, never. More 
worrying was the damage caused by the anchor cable 
yanking away at the sculling crutch. That would need a 
bit of major carpentry and a dollop of epoxy to put the 
transom back to rights.  (That’s the joy of a 'wabi-sabi' 
boat. A bit of patching up will 
not ruin her appearance.) But 
what had happened to cause all 
this grief?

The normal mooring 
method around here is the 
Mediterranean standard, i.e. 
bows or stern to the shore as, 
in these overcrowded but tide-
less harbours, it maximizes the 
number of boats you can cram 
onto a crowded quayside. The 
commercial fishing boats are 
an exception in going alongside, 
as it makes unloading and net 
handling easier and, what the 
hell, they live here!  Quite a few 
people, being used to finger 
berths, find it a tricky technique 
for the first few attempts but 
soon calm down and get used 
to dealing with crossed anchor 

chains. For a very small boat like mine it’s a piece of cake. 
The usual method (assuming the outboard is working) 

is as follows: drop and secure the mainsail outside the 
harbour entrance; leave the loosely-sheeted mizzen 
up as it might come in handy; motor past all the AWBs 
scattered at random across the fairway, keeping a sharp 
lookout for their crews, who have a disconcerting habit 
of leaping into the water and floating around in a trance-
like state, oblivious to oncoming traffic (the Ionian has 
that effect on people); round up to the quayside and 
approach slowly to  within 8-10m and throw out the 
anchor; let the cable run through your free hand for 
a couple of metres, then grip it to set the anchor and 
continue under minimum throttle until your stem is just 
about to touch the quayside; and then cleat the anchor 
off. Your crew can now hop ashore with the mooring 
lines, or, if single handed, unclip the kill cord, leaving the 

The author
__________
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engine in gear and pulling against the anchor and nip 
ashore yourself.  (Turning off the engine first might seem 
safer but you will end up with an ever-increasing gap 
between you and the quayside. Any temptation to jump 
for it should be resisted, unless, of course, you really 
want new front teeth!) Many people use just the one 
bow line, which gives the boat freedom to move, but 
I find this a mixed blessing in summer when folk start 
shoving you to one side to fit in yet another Gin Palace. 
I prefer to use two, set at 45° and stand my ground! (If 
you think that’s a bit prim you should have seen the 25ft 
sports boat that was moored by tying its painter to my 
mooring line with something the generous might call a 
rolling hitch! No anchor, of course.)

The other thing I do differently, an idea I stole from 
large cruisers expecting a hurricane, is to use an Anchor 

Angel. They use a heavy weight fixed to the anchor 
chain about a third of the way back to the boat.  In my 
case it’s a couple of diving weights (about 2 or 3kg in 
total) tied to a large carabiner. This is clipped onto the 
anchor warp and lowered over the stern on a bit of string 
about a metre and a half long, just long enough in Lakka 
harbour to touch bottom. This method has two benefits 
for a small boat. First, it keeps the anchor warp flat on 
the bottom, away from other people’s props but more 
importantly, it pulls the boat away from the quayside, 
until you pull in on the bow mooring line, that is. As you 
bring the boat close enough to step elegantly aboard (or 
ashore) the anchor cable straightens, lifting the Angel off 
the bottom. Let go of the mooring line and your Angel 
sinks, pulling the boat away from the quayside and 
keeping her off, despite wind and wave.

So why did this marvellous creation not do the business 
when I really needed it, in the only Force 8 gale of the 
summer?   I was hoping to avoid answering this question. 
It was entirely my fault – (Καμία αλλαγή εκεί, τότε! – says 
Niko. No change there, then!) and appallingly simple. 
The braided terylene line I used had parted company 
with my Anchor Angel. It was no longer suspended just 
below the transom. A shallow dive revealed that it had 
slid all the way down the Octoplait and was even about 
60cms down the chain leader towards the anchor, such 
was the degree of movement it had been subjected to. 
The disturbance on the sea floor showed that it had 
been bouncing up and down on the same spot for some 
time. My claw-type anchor was well dug in and had not 
moved an inch. 

The preferred local anchors (cheap grapnels made 
from welded up reinforcing rods) had all dragged until 
they snagged a rock or an old mooring chain. I was 
surprised that the line had parted. It hadn’t seemed to 
be chafing at all, and closer examination proved that to 

be the case. It was the knot that 
had failed. (The shame of it!)  
When I’d launched this summer I 
re-rigged the Angel but, being in a 
rush to get sailing, had just used a 
quick bowline and promptly forgot 
about it. All the jerking about had 
loosened this knot — never secure 
on slippery synthetics — and 
caused all the grief. I should have 
used an anchor knot — or at least 
a round turn and two half-hitches 
and whipped the loose end to the 
standing part, a vital addition. So, 
saving five minutes at launch had 
cost me several hours of work and 
a fair bit of cash for materials to 
repair the damage, not to mention 
another round of barracking in the 
Kafenio. 

(King James Bible: Chapter 32, 
verse 23  '….be sure your sin will 
find you out……')  TL

Sailing into Lakka  Harbour

Angel down painter

Angel up painter



Book Review by Keith Muscott

T HIS SECOND EDITION (2010) HAS BEEN UPDATED with a new 
chapter describing Nick's completion of the Fastnet Race thirty 
years after his first attempt. It is an essential book to read 

after Fastnet Force Ten, as some of John Rousmaniere's deductions, 
mentioned by Len in his excellent review (DC243), should be tested in 
the light of Nick Ward's retrospective. 

The crewman who accompanied Ward to Ireland later to sort out 
Grimalkin was in fact Matt, the 17 year-old son of the skipper David 
Sheahan, who was lost in horrific circumstances, at first trapped 
underneath the boat and then, unconscious, floated away to his death 
after his line was cut. After this, it is perhaps understandable that his 
young son yielded to the urgent demands of two others and joined 
them in the liferaft. Matt later told Nick that when Dave Wheeler and 
Mike Doyle decided to go, he was faced with an unbearable choice. 
Nick and Gerry Winks were unconscious and buried under tangled 
lines and wreckage left by repeated capsizes. The others tried to 
move them but couldn't. All three were convinced they were dead. 
Should Matt stay on board a boat that was sinking with two dead 
friends, or leave with two live ones? He left, and 'after an hour or so 
of sheer hell,' they were picked up by helicopter. When they were 
rescued it is almost certain that Gerry Winks was still alive.

Nick Ward's feelings about this are clear: 'I wanted to hear that 
he (Matt), Dave and Mike had tried to resuscitate Gerry and me. I 
wanted to hear that they had checked our pulses to determine 
whether we were alive, that they'd tried to give us mouth to mouth, 
that they'd tried to transfer us to the liferaft. But no. It seemed that 
they had collectively decided to leave us.'

It was Gay Sheahan, Matt's mother, who broke the ice by calling 
Nick and asking him to accompany her son to Ireland to inspect 
Grimalkin after she had been found in Waterford. A RN helicopter 
crew had seen her shortly after Nick and his dead crewmate had been 
lifted off by winchman Commander Peter Harrison, later commended 
for his bravery, who also was convinced at the time that Grimalkin 
was going down. 

What I find most compelling about Nick Ward's story is that he 
refused to give up trying to resuscitate his unconscious companion 
even after he was almost certainly dead, during which time he was 
aware that Grimalkin would probably founder as his attempts at 
reducing the water level inside using a bucket were not stopping it 
from rising. 

It was quite some time before the other two survivors learned that 
Nick Ward had escaped death. Neither visited him in hospital and 
neither have contacted him over the years since. Interestingly, Dave 
and Mike were not part of the core crew: they had answered a late 
advert that David Sheahan had circulated locally, in Surrey. Did they 
lack that essential team cohesion which always counts for so much?

The book includes Robert B Rice's masterly analysis, 'Tracking a 
Killer Storm' (1979) and a full list of all the yachts that took part in the 
race and what happened to them. It is one thing to see numbers on 
a sheet of paper but much more sobering to see those boats named. 
Out of the total of 15 deaths the Class Iv yacht Ariadne lost four: 
Frank Ferris, WCL le Fevre, David Crisp and RL Robie. KM

Left For Dead, 
by Nick Ward with Sinéad O'Brien

Paperback: 320 pages
Publisher: Adlard Coles or AC Black
2nd Revised edition (6 Sept. 2010)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 9781408128169
ISBN-13: 978-1408128169
ASIN: 1408128160
Product Dimensions: 12.9 x 2.3 x 19.8 cm
Paperback: £7.18 — £10.99

Nick sits waiting for rescue, with the body 
of Gerry Winks at his feet, sprawled across the 
cockpit. Grimalkin reveals the appalling damage 
inflicted on her by the storm: dismasted, stanchions 
bent, nearly full of water. When she pitchpoled 
a heavy battery under the companionway broke 
loose and flew through the cabin to wedge itself 
right up in the bows. They all tried to stay on deck.

She is still rising and falling 20 feet in the swell.
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Dear Keith,
I was very interested to see the photograph of the 

wooden lifeboat under construction in Dinghy Cruising 
242, p.69. (See bottom of this column)

When I built The Water Rat I used the same system of 
double diagonal planking — but in my case the 'planks' 
were not of teak or mahogany but 2mm. Oregon pine 
veneers over 6mm. cedar strip planking (see photograph 
— not very good quality I'm afraid as it's a photo of a 
photo). My planks were glued with epoxy and held in 
place with staples not 'copper clench nails'!  When the 
epoxy had cured the staples were removed. 

Each plank has to be shaped to fit tightly to the 
previous plank. Due to the 'belly' of the boat each plank 
needs to be wider in the middle than at the ends ( I'm 
sure you already know all this). I did this by temporarily 
fixing the next plank to the previous one with a few 
staples so that it touched at the ends — at sheer and 
keel — leaving a gap in the middle tapering to nothing 
at each end. The new plank was then marked with a 
pencil line using a 'dummy' (a small piece of wood) of 
the same width as the widest part of the gap. The new 
plank was then removed and trimmed to the line before 
being fixed in place. By this method each plank has one 
straight edge and one slightly curved edge.

In DIY this is also a good method of fitting a 
worksurface to an uneven wall or a piece of plasterboard 
to a wavy beam in an old house.

What is interesting in the photograph is that they 
have fitted four planks with wide gaps between them. 
Do these planks have two parallel straight edges? In 
which case the planks that fit between them will have 
to be shaped on both edges. But three of these planks 
don't reach the sheer so maybe they are temporary 
— possibly plywood — templates. Wikipedia tells me 
that plywood became generally available about 1850, 
Can you, or anyone else, enlighten me ?

 I also like the wooden jack plane on the bench 
in the foreground, which I suppose was being used 
to shape the planks. I have one exactly like it which 
belonged to my grandfather, a wheelwright.

Thanks,  Miles.

Double Diagonal Planking ~ Miles Dent

Wooden jack plane (see 
bottom left — on bench)



T HESE DAyS, THE SOuTHAMPTON BOAT 
SHOW is 'The Boatshow'. Its relevance to 
a dinghy cruiser is generally tangential but 

in my recent experience (the 2019 Show) there are 
good conversations to be had and some interesting 
old boats to look round. You can ignore the acres of 
white plastic and grey RIBS and still have a profitable 
afternoon.

The first thing I noticed, just inside the gate, was 
John Claridge's stand (www.johnclaridgeboats.com). 
He was showing a Lymington Scow, a Seafly and a 
Lightning. I was struck by a number of simple but 
effective solutions to problems on the Scow and John 
Claridge himself explained them to me and allowed 
me to photograph them. So I thought I would share 
them with you.

Pic 1. (Left) This super simple jib sheet jammer, shaped 
from teak, is used on the Scow. It has to be said that the 
Scow has an unusually small jib but I can't help feeling 
this could help de-clutter and simplify other small boats; 
a Mirror or Gull perhaps? Finding the right place on 
the C/B case could be an issue. On a Mirror, could it be 
screwed to the top of the daggerboard?
________________________________

Pic 2. (Above) Question: how and where to stow 
rowlocks?
Answer: Design your own rowlock housing, get it 

Seen at the Southampton Boat Show

by Tom Edom_________________

Aerial view of the Southampton Boat Show 2015

Pic 1.
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manufactured and attach it under the thwart.
Designed for 3/8" rowlocks, these holders cost 

around £10 per pair from John Claridge boats.
_____________________________________

Pic 3. (above) John likes a tidy ship. Note the open 
mesh bag for stowing halyards and lines with a shock 
chord 'rim'. Also the neat anchor stowage. Admittedly 
this only works for a folding grapnel (which is only really 
of use as a beach anchor) and it has been seen before. 
The white, soft plastic container is sold as a winch 
handle caddy for yachts. The key improvement here is 
the teak tab which is pointed down to coil and retain the 
anchor warp (and hence the anchor) but pivots through 
180 degrees to release the anchor and coil, ready to use.

Pic 4. (bottom of page) John was asked by the 
Lymington River Scow Association to find a way for 
sailors to remount their boat in the case of falling out or 
capsize. 'Something like a boarding ladder'. He rejected 
boarding over the stern because, if the sails are up and 
the wind blowing, the body in the water will act as a sea 
anchor and the boat will turn and hare off downwind, 
dragging the said body behind it. 

Boarding over the windward side, with the boat 
beam-on to the wind, is the way to do it, but how, with 
limited upper body strength? Here is his tested solution. 
This is an equestrian stirrup in tough black plastic 
(manufactured by Compositi). The Clamcleat fitting 
is fairly new ('CL826 with CL211 mk2' is the snappy 
description!) and gives easy control of the depth of the 
stirrup for the sailor's foot height. 

The line is attached to the inside of the boat at the 
end of the thwart (see pic 1). Grab the gunwale and step 
up. The foot in the stirrup will still tend to disappear 
under the boat so the line should be as short as possible 
without it being a step too high to achieve. The white 
ring is there to prevent accidental un-jamming and the 
bobble just makes operation a little slicker.  John pointed 
out that it is not only dinghies that suffer this problem. 
Getting a wet and cold person from the water into a RIB, 
over that inflated tube, is no easy thing and casualties 
have died as a result; your sailing club's RIB should have 
these stirrups fitted too. John sells a pair of the stirrup 
kits for around £45. Cheaper than a life-jacket (or a 
funeral).

Whilst the Scow is probably not a particularly common 
cruising dinghy for DCA members, it is a favourite for fun 
club racing and cruising in company, in certain places 
around the Solent (Lymington, Yarmouth, Keyhaven 
and Chichester Harbour are the ones I know). I was 
impressed by the uncluttered functionality which John 
had managed to achieve, along with a most interesting 
safety device. Plus the boat is set up for rowing and 
is provided with proper oars and rowlocks. I did not 
find anything else in the show which seemed quite as 
relevant to DCA members.  TE

Pic 4.
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DCA SAFETy RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Boat
1.1 Should be insured with at least third party cover to protect yourself and allow you to attend  
          rallies hosted by sailing clubs and other authorities that do not tolerate uninsured boats.
1.2 Sufficiently stable so the whole crew can sit on the gunwale without dipping it under the water.
1.3 With sufficient positive buoyancy to support stores and crew when flooded, and disposed so the  
          crew can put the boat back into sailing condition unaided, after a capsize or swamping. Capsizing  
          is a serious matter in a seaway: in rough seas, recovery can become impossible.
1.4 Hull, mast and rigging strong enough to withstand cruising stresses, and properly maintained.
1.5 With a mainsail capable of being reefed whilst at sea. Jib furling or reefing is desirable. Also  
          consider carrying storm sails for strong winds.
1.6 Registered with the HM Coastguard-approved RYA SafeTrx, its replacement for the official  
          voluntary safety identification scheme, previously known as CG66.

2. The Crew
2.1 Sufficiently experienced for the conditions expected.
2.2 Aware of their responsibilities under SOLAS and MCA regulations.
2.3 Adequate for the dinghy: at least one stone of crew weight for each foot of LW (20kg/metre).

3. Equipment for Cruising
3.1 Personal buoyancy for each member of the crew.
3.2 Waterproofs and plenty of warm clothing for each crew member.
3.3 Anchor, minimum 10lb (5kg). Anchor cable minimum 30 metres 8mm non-floating material, with  
          2 metres of chain between it and the anchor, secured to a strongpoint inside the boat.
3.4 Strong bucket as well as a bailer, both with lanyards. A bilge pump is recommended.
3.5 Two oars and metal rowlocks secured by lanyards, plus one spare rowlock. Paddles are not an  
          adequate substitute.
3.6 Drinking water and emergency food rations, sufficient for everyone on board.
3.7 Orienteering compass and chart or large scale local map.
3.8 Fire blanket or fire extinguisher.
3.9 Waterproof vHF radio, preferably with DSC. Consider LW radio receiver for Shipping Forecasts
3.10 Mobile telephone in a waterproof pouch.
3.11 Powerful waterproof light and at least one spare torch.
3.12 First-aid kit.
3.13 Fog horn or whistle to give audible warning in thick weather.

4. Additional Equipment For More Extended Cruises Outside Sheltered Waters
4.1 Reliable steering compass, kept in one position and checked for deviation, preferably lit for night  
          use.
4.2 Navigation equipment: charts covering the whole passage, pilot book, almanac, tidal atlas, 
          leadline, handbearing compass, waterproof GPS or chartplotter.
4.3 Log book for passage planning notes and for recording the passage in progress.
4.4 Emergency radio beacon: EPIRB or PLB.
4.5 Repair kit and spare parts.
4.6 Effective radar reflector, if practicable.
4.7 Day and night flares in a waterproof pack.
4.8 For foreign waters the boat should be registered, display her number and carry registration 
          documents.
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THE MARINE QUARTERLY is in its ninth year of 
publication. During this time it has established 
itself as the antidote to yachting magazines. It is a 

new kind of sea journal – no photographs, but full of big, 
authoritative articles on sailing, cruising, adventuring, 
merchant shipping, conservation, natural history, 
heritage, naval matters, nautical books, and anything 
else connected with salt water. In the Marine Quarterly, 
the words make the pictures.

Its contributors are people who know how to tell a 
good story well. Topics for the first thirty-four issues 
have included the reminiscences of a nervous gap-
year student who found himself sailing to Greenland 
with the adventurer Bill Tilman; instructions on how 
to swim the Channel; the life and alarming dinghy 
cruises of Hum Barton; travels with the plankton; epic 
circumnavigations under sail; health and safety on 
Noah’s Ark; the infamous Shetland mackerel laundry; 
the deeply informal beginnings of Caribbean chartering; 
the strange disappearance of the Atlantic salmon; 
sustainable tuna fishing under sail; open boats and 

tents in the Hebrides; the sea life of T S Eliot; and an 
occasional ‘how to’ series, giving instructions on such 
important matters as sailing round Cape Horn, wintering 
in Antarctica and camping on Rockall. We have also 
printed new fiction. 

The Marine Quarterly is 112 pages of excellent 
stuff, illustrated with line drawings by Claudia Myatt, 
published by subscription only. DCA members who type 
DCAX into the relevant box will receive a 10% discount 
on their subscription price. For more information, visit 
www.marinequarterly.com or ring the number below.

Onward!
Sam Llewellyn

Editor 
The Marine Quarterly
Hope Farm 
Lyonshall
Kington
Herefordshire HR5 3HT
01544 340636




